January 19, 1981

FROM:
TO:

Ad hoc Governance Committee
- C01.rncil. m8ml3ers

SUBJECT:

(}Jte ~

Three Steps Toward a Revision of the Faculty Bylaws

The steps below represent a systematic approach to presenting the
Faculty with a choice between two types of governance:
(a ) a
comittee system similar to the one suggested in the Report of the
College Planning Committee, and (b ) a modified Senate. Attached
are two appendices, one a set of proposed amendments to be placed _
on the agenda of the February Faculty meeting and the other an
outline of revisions needed to make the Bylaws reflect each of the
systems of governance mentioned above.
In reading this report you will need to have a copy of the Bylaws
at hand. Please notice that the most recent issue of the Bylaws
does not include the amendments passed last year, which changed
some of the evaluation procedures listed in Article X.
Step 1.

February Faculty Meeting: Formal Division of the College
Faculty into Four School Faculties

The amendments to Articles II and III of the Bylaws ( see Appendix I )
should be voted on at the Winter Term meeting. Prior to that meeting,
perhaps on Wednesday, January 28, a colloquium should be held for
the purpose of explaining this initial step in the revision of the
Bylaws. The proposed amendments reflect the current division of the
College Faculty into four School Faculties. The professional librarians met with the Ad hoc Committee last fall and presented a position
paper in which they agreed to accept membership in the College Faculty rather than in any one School Faculty, thus removing one of the
serious objections to the proposed new system of governance. Article
II, Section 2, F, reflects the librarians' wish to have a non-voting
liaison representative at meetings of the four School Faculties.
At the January colloquium the Ad hoc Committee would also like to
begin discussions of the choice between the proposed system of
councils and committees and a modified version of the current system, in which the Faculty delegates its authority to the Senate.
The outline provided in Appendix II could be used to demonstrate
the basic differences in the two plans.
Step 2.

Special Meeting of the Faculty in Early March: Abolition
of the Senate and adoption of Amendments to establish major
councils.

Prior to this special meeting the Faculty should have ample time to
consider proposed amendments to Articles I, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII,
IX.
These amendments would be written in accord with Plan A in
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Appendix II. The first vote to be taken at the meeting would determine whether Article III, Section 5, Delegation of Authority to
the Senate, would be deleted.
Should that amendment pass, it would
be with the understanding that it not take effect until the end
of this academic year, thus allowing the current Senate and Standing Committees to function until a new system is in place.
If the
Faculty votes to abolish the Senate, the other amendments could be
considered in order, beginning with Article I. The President of
the Faculty should also direct each School to proceed with developing its own committee structure. For the School of Arts and Sciences,
the Council members might wish to act on behalf of the Faculty or
might prefer to have the Faculty elect a committee for the purpose
of designing a committee system appropriate to its needs. The Ad
hoc Committee members would be available to serve as resource
persons.
Should the Faculty vote not to abolish the Senate, most of the other
amendments become irrelevant, since they deal with deleting references to the Senate and creating new Councils.
It might be possible
to vote on Article VIII, Officers of the Administration, which would
specify the titles and duties of newly created administrative positions, such as Vice-President for Development and Dean of the College,
but only if those descriptions can be written without reference to
the Senate and remain accurate with the Senate in existence.
Step 3.

Special Meeting of the College Faculty or the four School
Faculties in early April.

The outcome of the March meeting will determine whether the April
meeting is a full Faculty meeting for the purpose of voting on
amendments to modify the Senate and Standing Cormnittees or whether
each Faculty meets se~arately in April.
If the Faculty votes to abolish the Senate and accepts most of the
other amendments presented in March, each School Faculty should
have an April meeting to pass provisional guidelines for the standing committees it wishes to have in place during the academic year
1981-82. Each committee created shall have the responsibility of
preparing a statement concerning its membership, responsibilities,
and duties. Each School Faculty should decide on the degree of
autonomy it wishes to grant to the committees and agree upon
the means by which committees should report their decisions and
actions to the Faculty. The Ad hoc Committee suggests that all
information concerning committees be compiled in a Handbook on
Committees, Policies and Procedures, rather than in the Faculty
Bylaws.
If the Faculty votes to retain the Senate, the April meeting would
be the appropriate time to present a series of amendments designed
to modify the Senate, the Council, and the Standing Committees.
These amendments should be written by the Council, and distributed
well in advance of the April meeting.
The Plan B section of
Appendix II could be used as a guideline for writing the necessary
amendments.
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If the preceding three steps are carried out, the Faculty should
have at least the broad outlines of its governance system in place
by April.
The appropriate elections can take place in May.
The Council may wish to propose minor amendments to Article XFaculty Evaluation at the May meeting, but that Article should remain essentially unchanged in order to conform to AAUP guidelines.
The Ad hoc Committee suggests that Article XI-Faculty-Student Relationships not be revised until a new Dean of the College is
hired, since he or she is the person most likely to have good ideas
for revising the Student Court and the Faculty Appeals Board.
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APPENDIX I
Proposed Amendments to the Rollins Fac~lty Bylaws
Article II.

Faculty-Membership and Suffrage

Insert:

The title "Section l" before the first paragraph.

Change:

Sections 1 through 6 to Parts A through F.

Add:

Section 2. For administrative purposes the Rollins Faculty
is divided into four School Faculties: The Arts and
Sciences Faculty, the Crummer Graduate Business Faculty,
the Continuing Education Faculty, and the Education and
Human Development Faculty. The following shall comprise ··.
the Faculty of each School, shall have the right to attend the School's faculty meetings, and unless otherwise
specified in these Bylaws, shall possess all the usual
rights and privileges accorded faculty members.
A. Teachers serving full time under academic appointments
in the School at the rank of instructor or above; and
administrative personnel of like rank.
B. Administrative and executive officers with faculty rank
in the School. These officers shall not acquire faculty
tenure by virtue of their administrative offices.
C. Athletic coaches with faculty rank in the School.
D. Teachers appointed to part-time positions shall have
the right to attend faculty meetings but shall not have
the right to vote.
E. Teachers serving in full time off-campus positions on
an annual contract who are teaching regularly scheduled
classes as a part of the School's curriculum for which
credit is given toward a degree shall be considered voting members of the School Faculty.
F. A librarian with faculty rank shall be designated by
the Library Faculty to the School's faculty meetings
for the purpose of liaison, but shall not have the
right to vote.

Article III.
Section 1.

l

Delete:

Faculty Responsibilities, Rights and Duties
Academic Authority and Responsiblity

Everything following "enrolled in"
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Substitute:
"Its four Schools and in the Patrick Air Force Base
Branch. Each Faculty shall be responsible for the proper
functioning of sound academic procedures within its School.
Delete:

Parts A through D.

Substitute:
A. Each Faculty shall prescribe the qualifications for
admission of students to the School and to all its
programs of instruction.
B. Each Faculty shall be responsible for devising and
approving a curriculum of studies for its instructional
programs.
C. Each Faculty shall establish sound academic requirements for the pursuit of these studies.
D. Each Faculty shall prescribe the attainments requisite
for graduation in its programs and shall nominate and
recommend to the Board of Trustees candidates for all
degrees and for all other diplomas to be issued on the
satisfactory completion of courses of study.
Article III, Section 3.

The College Calendars

Change:

"The" to "A" before the word Faculty in both sentences.

Insert:

"its" before the word "Commencement" in the last sentence.

Article III, Section 4.
Delete:

Election of Committees.

entire sentence

Substitute: The Rollins Faculty and the four School Faculties shall
elect such committees as are deemed necessary to carry out
their responsibilities and shall have the right to delegate
some of their authority to those committees.
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APPENDIX II

The two columns below outline the revisions which would need to
be made in the Bylaws once the Faculty has chosen whether to institute a new governance structure or to retain the Senate and
modify it to reflect the recent division of the College Faculty
into four Faculties
Bylaws Article

Plan A-New Structure

Plan B-Modified
Senate
change

Article I. General
Governance

Delete reference to senate

No

Article II. Faculty M:Inbership &
SUffrage

Revise according to arrerrlrrents
in Appendix I, thus creating
four Faculties within the
College Faculty. Librarians
are part of general Faculty
but not affiliated with any
individual Faculty.

Same as Plan A

Article III. Faculty
Res:EXJnsibilities, Rights
& Duties

Cllange "The Faculty" to
"Each Faculty" in Section
I' Parts A through D. See
proposed arrendment in
Appendix I.

Sarre as Plan A, but
retain reference to
Senate

Delete reference to the
Senate in Sections 2,5,6
Article N. M=etings of
the Faculty

Add that each of the four

Article V. Officers of
the Faculty

Arrange for each Faculty to
elect a Chair or Presiding
Officer who will represent
that Faculty on one or rrore
of the College Councils

Faculties shall schedule
regular m:etings during
the fall and spring terms.

No change, unless a
change in the definition of a quorum is
desired.
Stipulate that the
Vice-President is
also President-elect.
The President serves
one year only and is
replaced by the VicePresident. The Secretary serves b-.D years.
Cne at-large m:mber
serves b-.D years. Terms
are staggered so that
one year v.>e elect a
President-elect and a
. Secretary. The next
we elect a President-elect &
a at-large member. Parliamentarian.is ap:EXJinted by
t-be Council.
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Bylaws Article

Plan A-New Structure

Article VI. The Senate

Delete description of Senate.
Fevise membership. SubSubstitute a description of
stitute Dean of the Colthe Council on Administration lege for Vice-Provost.
an:1 Campus Services. (If the
Md Dean of Crumrrer, Dean
Faculty approves of corrbining · of Education and Human
these two Councils. )
Development. .Add representation fran the other
Feview the duties of the Coun- School Faculties.
cil of the Senate and include
sane of them in the duties of
the newly created one. For
instance, Article VII, Section 1, Parts B,C,G,H. Also
retain the judicial procedure
stated in Article VII, Section
2, Part C.

Article VII. The Council

Delete description of the
Council of the Senate. Substitute description of the
Council on Budget Policy.
Specify its membership,
responsibilities, duties.
Fetain fran the descripof the Council of the Senate
Section 1, Part I, (2) , ,(3 ) .
In Part I (2) change "various
heads . of depa.rt:m:nts" to
"Deans of the Schools. " In
Part I (3) change fran "with
the advice of the Deans and
the Professional Develop:rrent
Camri.ttee (or its successor) ."

Plan B-Modified
Senate

Change representation so
that there are two atlarge rranbers elected from
the School of Arts &
Sciences and one representative each from the other
School Faculties. Perhaps inclu:le other administrators such as Dean of
the Faculty and VicePresident for Developnent.
Tenns of office of the
Faculty members should be
staggered

Article VIII. Officers
of the
Administration.

Insert new Article VIII which
would describe the Council
on Educational Policy.

Fevise titles and descriptions to fit the current
administrative structure
of the College.

Article IX. Camnittees

Delete description of Committees and change Article
IX to "Officers of the
Administration."

Fevise rranbership of
Standing Conmittees to
provide representation of
the four School Faculties
on the appropriate canrnittees.

Fevise titles and descriptions to fit the current administrative structure of the
College.
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Bylaws Article

Plan A-New Structure

Plan B-Modified
Senate

Article X. Faculty
Evaluation

Remains essentially the sane
in order to confonn to AAIJP
guidelines. Faculty should
decide whether CWEC will be
for all Schcols. Change
"Department Head" to "Departrrent Chair" throughout.

Sane

as for Plan A.

MEMORANDUM

HO!,LINb COLLEGE

li'ROM:

Ad hoc Gove.!..nance Cnmrrd.tt.:.,;e

TO:

All Faculty

SUBJBC')~:

Colloquium to D'.lscnss J\rner1'1rnents to ··l:he Bylaws

Dl-'.'.l'E -

1../22/81

On Wedw~sday, ,January ·~ 8 at. 3 ~ 00 p ,rn. 5.n the .1''a,.::u1ty Club

there, w.i.11 be a. colloquium to d:tr,cuss proposed amendment-..:=;

to the Bylaws.

You wiJ.)_ 11won receive through (m.mpus inr.d 1 a copy of: the
amendments and a t.hree?-step p:topo!.w.l fo:t· reviedn<:f the

governance structure of the College.

Dz- o Rolan l ,;" Jo God du
.J

3 Februar, 1981
Proposed A:m•;;l.1dmc:at to the A..:m0nd·nent of the: R:,J 1:7.rw Faculty Hy··•.laws to be
<lisc•J.Gs~d on February 16~ 198.L

AHEND:

Appe,,dix I? Sect:ton 2, Item D - by Ac'ding:

u., ,.unless gr.an.ted specific rights 'by -v·otc of the school :ra.:ulty as a wholeo

RA:rIONALE!
There are instances where a faculty chooses to offer indi•1:J.cluals specific

rank and privileges because of the eminent scholarship or competence of that
:. nd:l\ridual and because of the ,;v.f.sdom :md experience that individual can bring
to faculty delibe-rationso Smae of these individual£. are no'.: tntc~rested in
full 4time employment status, yet they are concerned th.flt sm:i,~ voting rights
within a part:l.cular faculty are appr.opriateo It also should he possible that
persons on full-time i.n one f.ac,1.lty b(~ offt-.~red fa.c.ulty status in another
faculty; aga:tn 11 voting rights a 1d. pri,rileges should be apec:tf:l~d by the host
0

facultyo
Th

extent of these rights should be voted on by the host echoo1 faculty in

each 5.nstanci.?o

FACULTY BYIAWS
OF
ROILINS COILEGE

TABLE OF CONI'ENI'S

Article

I

Article

II

Article

III

Article

N

Article

V

Article

VI

Article

VII

General Governance
Faculty Membership and Suffrage
Faculty Responsibilities, Rights and Duties
Meetings of the Faculty
Council on Administration and Budget
Cm.mcil on Academic Policies and Standards
Officers of Administration

Article VIIr ·

Faculty Evaluation

Article

IX

Method of Amending Bylaws

Article

X

Authority
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FACUL1Y BYIAWS
ARTICLE I
GENERAL GOVERNANCE

Section 1.
As stated in the Trustee Bylaws, the Faculty may adopt for its own government such princi-

ples and bylaws as shall seem desirable to prarote efficiency and to facilitate its work,
provided, however, that all such bylaws and principles shall be subject to the rules,
regulations, and requirements as set forth by the Board of Trustees or fran time to time
as changed by such Board, and provided further that such bylaws and principles set forth
by the Faculty shall not be in violation of the constitution or bylaws of this corporation
or any law of the State of Florida. The records of the Faculty's deliberations and
minutes of its meetings shall be open for inspection.
Section 2.
The standards set forth by the .American Association of University Professors as published
in MUP Policy Documents and Reports, 197 7 edition, 'When not in conflict with the College
Charter, Trustee Bylaws, and these Bylaws, shall be binding on matters of academic freedom,
appointments, tenure, faculty responsibi.lity and accountability.

ARTICLE II

FACUL1Y

MEl1BERSHIP AND SUFFRAGE
Section 1.
The following shall comprise the Faculty of Rollins College, shall have the right to
attend faculty meetings, to vote on all matters pertaining to the Faculty, and i.m.less
otherwise specified in these Bylaws, shall possess all the usual rights and privileges
accorded faculty members:
A.

Teachers serving full-time tm.der academic appointments at the rank
of instructor and above; and administrative persormel of like rank.

B.

Librarians of faculty rank.

C.

Athletic coaches of faculty rank.

D.

Administrative and executive officers of the College with faculty rank.
These officers shall not acquire faculty tenure by virtue of their
administrative or executive offices.

E.

Teachers appointed to part-time positions shall have the right to
attend faculty meetings but shall not have the right to vote.
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F.

Teachers serving in full - time off- campus positions on an annual contract
who are teaching regularly scheduled classes as a part of the Rollins
curriculum for which credit is given toward a degree shall be considered
voting members of the Faculty .

Section 2.
For administrative purpose the Rollins Faculty is divided into three School Faculties:
The Arts & Sciences Faculty, The Crurnrer Graduate Business Faculty, and The Education
and Hunan Development Faculty. The following shall canprise the Faculty of each School,
shall have the right to attend. the School's faculty meetings, and unless otherwise
specified in these Bylaws, shall possess all the usual rights and privileges accorded
faculty members.
A.

Teachers serving full-time under academic appointments in the School at
the rank of instructor or above; and administrative personnel of like
rank.

B.

Administrative and executive officers with faculty rank in the School.
These officers shall not acquire faculty tenure by virtue of their
administrative offices.

C.

Athletic coaches with faculty rank in the School.

D.

Teachers serving in full-time off- campus positions on an annual contract
who are teaching regularly scheduled classes as a part of the School's
curriculum for which credit is given toward a degree shall be considered
voting members of the School Faculty .

E.

A librarian with faculty rank shall be designated by the Library Faculty
to attend the School's faculty meetings for the purpose of liaison, but
shall not have the right to vote.

ARTICLE III
FACULTI RESPONSIBILITIES, RIGHTS AND DUTIES
Section 1.

Academic Authority and Responsibility

Under the authority vested in the Faculty by the Board of Trustees, the Faculty shall be

responsible for providing a program of instruction of high quality for the students of
Rollins College, including those enrolled in its three Schools and in the Patrick Air
Force Base Branch. Each Faculty shall be responsible for the proper functioning of sat.md
academic procedures within its School.
A.

Each Faculty shall prescribe the qualifications for admission of
students to the School and to all its programs of instruction.

B.

Each Faculty shall be responsible for devising and approving a
curriculum of studies for its instructional programs.
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C.

Each Faculty shall establish sound academic requirements for the
pursuit of these studies.

D.

Each Faculty shall prescribe the attainments requisite for graduation
in its progtarri.s and shall naninate and recarrrend to the Board of
Trustees candidates for all degrees and for all other diplanas to be
issued on the satisfactory canpletion of courses of study.

Section 2.

Co-curricular Authority and Responsibility

A.

The Faculty shall prom::>te the welfare of those under instruction
and shall have the responsibility for the maintenance of good
order and discipline within the student body. 'Recognizing the desire
of students to participate responsibly in their own goverrnnent, the
Faculty provides students the opportunity to enhance their education
outside of the classroan by governing themselves according to the
governance documents of the Rollins Student Associations .

B.

The Rollins Student Associations may adopt for their own goverrnnent
such constitutions, bylaws, and codes of conduct as they shall deem
desirable to prarote efficiency and facilitate their work, provided,
however, that such documents shall be subject to the rules, regulations, and requirements set forth by the Faculty and shall not be in
violation of the Rollins Faculty Bylaws, the Charter or Bylaws of
Rollins College, or any law of the State of Florida. The records
of the Rollins Student Associations and minutes of all meetings
shall be open for inspection.

Section 3.

The College Calendars

A Faculty shall fix the calendars for its academic programs. Carrnencement, the day of
conferring degrees, shall be during the last week of May or t.l-ie first week of June.
A Faculty may recc:mnend at any time to the Executive Corrmittee of the Board of Trustees
a change in the time of a ccmnencement.
Section 4.

Election of Corrmittees

The Rollins Faculty and the three School Faculties shall elect such cannittees as are
deemed necessary to carry out their responsibilities and shall have the right to
delegate sane of their authority to those corrmittees.
Section 5.

Final Authority

The final authority in all matters coming within the jurisdiction of the Faculty shall
rest in the Faculty. The final authority of the Faculty is subject to the following
regulations:
A.

The President of the College has the po.:,1er of veto. If the President
vetoes a measure passed by the Rollins Faculty, he/ she shall present
his/her reasons to the Faculty.

· B.

Should any measure so vetoed be reconsidered and passed again by the
Faculty, enforcement of the measure shall stand suspended until decided by the Board of Trustees.
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C.

When the Board of Trustees is required to consider a measure, the
Chair of the Council on Administration and Budget shall request
the Faculty to elect three representatives who shall be charged with
presenting the Faculty's views to the Board.

D.

The Executive Coomittee of the Board of Trustees, exercising its
customary powers of acting for the Board between regular meetings ,
shall be requested by the President of the College or by the
Chair of the Council on Administration and Budget to meet as soon
as practicable .
ARTICI.E N
MEETINGS OF THE FACUL'IY

Regular and special meetings of the Rollins Faculty are attended by the Faculty
as defined in Article II, Section 1. Administrative officers without faculty rank
may attend meetings but shall not have the right to vote. Student representatives
may attend meetings to observe the proceedings or make reports if they have the permission of the presiding officer.
Section 1.

Regular Meetings

There shall be a regular meeting of the Rollins Faculty prior to the October,
February and May meetings of the Board of Trustees.
Section 2.

Special Meetings

Special meetings of the Faculty may be called by the President of the College, or
in his/her absence, by the Provost. A special Faculty meeting shall be called by
the President as soon as practicable upon receipt of a written petition signed by
one-third of the Faculty or upon receipt of a written request £ran a majority of
the elected members of either the Council on Administration and Budget or the
Council on Academic Policies and Standards .
Section 3.

Quorum

A quorum for a meeting of the Rollins Faculty shall consist of a simple majority of
the voting members of the Faculty for any given term.
Section 4.

Rules of Order

Robert's Rules of Order, when not in conflict with these Bylaws, shall be used as
authority for the conduct of meetings of the Faculty and its Councils. At its
meetings, the Faculty is served by a parliamentarian appointed for a term of three
years by the Council on Administration and Budget .
ARTICI.E V

COUNCIL ON AIMINISTRATION AND ButGET
Section 1.

Merrbership

The membership of the Council shall consist of the President of the College, the Provost,
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the Vice-President for Business and Finance, the Vice-President for Development and
College Relations , four elected rranbers from the School of Arts & Sciences Faculty, one
elected rnenber fran each of the other School Faculties and one elected member from the
Library.
Section 2.

Tenns of Office

The elected members of the Council shall serve three-year tenns . Their tenns of office
shall be staggered so that approximately one- third of the elected membership changes
each year .
Section 3.

Responsibilities and Duties

The Council consults on matters relating to the general administrative policies of
Rollins College and on matters relating to the College budget.
A.

The Council reviews the structure of administrative responsibilities and
advises on the establishment of new administrative positions and the
elimination of unnecessary ones. The Council advises on the evaluation
and professional development of administrators.

B.

The Council advises on policies relating to important services of the
College such as, but not restricted to, the administrative computing and
data processing services, central word-processing service, bookstore,
food service, campus safety, physical plant, purchasing, and personnel.

C.

The Council participates in short and long range planning and recc:mnends
priorities regarding institutional research.

D.

The Corneil advises on priorities in ftm.ding on-going programs and
operations, including faculty canpensation, and advises on ftm.ding capital
projects.

·E.

The Corneil sets the agenda for and convenes all regular meetings of the
Rollins Faculty . The Corneil appoints a parliamentarian for a three-year
tenn of office.

F.

The Corneil acts as a naninating cornnittee for all elected positions to
both Councils or may delegate· to a School the responsibility of naninating
candidates for election to vacant positions.

G.

The Corneil has the responsibility, should any question of meaning arise,
to interpret these Bylaws, the actions of the Corncils or the actions of
the Faculty subject to the restrictions set dCMn. in Article III, Section 5
of these Bylaws.

Section 4.

Vacancies

Should a vacancy occur armng the elected rnerrbers of the Council, the body represented
by the retiring member shall fill the vacancy at its next regular meeting.
Section 5.

Procedures

Each year the Council shall elect a Chair fran armng its elected Faculty representatives.
The Chair of the Council or his/her designate shall also chair meetings of the Rollins
Faculty . The Corneil shall elect fran armng its members a Secretary who shall also
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serve as Secretary for all meetings of the Rollins Faculty . Minutes of all meetings
of the Council shall be kept as shall minutes of all meetings of the Faculty. The
President of the College shall call the first meeting of the Council each academic
year and shall establish a schedule of regular Council meetings.
Section 6.

Authority

The Chair of the Council on Administrative and Budget policy shall report to the
Rollins Faculty any important decisions on deliberations, and the Chair shall file
an annual written report in the Office of the President. Unless othel:Wise stated in
these bylaws, the Council shall detennine its own procedures .

ARTICLE VI
COUNCIL ON ACADEMIC POLICIES AND STANDARDS
Section 1.

Membership

The rnembership shall consist of the Provost, four elected representatives £ran the
School of Arts & Sciences, one elected representative £ran each of the other Schools,
and one elected representative £ran the Library.
Section 2.

Terms of Office

The elected members of the Council shall serve three-year terms. Their terms of office
shall be staggered so that approximately one-third of the elected membership changes
each year .
Section 3.

Duties and Responsibilities

The Council shall advise the Provost and the Rollins Faculty on matters relating to the
general educational policies of the College. It shall advise on the consonance of all
programs with the mission of the institution.
A.

A Task Force on Library Policy, canposed of sane Council members plus
other faculty and officers of the administration, meets with the Director
of Libraries to advise on matters of library policy and recarmend on the
allocation of the purchasing budget arrong the Schools and their academic
programs.

B.

A Task Force on Canputer Services, canposed of some Council members plus
other faculty and officers of the administration, meets with the Director
of Canputer Services and advises on matters of academic computer service
policy .

C.

A Task Force on Faculty Research, canposed of some Council menbers plus
other faculty and officers of the administration, meets with the Provost
to detennine policies, procedures and budgets affecting faculty research .

D.

The Council members, with the exception of the Provost, serve as a collegewide evaluation ccmnittee as described in Article VIII, Section 4,
paragraph E.

/
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E.

Section 4 .

The Corneil shall act as a judicial body, under procedures outlined
iil the MUP Policy Docunents and Reports , when serious or recurring
canplaints are brought against a member of the Faculty. The Corneil
shall reccmnend action to the President of the College. 1'1.lhen the
Corneil is called upon to act as a judicial body any corncil member
may ask to be excused fran the proceedings for personal reasons. No
rrore than two faculty members of the Corneil may be excused fran the
judicial body by request of the subject(s) of the judicial proceedings.
All excused Corneil rnermers are to be replaced by alternates elected
by the bodies which they represent. The Provost participates in
judicial sessions as a non-voting member.
Vacancies

Should a faculty vacancy occur, the body represented by the retiring member shall fill
the vacancy at its next meeting.
Section 5.

Procedures

The Corneil shall elect a Chair £ran am:mg its elected faculty representatives.
A Secretary elected by the Corneil fran am:mg its members shall keep minutes of the
i;neetings. The Provost shall be responsible for calling the first meeting of the
academic year and for establishing a schedule of meetings for the full Corneil. The
Chair of the Corneil shall call meetings of the college-wide evaluation carrnittee.
Section 6 .

Authority

Either the Provost or the Chair of the Corneil shall report to the Rollins Faculty
any :important decisions or deliberations and the Chair shall submit an annual written
report to be kept on file in the Office of the Provost. Unless otherwise stated in
the Bylaws, the Corneil shall detennine i t s ~ procedures.
ARTICLE VII
OFFICERS OF AIMINISTRATION
(This Article is to be revised and amended by the Faculty during the fall of 1982- 83.)
A.~TICLE VIII
FACULTY EVALUATION
Section 1.
A.

Faculty Evaluation Carmittees
Duties, Powers, and Responsibilities
(1) Every menber of the faculty shall be subject to review by an
evaluation carrnittee, 'Which shall be responsible for assisting
in the professional development of each member of the faculty.
The Camri.ttee shall m:et at least annually for the evaluation
of non-tenured faculty.
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Tenured faculty shall be subject to a periodic evaluation
as described in Section 5. Additional evaluation of tenured
faculty members may be requested by the Provost, by the
Dean of the School or Director of the Libraries, by a majority
of the comm. ttee members , or by the faculty trember to be
evaluated.
(2) Each Faculty Evaluation Ccmnittee shall make recarrnendations
according to procedures outlined in Section 4 on matters
relating to faculty reappointment, prorrotion, tenure and
merit salary increases. Recomnendations for improving professional effectiveness shall be made directly to the faculty
member evaluated .
B.

Merrbership
Each evaluation ccmnittee shall consist of at least four faculty members.
One merrber, who shall be appointed by the Provost from a list of at least
three naninees prepared by the department or school, shall be £ran outside
the candidate 's school or division whichever applies. Each school faculty
shall be responsible for the canposition and selection procedures for the
remainder of the evaluation ccmnittee in keeping with guidelines established by MUP Policy Documents and Reports .

Section 2.
A.

B.

Authority
Faculty Appointments
(1)

All faculty appointments shall be made by the President upon reccmnendation of the Provost and the Dean of the School or Director of
Libraries in which the appointment is to be made. The Dean or Director
shall not recarmerid the appointment of anyone of whan a majority of
the merrbers of the appointee's department or school (whichever applies)
disapproves .

(2)

If a new appointment ITDJSt be made when a majority of the merrbers of
the department or school cannot be consulted, the dean or director
may recannend no nnre than a one-year tenn appointment.

Tenns of Appointment
The tenns and conditions of every appointment to the faculty will be
stated or confirmed in writing, and a copy of the appointment document
will be supplied to the faculty member. Any subsequent extensions or
modifications of an appointment, and any special understandings, will be
stated or confinned in writing and a copy will be given to the faculty
member.
Except for faculty members who have tenure status, every person with a
teaching or research appointment of any kind will be infonned each year
in writing of 'his/her appointment and of all matters relative to his/her
eligibility for the acquisition of tenure.
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C.

Faculty Reappointments and Tenure
(1)

Reappointments shall be made by the President only with the
approval of a majority of the members of the evaluation
carmittee and after review by the Provost and the appropriate
Dean or Director. All appointments and reappointments made
during a faculty member's probationary period are tenninal
appointments for not IIDre than three years.

(2)

The probationary period for tenure for faculty merrbers shall
not be less than four years nor IIDre than seven years , unless
the candidate has had at least four years full time teaching
at other senior college level institutions. In the latter
case, the probationary period shall be not less than three
years nor IIDre than four years, even if the total full-time
service in the profession thereby exceeds seven years; the
tenns of such extension will be stated in writing at the time
of initial appointment. Scholarly leave of absence for one
year or less will count as part of the probationary period
as if it were prior service at another institution, unless the
individual and the institution agree in writing to an exception
to this provision at the time the leave is granted.

(3)

D.

E.

Tenure may not be awarded or denied until the candidate has
canpleted the min:imum probationary period. The faculty rneni:>er
shall only be considered for tenure upon his/her request and
upon submission of docunentation supporting his /her request.
The Board of Trustees, upon recc:mnendation by the President,
· may grant exceptions to the min:i.rm.m duration of the probationary period, but only in unusual circumstances. Appointment to tenure shall be made by the Board of Trustees only
after the Presiqent and a majority of the evaluation ccmnittee
have so recarrnended.

Faculty Pranotions and Salary Detenninations
(1)

The evaluation ccmnittees, the Provost, and the appropriate
Dean or Director shall review faculty rank of both tenured and
non-tenured faculty, and shall make reccmnendations concerning
pranotions to the President. Pranotions in faculty rank up to
and including associate professor shall be made by the President of the College; pranotion to the rank of professor shall
be made by the Board of Trustees and upon the recorrrnendation
of the President.

(2)

Each school shall develop criteria and procedures for recc:mnendations concerning merit increases to the President. The
President shall detennine faculty salaries on an annual basis.

Retirerrent
(1) Prior to July 1, 1982, nonnal and mandatory retirement is defined
as the last day of the academic year in which age 65 is attained.
Effective July 1, 1982, nonnal retirement age is defined as the last
day of the academic year in which age 65 is attained. Mandatory
retirement is effective the last day of the academic year in
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(2)

which age 70 is attained . A faculty IP.arber may be retained
beyond this age, on annual appointment at the discretion of
the President after consultation with the Provost and with the
approval of a majority of members of the appropriate department .
Exceptions to these requirements may be granted by the Board
of Trustees UJJon reconrnendation by the President and with prior
approval of the Provost and a majority of the appropriate department.
When a faculty member is eligible for retirement , he/ she shall
be notified by September 1 of the previous year whether he/ she
is to be retired or receive annual appointment. He/ she shall be
so notified by the President after consultation as described in (1) .

Section 3. Criteria for Evaluation
A.

General Criteria
Each school shall develop criteria for faculty reappointment, pranotion,
granting of terrure, and merit salary increases. They shall be used
whenever possible as guidelines to detennine whether a faculty member's
vX>rk and professional contribution have been consonant with the requirements or expectations assumed contractually when joining the faculty, or
afterward; the expected perfonnance of normal work load activities; and
the expected assunption of responsibilities in addition to the nonnal
work load. In all evaluations, teaching effectiveness shall take
precedence over all other criteria. Where possible this criterion shall
be partially evaluated by use of anonyrmus student forms. Other criteria
shall include advising; professional adjustment; corrrnittee work; research,
writing, publication, and perfonnance; professional advancement; professional societies; honors; cCX11Ill.II1ity service and public relations;
significant progr~ development; and other faculty activity. Given a
variety of duties and services performed by the faculty, all stated
criteria, other than teaching effectiveness, may not apply to each person
or may not apnly in the same order of importance for each faculty member.
Each school shall determine how these criteria shall be defined, measured,
and applied in facultv evaluation. Definitions and procedures shall be
enumerated in school by-laws; standards of measurement must be submitted
for approval to the C.ouncil on Academic Policies and Standards as set
forth in Section /~ E.

B.

Specific Criteria for Pranotion
It is the ~ressed intent of College
as provided belCNr for instructors who
to be regarded as autor.iatic, but that
strated by all apnlicable activities.
in accord with the criteria descri bed
1.

policy that no pranotion, except
receive t..he tenninal degree, is
it must be earned by merit cien:)nPror.10tions in rank shall be made
below.

Prarotion to Assistant Professor

For persons er!'I[)loyed at the initial rank of instructor pending attainment
of the tenninal dev.ree oranotion to the rank of assistant professor will
be autanatic unon their receiving the te:rrrinal degree provided they neet
all other criteria for reapnointment .
Instructors who have not received the doctorate or the tenninal degree
in the anpropriate field may be nranoted to assistant professor only if
the evaluation cc,m,,ittee and the Dean or Director conclude that all
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criteria for reappointment have l:::,een met and that the individual's
continued employment is justified by exceptional conditions, such as
the following:
(a)

The individual's contribution to the College has been outstanding:

(b)

If applicable, progress on the tenninal degree is significant
enough so that this degree will be awarded within a year.

2.

Prarotion to Associate Professor

Persons holding the rank of assistant professor may apply for prarotion
to the rank of associate professor after a mini.nun of four (4) years
full-time teaching in a senior institution at the assistant professor
level, of which at least two (2) years have been at this institution .
If the Dean or Director and the evaluation cannittee believe that the
individual's contribution to the College, professional growth and
potential warrant the prarotion, then upon their recarmendations to the
President and the concurrence of the Provost, the prarotion may be granted.
Only in exceptional cases will prarotion to the rank of associate professor be considered for individuals not holding the tenninal degree in
the appropriate field or not having canpleted the rnininun nurrber of years.
These exceptional cases will be detennined by each departinent of the
College or other school faculty in consultation with the appropriate
Dean or Director.
3.

Prarotion to Professor

Faculty rnerrbers with the tenninal degree in the appropriate field
holding the rank of associate professor may apply for promotion to
professor, after a mininun of five (5) years full-time experience in
a senior institution at the rank of associate professor, of which at
least three (3) years have been at this institution. The Board of
Trustees, upon recarrnendation by the President, may waive these mini.mt.In
durations, but only in exceptional circunstances .
For prarotion to the rank of professor, the individual rrrust receive
the recomnendations of the evaluation corrrnittee, the Dean or Director,
and the Provost to the President; and the President's reccmnendation
to the Board of Trustees. The criteria for such prarotions shall be the
same as those for rea_ppointment and tenure, with the additional sti12ulation that the candiaate has earned the distinction of the rank of
professor by means of scholarly publication or comparable professional
achievement, as defined by each school's by-laws.
Associate Professors who have fulfilled the other criteria for prarotion, but who have not distinguished themselves by scholarly publication,
may, in exceptional cases, be recarmended for prarotion to Professor
if the evaluation conrnittee concludes that the prarotion is justified
because the individual's contribution to the college, especially in
teaching, has been outstanding.
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Section 4.

Procedures

A. Each school shall establish by-laws which provide for appropriate
procedures for faculty evaluation for reappointment, tenure, and
promotion. Am::mg other provisions, each school should require the
Dean or Director to supply the ccrnnittee with all pertinent information regarding candidates . The chainnan of the comni ttee shall
be charged with soliciting infonnation and reccmnendations fran
various sources such as faculty members and students within the
school or department. The candidate shall be required to provide
a statement of professional acccmplishments and plans relevant to
the evaluation.
B. (1) Evaluation carrnittees shall prepare a report and reccmnendations
which nrust be submitted to the appropriate Dean or Director by
February 1 on first reappointment, by October 15 on second reappointrrent, and by April 1 of the preceding year on third and subsequent
reappointments. At this time, all reccmnendations concerning decisions of reappointment , promotion, and the granting of tenure nrust
be submitted to the appropriate Dean or Director.
(2) The Dean or Director nrust review the evaluation and if he/ she
concurs forward said recarmendation to the Provost by February 15 on
first reappointment, by November 15 on second reappointment, and by
May 1 of the preceding year on third and subsequent reappointments.
Reccmnendations for promotion to any rank other than Professor shall
cane under the May 1 deadline. The Dean or Director shall forward by
May 1 recarrnendations for tenure or promotion to Professor to the
Council on Academic Policies and Standards as outlined in paragraph E
below. If the Dean or Director dissents £ran the recarrnendation of
the Evaluation Corrrn:ittee, he/ she nrust indicate said dissent in writing
and nrust meet with the Evaluation Comnittee to discuss said dissent
within 7 days for a first reappointment and lL~ days for a second and
subsequent reappoint:rrents.
C. The Provost shall submit the recarrnendations of the School together
with his /her reca!ltle!ldations to the President of the College in time
for the President to reply by the deadlines set forth in paragraph D.
If the Provost does not concur with the reccmnendation of the School,
he/ she nrust state the grounds of said dissent in detail in writing
and rm.is t meet with the Dean or Directa.c and Evaluation Ccmni ttee
according to the procedure of the School, within 7 days for first
reappoint:rrents and 14 days for the second and subsequent reappointments .
D. The President shall notify each candidate of reappointment or nonreappointment during the probationary period. Regardless of the
stated tenn or other provisions of any appointments, written notice
that a probationary appointment is not to be renewed will be given to
a faculty member in advan~e of the appointment expiration, as follows:
(1) Not later than Yi.arch 1 of the first academic year of service if
the appointment expires at the end of that year; or if a one-year
appointment tenninates during an academic year, at least three roonths
in advance of its termination:
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(2) Not later than Decanber 15 0£ the second academic year of
service if the appointment expires at the end of that year; or,
if an initial two-year appointment ternri.nates during an academic
year, at least six months in advance of its termination:
(3) At least twelve months before the expiration of an appointment
after two or more years of service at the institution.

Notice of non-appointment to tenure shall be in writing by September 1
of the final probationary year. In all cases failure to notify a
candidate by these dates shall constitute automatic reappointment for
one year.
The :institution will nol1!lB.lly notify faculty members in writing of
the terms and conditions of their renewals by March 15 , but in no
case will such infonnation be given later than April 15.
E.

Recarrnendations for tenure and pranotion to Professor shall be submitted to the Crn.mcil on Academic Policies and Standards by "M.ay of the
calendar year prior to appropriate action.
Meeting without the Provost, the C.A.P.S. serves as a college-wide
evaluation comnittee which reviews evaluation procedures and recc:mrnendations to detennine whether a candidate for tenure or pranotion
to Professor has met the evaluation criteria specified bv his /her
r.nllea.2Ues. No member of the C.A.P.S. may particioate in the review
of recarrnendations made by evaluation carmittees of which he/ she is
a nanber.
The C.A.P.S. shall require each School to submit for its approval a
statement of evaluation criteria and standards. These statements should
not conflict with the general criteria stated in Article VIII but should
specify the nature, quantity and recency of "Research, Writing,
Publication and Perfonnance" - - set forth in each school's by-lmvs -deemed sufficient to justify recorrmending tenure or promotion to
Professor. Statements may also include criteria specific to a particular discipline and therefore not mentioned in the general criteria.
The C.A.P.S. shall send its report to the Provost by May 22.
cation shall be made to each candidate at that time.

Notifi-

The Provost shall submit these reccmnendations together with his/her
recarrnendations to the President of the College by June 15.
F.

(1) /my candidate may appeal the final recarrnendations of the
evaluation carmittees to the Faculty Evaluation Review Carmittee
within fifteen days after receipt of the final evaluation report.
This comnittee shall consist of four faculty members elected at
large frc:m a list of naninees prepared by the Council on Academic
Policies and Standards at the Fall Tenn faculty meeting. Additional
nominees may be made frc:m the floor . Members of the Faculty Evaluation
Review Comnittee shall serve staggered tenns of two years . The faculty

.

'
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shall also elect two faculty members to serve as alternate members of
the Faculty Evaluation Review Corrmittee. The alternate members shall
replace any regular member who may resign before the expiration of the
two year tenn.
(2) No member of the Faculty Evaluation Review Corrmittee may
participate in an appeal action concerning an evaluation corrmittee to
which the member belonged or an appeal £rem the member' s own department .
In such cases, the member must resign and be replaced by an alternate
until the appeal has been concluded. Should Irore than two members or
alternate members resign, the Faculty shall hold a special election
to fill the vacancies.
(3) The Review Corrmittee shall examine the procedures which were
followed in the evaluation process to detennine if they were in keeping
with the by-laws of the school of the candidate, these by-laws, and
the standards established in MUP Policy Documents and Reports, 1977
edition. It is not within the purview of the Review Corrmittee to
examine the substantive questions raised in the evaluation process
which must reside within the candidate's own evaluation corrmittee .
The Review Camri.ttee shall then send its recooniendations along with
those of the evaluation corrmittee to the President . A copy of the
reccmnendations of the Review Ccmnittee must be presented to the
candidate by February 1, or , in the case of first appointment, by
February 15 .
(4) Any candidate may appeal the decision of the President to the
Faculty Evaluation Review Corrmittee, which, in turn, will report its
deliberations to the President who shall reconsider the initial decision
in light of the recorrrnendations of the Review Ccmnittee. In a case
involving disagreement between the candidate's evaluation corrrnittee and
the President, the Review Conmittee may consider both procedural and
substantive questions in its reccmnendations to the President .
Section 5.

Evaluation of Tenured Faculty

Faculty Evaluation Corrmittees are charged with the responsibilities of encouraging
improved teaching and continued professional growth for all members of the faculty .
In keeping with this obligation, each school must specifiy in their by-laws periodic
evaluations of tenured faculty members. The primary purpose of continued assessment
shall be to encourage tenured rrerrbers of the faculty to reappraise their perfonnances
in search of greater effectiveness and to assist them in the identification and
correction of any deficiencies. Should the conmittee detect deficiencies which are
particuJarlysignificant or find that a tenured faculty member is in extraordinary
need of assistance, it may initiate the evaluation proceedings at any time in the
manner prescribed in Article VIII, Section 1, A (1).

. . .
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ARTICLE IX
ME'IHOD OF AMENDThG BYI.AWS
These Bylaws, or any provision thereof, may be abrogated or amended at any meeting
of the Faculty by a two-thirds vote of the Faculty present and voting, providing
that notice 7 days prior to the meeting shall contain a copy of the proposed amendment or arnendrrents. The amendment ultimately made need not be in the exact fonn
in which it was sent to each member as above provided, but rm.JSt deal with the same
subject matter. It shall be t..~e responsibility of the Secretary of the Faculty to
camn.micate all revisions of these Bylaws to the Board of Trustees .

ARTICLE

X

AUIHORITI
These Bylaws supercede all Faculty Bylaws approved prior to February, 1981.

23 Apri)

From:

Carol Lauer
Secretary of the Facu)ty

To:

Members of the Fa c ulty

Copies to:

1981

College Archives

___ ________

A sp e cial faculty meeting will take place on Monday,
May 1981 at 4:00 p.m. in Crumrner Audito6um.
-....

.,__
4

Agenda
I.

Business
Propose d changes to Rol li ns Fa cult y By l a ws
conc e rning ~ o v ernance.
The a mend~ents to be
considered abolish the Senate and the Council
and create two councils to oversee all college
governance.
Dr. Lancaster, AD Hoc Committee on governance.
See Attachment

(

II.

Adjournment

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE ROLLINS

FACULTY BYLAWS

Current Tahle of Cont e nts
TABLE OF CONTENTS

Page

Artie It
Art/cit
Article
Article
~~icle

I Article
I

Art/Cit

/ Article
I

/ Article
I

Proposed ame ndment:

I
II
Ill

IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX

: Article

X

: Article

XI

' Article

XII

i Article

X III

Gtnerol Govt:rnonct
Faculty Membership an d Su f fragt
Faculty Responsibilitit:s, Rights, and Du tie5
Mt:etings of the Faculty
Officers of the Faculty The Smote
The Council of the Senate
Offices of the Admini5trotion
Committt:es of the Co llege
Faculty Evaluation
Foculty-Studt:nt Relationships
Method of Amending Bylaws
Authority

T
2
3

5
6

7
9
12
17

22
27

28
29

Delete: Articles V through XIII
Add: New Articles V through X listed below.
Article
Article
Article
Article

V

VI

VII
VIII

Article IX
Article X

2. Current Article I:

Council on Administration and Budget
Counci 1 on Aca domic Poli c i es and Standards
Offices of the Administration
Faculty Evaluation
Method of Amending Bylaws
Authority
GENERAL GOVERNANCE

Section 1.
As stated in the Trustee Bylaws, the Faculty may adopt for its own government such
principles and bylaws as shall-seem desirable to promote etficiency and to facilitate its work,
provided, however, that a ll such bylaws and principles shall be subject to the rules ,
regulations, and requirements as set forth by the Board of Trustees or from time to time as
changed by such Board, and provided further that such bylaws and princ iples set forth by the
Faculty shall not be in violation of the constitution or bylaws of this corporation or any law of
the State of F lorida . The records of the Faculty, the College Senate, and the Senate Ca11ocil
and their meet ings shall always be open for the inspection of any Trustee aod all Earnlty .
aric:f-senate ~~~islat~~n shall be ~~ct to approval or revision_gy _the .!3~rd.
'

Section 2.
The standards set forth by the Amer ican Association of University Professors as
oublished in AAUP Policy Documents and Reports, 1973 edition, when not in conflict with
lhe College Charter, Tru stee Bylaws, and the se Bylaws, shall be binding on matters of
c1cade mic fre edom, appointments. tenure, faculty res ponsibility and accountability.

Proposed a me ndme nt:

De lete: everything foll owing "The recor.ds of the 11
Add: "Fa c ulty's de liberations a nd minute s of its
me eti n gs s hall b e ope n for inspection. 11

f
J.

((
Currc·nt Articl e Ill, Se ct io n 2.
Sec r,on 2 .

Co-curr,cular Aurhor,fy and Responsib ility

/

A. The Facully sha ll pr omole l he we lfare of these unde r in struc li on and shall have the
responsi bilit y lor lhe ma1n lenance o f gcxxJ order and d 1sc1pl1ne wi lh in lhe sludenl
bod y . The Faculty. In providing a s1r ong libera l ans educ a1Ion. inc luding d irected
sludy and inde pende nt study programs, recognizes the desire of sludents to par1icipate responsibly in the government of the student body. The Faculty. therefore . provides sludents the opportunity to enhance their education oulside th e classroom by
governing themselves thr ough the Rollins Student Association Constilution and Bylaw s . All other mailers remain under the authority and responsibi lity of the College
Senate and ol the Faculty .

(

8. The Rollins Student Association may adopt for its own g overnment suc h constitution, bylaws . and code o f student conduc t as it sha ll deem desirable to promote
efficiency and fac ilitale its work. provided, howe ver , that such constitution. bylaws.
and code shall be subject to the rules, regu lat ions. and requirements as set for th by
lhe Faculty or higher authori ty or fr om t ime to tim e as changed by them : and provided further that such c o nst itution, b yla ws, and code set forth by t he Rollin s
Sluden t A ssocia tion sha ll not be in violation ol the bylaws of the Fa c ulty. th e charte r
or bylaws o f Rollins College. or any law of th e State of Florida . Th e rec o rds o f the
Rollins Stud e nt Association and its meetings sha ll be open for inspec tion by
Trustees or members of the Faculty, and the minutes of the m ee 1Ings o f lhe
governing body of the Student Association sha ll be distributed to all members of the
Council of lhe Sena te . All legisla tion passed by the Rollins College Sl ude nt
Association governing body is subject to the final authority of the Facully 1f found
to ove rstep the boundaries of authority delegated to the Rollins Student Assoc ialion .

P r or <' s e d Art i cl e II I , S t' ct i on 2 :

A. Th1° faculty s h;dl µrnm ut e the welf a re of thos e und e r in s tru c ti o n iJnd
s hall h ave th e r es ponsibility for th e maintenan ce of go od order a nd
discipline within the stud e nt body. Recog nizing th e dt>sir e of sr ud e nt s
t o pa rticip a t e resp ons ibly in their own governme nt, the Facult y pr o vides
students tilt' opportunity to e nhanc-e th e ir e ducation outside of th e
classroom h y governing th e mst•lves according to th e go vernance docu □ e nts
of the Rollins student assoc iations.

B. The Rollins student assoc i a tions ma y adopt for their own government
such constitutions, byl3ws, and codes of conduct as they sha ll dee m
des irable to promote ef fici e ncy and facilitate th e ir work, provid e d,
however, that such documents shall b e subj ec t to th e rules, r eg ulations,
dnd r e quir e me nts set forth by the Fn c ulty a nd s hall not be in violation
of th e Rollins Faculty By laws, the Charter or By laws of Rollin s College,
or a ny law of the St a te of Florida. The record s of th e Rollins student
associations a nd minut es of all mee tin gs shall b e open for in s pection.
1·

4.

Current Article III, Section 5, Paragraphs A a nd B c onc ern de lega tion of
authority to the Senate.
Pr opose d a men dment:

De lete:

Arti c le III, Se ction 5, Paragrap hs A a nd B.

5. Curr e nt Article III, Section 6 d efi nes "F ina l Authority."
Proposed a me ndment:

De l e t e
Add:

Article III, S e c ti on 6.
Re vi se d Sec ti on 5 as sta t e d below.

I
rage

5 . ( con '

t)

Section 5

3

Final Authority

The final authority in all matters coming within the jurisdiction
of the F.icul ty shall rest in the Fnrul ty. The final authority of
the Faculty is subject to the following regulations:
A. The President of the College has the powl'r of VL'to.
If the Presid-ent
vct~cs ,1 measure passed by the Rollins Faculty, he/she s hall present
his/her reasons to the Farulty.

B.

Should any measure so vetoed he reconsidered and passed again by
the Faculty, enforcement of the measure shall stand susp e nded until
d~cided by the Board of Trustees.
When thl' B,iard of Trustees is requirt>d to consider .J me.1sure,
the C:hair of the Council on Administr;1tion and Budget sha ll r e quest
the Faculty to elect three representatives who s il;:i]l he charged with
pres~nting the Faculty's vie\.S to the Bo.Jrd.

C.

The Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees, exercising its
rustom.1ry powers of acting for the Board between regul.ir meetings,
sh;i]l be requested hy the President of the College or by the Chair
of the Council on Administration and Budget to meet as soon as
practicable.

n.

C.urr e nt Article IV describes ' 'Me etings of the Faculty".
Proposed ;imendment:

:, rt i cl e IV

De lete: Current Article IV.
Add:
Revised Article IV as stat~d below.
Meetings of the Faculty

Regular and special meetings of the Rollins Faculty are attended
by the Faculty as defined in Article II, Section 1. Administrative
officers without faculty rank may attend meetings but shall not have
the right to vote.
Student representatives may attend meetings to
observe the proceedings or make reports if they have the permission
of the presidinE officer.
Section 1

Regular ~eetings

There shall be a regular meeting of the Rollins Faculty prior
to the October, February and May meetings of the Board of Trust e es.
Section 2

Special Meetings

Special meetings of the Faculty may be called by the President of
the College, or in his/her absence, by the Provost. A special
Faculty meeting shall be called by the Pr es ident a s soon 3S practi c able
upon receipt of a written petition s igned by on e -third of the Faculty
or upon receipt of a writt e n r e qu e st from a ma jorit y of the el ec t e d
members of either th e Co uncil o n Adm inistr a tion a nd Bu dget or the
Council on Ac a de mic Policies a nd St a nd a rds.

pa ge 4
Section 3

Quorum

A quorum for a meeting of the Rollins Faculty shall consist of a
simple majority of the voting members of the Fciculty for any given term.
Section 4

Rules of Order

Robert's Rules of Order, when not in conflict with these Bylaws
shall be used as authority for the conduct of meetings of the Faculty
and its Councils. At its meetings, the Faculty is served by a
parli~mentarian ~ppointed for a term of three years by the Council
on Administration and Budget.

7.

P1·,lposed new Article V.
Article V

Council nn Administration
Section

and Budget

Membership

The membershin of the Council shall consist of the President nf
the College, the Provost, the Vice-President for B~siness and
Finance, the Vice-President for Development and College Relations,
four elected members from the School of Arts and Sciences Faculty,
one elected member from each of the other Sc hool Facu-l ties. The
Council shall meet oncP a month during the a c ademic year and at
other times as nec e ssary.

t

Section 2

Terms of Office

The elected members of the Council shall serve three-year terms.
Their terms of office shall be staggered so that approximately onethird of the elected membership changes each year.
Section 3

Responsibilities and Duties

The Council consults on matters relating to the general administrative policies of Rollins College and on matters relating to the
College budget .
A. The Council reviews the structure of administrative responsibilities and advises on the establishment of new administrative positions and the elimination of unnecessary ones. The Council provides
for the evalution of administrators and advises on professional development for administrators.
B. The Council advises on policies relating to important support
services of the College such as, but not restricted to, the administrative computing and data processing services, central.word-processing
service, bookstore, food service, ca mpus safety, physical plant,
purchasing, and personnel.
C. The Council participates in s hort a nd l o ng ran g e pl a nning and
shall establish priorities r e ga rding in s titution a l r esea rch.

t'(
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D. The Council advises on priorities in furlding on-going programs
and operations, including faculty compensation, and advises on
funding capital projects.
E. The Council sets the agenda for and convenes all regular meetings
of the Rollins Faculty. The Council appoints a parliamentarian for a
three-year term of office.
F. The Council
acts as a nominating committee for all elected
positions to both Councils or may delegate to a School the responsibility of nominating·candidates for election to vacant positions.
G. The Council has
the responsibility, should any question
of;~eaning arise, to interpret these Bylaws, the actions of the Councils
or the actions of the Faculty subject to the restrictions set down
in Article IIT, Section S of these Bylaws.

Section 4

Vacancies

Should a vacancy occur among the elected members of the Council
the body represented by the retiring member shall fill the vacancy
at its next regular meeting.
Section 5

Procedures

Ea ch year the Council shall elect a Chair from among its elected
Faculty repr e sentatives. The Chair of the Council shall also chair
meetings of the Rollins Faculty. The Council shall elect from among its
members a Secretary
who shall also serve as Secretary for all
meetings of the Rollins Faculty. Minutes of all meetings of the
Council shall be kept as shall minutes of all meetings of the Faculty.
The President of the College shall call the first meeting of the
Council each academic year and shall establish a schedule of regular
Council meetings.
Section 6

Authority

The Chair of the Council on Administrative and Budget policy
shall report to the Rollins Faculty any important decision or deliberations, and the Chair shall file an annual written report in the
Office of the President. Unless otherwise stated in these Bylaws, the
Council shall determine its own procedures.
Proposed amendment:

Delete: Current Article V Officers of the Faculty
Add: Proposed Article V Council on Administration
and Budget

By]a~·
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Proposed new Article VI.
Article VI.

Council nn Aradcmic Policies ~nd Stnnd~rds

Section 1 - Membership
The membership shall consist of the Provost, four elected representatives from the School of Arts and Sciences, one elected representative
from ench of the other Sr.hools, and one elected representative from the
Library.
Section 2 - Terms of Office
The elected members of the Council shall serve three-year terms.
Their terms of office shall be staggered so that approximately one-third
of the elected membership changes each year.
Section 3 - Duties and Responsibilities
The Council shall advise the Provost and the Rollins Faculty on
matters relating to the general educational policies of the College.
lt
shall advise on the consonance of all programs with the mission of the
instit11tion and on the ~ddition, extension or deletion of credit,
non-credit, and degree-granting programs.

( (

A.
A sub-council on library policy meets with the Director of Libraries
to advise on matters of library policy and recommend on the allocati11n
of the purchasing budget among the Schools and their academic programs.
B. A sub-council on computer services meets with the Director of Computer
Services and advises on matters of ;1cademic computer service policy.
C.
A sub-council on faculty research meets with the Provost to determine
policies, procedures and budgets affecting faculty research.
D. The Council members, with the exception of the Provost, serve as a
college-wide evaluation committee as described in Article VIII, Section 3,
paragraph G.
E. The Council shall act as a judicial body, under procedures outlined in
the AAUP Policy Documents and Reports, when serious or recurring complaints
are brought against a member of the Faculty.
The Council shall recommend·
action to the President of the College.
When the Council is called upon
to act as a judicial body any council member may ask to be excused from the
proceedings for personal re~sons.
No more than two faculty members of the
Council may be excused from the judicial body by request of the subjcct(s)
of the judicial proceedings.
All excused Council members are to be replaced
by alternates elected by the bodies which they represent. The Provost participates in judicial sessions as a non-voting member.
Section 4 - Vacancies
Should a f a culty v a c ancy o c cur, the body repr e s e nted by th e r et iring
member shall fill the vacancy at its n e xt me eting.

•
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Section 5 - Procedures
The Council shnll elect a Ehair from among its elected faculty
representatives. A Scrretc1ry elected by the Council from among 1 ts
members shall keep minute's of the meetings. Th e Provost shall be
rc.>sponsible for cr1lling the first meeting of the academic year and
for establishing a sch<'chde of meetings for t he full Council. The
Ch air of t h e Council s h;1ll call meetings of the rollcge-wide civaluation committee.
Section 5 - Authority
Either the
Rollins Faculty
shall submit an
of the Provost.
shall determine
PrCJposed am e ndment:

9.

PrCJposc.>d am endment:

Provost or the Chair of the Counril shall report to the
any important decisions or delibvrations and the Chair
annual written report to be kept on file in the Offire
Unless oth e rwise stat e d in the Bylaws, the Council
its own proc e dur~s.
Delet e :
Add:

DeletP.:

Current Articl e VI The Se nate
Propo se d Art i cle VI The Council on Ac ademic
Policies and Standards
Current Articl e VII The Council of the Senat e

Sllbstitute:

Article VII
(Note:

10. Proposed amendment:

Change:

-Article X

Substitute:

Offices of the Administration

Revisions of this Article are incomplete .
The Faculty will be asked to vote on
amendments to Article VII during th e
1981-82 a c ademic year.)

Fa culty Evaluation

to Article VIII
Faculty Evaluation

Article VIII, Se ction 3, Paragraph G below
for the Pa ragraph G approved by the Fa culty
in 1980.
(This Paragraph G do e s not app e ar
in th e current issue of the Bylaws but i s
r e produc e d as page 9 of this proposal.)

1
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Propo8ed 3mcndmcnts to Article VlJI, Section 3, P..iragraph G
Del~te current Paragraph G
Add new Paragraph G
Reco!Tllilcndations for tenure and promotion and fnr annu.11 appointment after
rl)tirement ..ige shall be submitted to thP Council on Acudemic Policies and
Stantlards by May 1 of the calendar year prior to approprL1te action.
Meeting without the Provost, the C.A.P.S. serves as ,1 co'llegc-wide
l'V:tlu<1tiun committcL' which reviews the recommendations of d ep artm e ntal and
School evaluation committees to determine whether the recommend;:itions are
cnnsonnnt with evaluation critC'ria specifiL·d by the department or School.
If a n•gul;1r member of the C./\.P.S. is from the same tlepartmcnt of the
SC'\iool of Arts anti Scipncps as a cantlitl,1te under consideration, that member
shall not participate in the proceedings.
Similarly, a member of one of
tliC' othL'r School f:1cultiC's would not participate in discussion of the
evalu.itinn of a c.:indid;:ite from his/her School.
Tht> C.A.P.S. slwll require each department in the School of Arts anti
Sciences and e.1ch of the other School faculties to submit for its approval
a st<1tement of evaluation criteria and standards. These statements should
not conflirt with the gencr;il criteria stated in Article VIII but should
specify the n<1ture, quantity ;_md recency of "Research, Writing, Pub] ic:ati.on
and Performance" (Item 5 of the Faculty Evaluation Policies and Proc e dur es )
de em ed sufficient to justify recommending tenun• or promotion.
St:itemcnts
may .-11s0 include criteria spec:ific to a particular discipline and therefore
not mentioned in the generul criteria.
The C.A.P.S. shall send its recommendations along with those of the
Jepartmcntal or School evaluation committee to the Provost by May 22.
Notification of the Council's recommendations shall be made to the c<1n<lidate at that time.
The Provost shall suhmit these recnrnmend.itions together with his/h _e r
recommendations to the President of the College by June 1.
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BY-LAW

BYLAWS, APPENDIX

CHAt~GES

A

I. ARTICLE X, Sec~lon I, B. Memborshlp (p.22)
Delete:

The Provost or the appropriate admlnfstntlve representative.

Reasslgn appropriate letters to fhe rem.inlng 11st of corrvnittee m~mbers.

II.ARTICLE X, Section 3, Paragraph G.
Add:
Recommendations for tenure, for profl')'.)tfon to ful I professor, and for
.innua I iiippo i ntment after age 65 sha I I be submitted to the r.o 11 ege-Wf de
Ev.iluation C.Ommittee by May I of the calendar year prior to appropriate
action.
This committee shal I consist of one f~culty member from ~~r.h civision.
one memt.·ei"" e lected from the I ibrary and physical education departmcn1s,
a non-voting representative from the Provost's office, and an alt~rn-~~
to be el~ct~d from the faculty at large who shat I serve on the -committee
in place of one of its regular members when a candidate is under consideration
from a department which Is represented by this regular member.
The CWEC shall _elect its own chairperson from its voting members.
The Faculty shal I nominate .nd elect the committee members during the
winter faculty meeting to staggered tw~-year terms. No~inees must not
fall under consfder.tlon in these categories during their term, No
member shal I serve successive terms.
Each department shat I proceed promptly to the formulatlon of a
statement of Its evaluation criter~a and standards f~r the use of the
CWEC. They sha I I be subject to sub~;equent • I terat Ion by the department
with the approval of the CWEC. The CWEC shal I examine the departmental
. •evaluation committee recommendations for each candidate with regard to
reasonably equitable st.ndards throughout the_ College. The CWEC may request
further information from other sources __ including th~_g_epartmental committee
and from the cand I date -■-T+-- stiaTlt)e- "the· partrcu I ~r.-respons i bi Ii ty of the
CWEC to w·eigh the signific.rnce and natL're of "Research, Writing, Pub I icatlon
and Performance". C Item 5 of Faculty Ev.Juatlon Pol lei es and Procedures,.
p. 37).
The CWEC shall send its recommendations along with those of the
departmental evalu.tion committee to the Provost by May 22, Notification
shal I be made to the candidate at that time. The Provost shal I submit
these recom~endations together with his own recommendation to the
President by June I.

l
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Propos~d aoe ndm~ot to Article VIII, Section 3, Paragraph I.
Current Paragraph I.

I . / Any candidate may appsa l tt,e final recommerdaliooa of tho Eva luatlon Committee

to the Faculty Evaluation Commtn~ within fifteen days 11f1er receipt of the final
1JValuatlon report. Thia commtnee shall conalat of one tacutty member from each
divl&lon of the ColleQII. The Senate shall nomll"llte and elect theae members In the
fall to staggered terma of two yeara. The Senate sha ll alao nominate and elect to
sta~red terma of two years one facutty member from each division of the Coll&ge
to serve as alternate members of the Faculty Evaluation Review Committee. The
alter nate members sha ll replace any regular member who may resign before the
expiration of the two year term. No member of the Faculty Evaluation Review Commlttefl may participate in an appea l action concerning the activity of an evaluation
committee in_which he / she is a member, nor may he / she hear an appea l from a
mem_ber of his/her oepartment. In such casea, he / she must relinquish his/her
pos1t1on to the alternate from his/ her division unlll the appea l has been conc luded.
Shou_ld more than one member
alternate member resign, the Senate sha ll hold a
special elect ion to 1111 the vacancies.

°'

Delete:

Current Paragraph I,

Substitute:

Paragraph I below.

Any candidate amy appeal the final recommendations of the evaluation
cormnittees to the Faculty Evaluation Review Cormnittee within fifteen
days after receipt of his/her evaluation report. The Review Committee
shall consist of three members from the School of Arts and Sciences Faculty,
one member from the Crummer Graduate Business Faculty and one member
from the Education and Human Development Faculty. The School Faculties
shall nominate and elect these members in the fall to stagge~ed terms of
two years. Each school shall elect alternate members, three from Arts
Sciences and one each from the other two School Faculties. These
alternates shall replace any regular member who resigns before the end
of the t-wo-year term. No member of the Review Committee may particip_ate
in an appeal action concerning the activity of an evaluation committee
of which he/she is a member, nor hear an appeal from a member of his/her
departrnent,but must relinquish his/her position to an alternate member
until the appeal has been concluded.

(

12.

Proposed amendment:

Delete:
Add:

Current Article XII

Article IX

Article IX

Committees of the College

Method of Amending Bylaws:

Method of Amending the Bylaws

These Bylaws, or any provision thereof, may be aJogated or
amended at any meeting of the Faculty by a two-thirdy7vote o! the ,
Faculty present and voting, providin9 that notice 10 days prior
to the meeting shall contain a copy of the proposed ame~dment or
amendments. The amendment ultimately made need not be 1n the
exact form in which it was sent to each member 11s above provided,
but must deal with the same subject matter. It shal l be the
responsibility of the Pre4ident of the Faculty to communicate all
revisions of these Bylaws .o the Board of Trustees.

1

Change:
Change:
13.

"10 days" to "7 days"
"Presid e nt of the Faculty" to 'Secr e tary of the Faculty"

Proposed amendment: Add: Article X Authority
These Bylaws s up e rc e de all Fa culty By l a ws a pproved prior to Febru a ry 1981 and
P.ay 1981.
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As stated in the Trustee Bslaws, the Facults ma~
adopt
for
its own
r✓ r:inciPles
and bslaws
::::::over nm ent
s uch
as shall seem desirable to
promote efficiencs and to facilitate its work, Provided, however, that
all
such
bslaws
a nd
Principles shall
be
subJect to
the rules,
resulations, and rerauirements as set ' forth bs the Board of Trustees or
from
time to time as chansed b~ such Board, and provided further that
such b~laws and Principles set fcifth bs the Facults shall
not
be
in
violation of the constitution or bslaws of this corporation or ans law
of the State of Florida.
The records of the Facult~'s deliberations
and minutes of its meetinss s h a ll be □ Pen for inspection.

The standsrds s2 t
forth
b'::! the American Association of Univ ersity
Professors as Published in AAUP Polics
Documents
and
Reports,
1973
edition,
when
not
in conflict with the College Charter, Trustee
Bslaws, and these B~laws, shall b e
bindins on
matters of academic
f r e ;=: d o ri1 ,
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Ff~CUL.TY

MEMBERSHIP AND SUFFRAGE
'.3ection :I..

Th e foJ.lowinS s h a ll comPrise the Facults of Rollins Collese~
shall
have
the
ris/,t
to
attend facult'::! meetin~ s, to vote on all matters
Pertainind to the Facults, and unless
otherwise specified in
these
Bslaws,
shall
pos s ess all
the usual rishts arid - Privileses accorded
f a c u l t ·,,: m c> n-, b ;~~ ,. ,c, ;'.
academic
Teachers servins full - time under
i. n ·,:,.t. ru ct n r
of

B.

L. ibrari ans of f 2 culls rank,

aPP □ intments

[I •

Admini s trative a nd executive officPr s __ of
Coll e::'i e
with
facults
rank.
Th ese officer c:- c':- h,:.:~ 11 not. ac auir e
fa c ult~ tenure bs virtue
of
their a dmini st rative or
f..';-:Pcutj_ve office~.•

E.

Teachers aPPointed to Part-time position s s h all h ave the
riSht to attend facult~ meetins s but s h a ll not have the
ri~.iht to vote.

F,

Teachers servi n s in full-ti~ e off-campus Positions on an
annual contract who a re teachin~
regul ar l~ scheduled
cla sses as
a Part of the Rollins curriculum for which
credit i s ~iven toward a
desree shall
be con s idered
votins members of the Facult~.
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A

Te ac hers s ervin s full-time und er ? Ca demic a PP o i r-, t rn e n t s
in th e Schaal at the rank of in s tructor or ab oveii
and
.;3dmini s tr a t:i. ve PersonnPl of like rank..

B.

Admini s trative a n d exec utive officer s with facults rank
These officers s hall not acQ uir e
in thf.! SchoD 1.
facult~ tenure b~ virtue of th eir administ r ative
. offiCE'S +

c.

Athl0tic coaches with f a cult~ rank in the School .

D.

Te ac h e r s serv in s in full - tim e off-campus po si tion s o n a n
a nnu a l co ntr ac t who are teachins re s ul a rls sc hedul e d
cl asses 2s 2 p2rt of the School's curriculum for which
cr edit i s ~ iven tow a rd a de~ree shall be co n s id ered
vo tin~ me mb e r s of th e School Fa cult s,
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AF:TICLE III
FACULTY RESPONSIBILITIES, RIGHTS AND DUTIES
Section 1. Academic Authorits and Responsibilits
Under the authorits vested in the Facults b~ the Board of Trusteesf
the
Facults
shall
be
responsible for
Providing a
Pro~ram of
instruction of hiSh aualits for
the students of Rollins College,
i n c 1u d i n s
t hose e..n . r..o 1 1 e d
i n i ts / o u r Sc h o o l s B n d i n t he Pa t r i ck A i r
Force _ Base Branch. l,J=;ach Facult!:l shall be respon s ible for
the
proPer
functionins of sound academic Procedures within its School.

A,

Each Facults shall
Prescribe
the aualifications for
admi ss ion of students ta the School
and to all
its
Prosrams of instruction,

B.

Each

F .sc ult·;:1, she.ill
respon s ible for devising a nd
a:=--:=--rci•,/tn::=.: a curriculum of ·; ;:.tudi e ·;:; for :i. t s instructional

PT'O~JrBm -,; .,

c.

[I •

Section

A,

establi s h sound a cademic reauir e~ ·
ments f or the Pursuit of these s tudie s ,

Each

E; a ch Fa cu .l t ~,: sh a J. 1

t. hf= , B t t,2- in mfJ n ts
for
~raduation
in its proSrams and shall ·nominate and
recomm e nd to the Board of Trustees candidates for
all
de~re~s
and for all other diplomas to be issued on the
satisfactory com2letion of . courses of s tuds,

2.

Pr C':' scribe

Co - curr:i.cular Authorit'::.i and F:e·spons:i.b:i.lit::~

The Fac ults sh a ll Promote the welfare of those
under
:i. n "; -t. r u c t j o n
i,i n d
-;: h a 1 l h a 'v' e t h e.,' r ,:, i; ,.-.. (J n f,; i b :i. 1 :i. t ·;:; f o r t h P
mainten a ncP of So0d order and disciPiine within
the
the desire of students to
,-.,. ,,:, r t :i. c i. P ;,; t c· 'i' e ~, ::=· o n ~; :i. b l ·,: :i. n t h e :i. r
ovn
s o v '-=-' r n me n t ~
t h\
F2cultY PT' □ vides s tud e nt s
th e OPP □ rtunits to enh a n c e
their e ducation out s ide of th e classroom
bs savern i ns
t h c• n, ·;:. f.' 1 'v' E' ·,,,. a c c o r- d :i. n i.; <L o t h r~ <=.'; o v r. r n ;,, n c e cl o c u mP n t s o f t i7 f::->
Rollins Student Association s .
0•

1

0
~

1

<:.; o \ ! P r n rr; ,::, n

c:01,d1.1l.'t

t

r . ,. : c h

c ons

t :i. t. u t :i. o n ,; ,
to

Promot e

efficiencs
and
facilitate
their
work,
Provided,
however, that such documents shall be subJect
to the
rulf'','-1
re~=iulat.i.on~:;1
and rt=: c-iuj_ri:2mc~nt<::. ·sEit forth b":t tht:~
Facult~ and shall not be in violation
of
the
Rollins
Facult~ Bslaws,
the Charter or
B~laws of Rollins
Collese, or ans law of the
State of Florida.
The
records of the Rollins Student Associations and minutes
o f a 1 1 ,1, E.' f:.' t i n :.is ~,- h a 1 1 b e o Pc~ n fa 1· i n ;; P e c t i on •
0

S~ctian ~. The Colle~e Calendars
A
Facults shall
fix
the
calendars for
its academi~
pro~rams.
Commencement,
the da~ of conferrins de~reesv shall be during the last
µeek of Ma~ or the first week of June.
A Facults ma~ recommend at ans
time
to
the Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees a chan~e in

the time of a commencement.

F;:;: cu 1 t

<=,ha.1.1
:! 'and t. he four Schoo J.
elect
s.uch
committees as are deemed necessars to carrs out their resPonsibilitiea
2nd shall have the riSht to delesate some of their suthorits to
those
The F: o .l l .i. r, ::,-

CCil'ilTTi

i ttf.•e·:c-

1

·>

Section 5. Final Autho~its
Thi:-?
fin::::.l
author.i.ts in all matters c-omin~ within the Jurisdiction of
the F ac-ul t~,: shall rest in the Facults,
authori{s of the
The
final
~Facults is subJect to the followins re~ulations:

A.

The President of the College has the power of veto • .If
the President vetoes a measure Passed
bs
the Rollins
Faculty~
he/she
shall
Present his/her reasons to the
F acu 1 t. 1,1.

B.

Should ans measure so vetoed be reconsidered and passed
bs the Facults, enforcement of the measure shall
stand suspended until decided b~ the Board of Trustees,
k!hc.·r,

the·

Board
of Trustees 1s reauired to consider a
the Chair of the Council on Administration and
shall

reuuest

the

Facults

to

char~ed

with

elect

three

Present.ins

r (, C UL T ."(

U YL A 1-J ~;

The Executive Committee of the Board of ·rrustees, exercising
its customars Powers of actins for
tho
Board between
iesular
meetin~s,
shall
be
reouested os B4 the
President of the Collese orbs the Chair of the Council
on
Administration
and Budset
to
meet
as
soon
as
:=,r2:cti.cable ❖

,~F:T.ICL.E It,'

MEETINGS OF THE FACULTY
Resular and special meetinss of the Rollins Facults are attended
bs
th<-:!
F-o>-c1..1J.t.~;
i35
defined
in Article
II,
Section 1 ,. Administr·ative
officers without f2cult~ r·ank mas attend meetin~s but shall
not
have
the
risht
to vote.
Student rePre- sentative s mas attend meetinss to
observe the Pr □ cc ~ dinjs or make reports if thes have the Permission of
the Presidin~ officer.
Section 1. Resular Meetinss
a rr:::~ :u.l.c'.l' mt::•etins of the F'.ollins:. F2-cult·,1 i::-r·ior to the
Febr~ar~ 2nd Ma~ meetin~s of the Board of Trustees.

Th(?. rr:::•
October,

b·~:

0

r;

.•:... +

:~:F-- e cic:l !rt e f:.., t. i n .'J -~:- of the Faculty mas be called b~ the F· resident of
the
·c; o l J. e ::l ,=:: ,
h :i. '='· / h e r
a b s. e r, c P ? b ~,. t h e F' r o \/ o <:'- t ❖
A sr-:·ec Lc:J. Fc~cult'::I
or
in
n, f: •~ t i n s s h a .1. J. b e c , ; l l Ei d b ·;:; t h e F' r "~ s. i d t" n t c:: s s o o n a ,,;
Practicable
IJPOO
0

receiPt
of
a
written Petition sisn~d b~ one-third of the Fa~ults or
receipt of a written reouest
from
o
maJorits of the elected
e:i. tl,,:-?r
the
Counc:i. l
on Administration and Budget or the
of
Council on Acad e mic Policies and Standards.
uP □ n

r;ect :i. on

nuorum

for

a

me2tin~ of the
of

S2 ction 4,

Rules of Order

Rollins

v o t. i n :.=..;

ir, r~ m!J

Facults
i:-::_,

r ~:; n f

t. ;-, P

'.~ h i:, ]. .l
F,;;cult':::i

C () II ;:; j_ ·:c; t

for

2 n ·=,1

O•

.p
I

2

1

t

a
meetin~s,
the
F ac ult~! i s
se r·v e d
E: term of three sear s bs the Council or,

Councils.

·3

p a rliam e ntarian
BPP □ inted for
i=i d m i 1-, i s t r 2- t i o n a n d f: u d !:.1 (~ t .

,~F:TJCL.E

l)

COUNCIL ON ADMINISTRATION AND BUDGET
Section 1. Members h ip
Th e me~bershiP of the Council s h all coniist of the
Preside n t
of the
Colle g e, the Provost, the Vice-Pre s ident for Busines s and Finance, the
Vice - Preside n t fu1· Development and Colle ~ e
Relation s,
four elected
members
from th e School of Arts Sciences Faculty, one elected member
from each of the other School Faculties and one
el e cted
member
from
thea' Librar\:1,

Section 2.

Terms of Office

e l ect.E.'d
T h (" i r t e 1· n-, s
of
officP
on E-! -- t. i-1 :i. r d of the r.:, J PC ted

the

Th i:.~

Council

shall serve three - ~ear terms(

be
stassered
so
that
memb e rshiP ch a n ~es each ~ear.

approximatel~

:..

S2ction 3.

. T h ('!
;.:, 0

l :i

Respon s ibilitie s

Co u n c i 1
C

i

P ·:;

0

f

and Duties

con~;ult s Dn matter -= =· relat:t n:::i to t h e seneral administrative
F:o.l J .i n r, Col le:=:ie a nd on ma tt e r 5
rel a tin s
to
the
Colle ~e

bud :Jf.;, t.
A•

re.v' i e w :=,
th e s. t r u ct u re of a d mi n i st r a t i v e
resP □ J) ; i bilit i es and advises on
the
establishment of
new
ad ministrative Po s ition s
and
the elimination of
unn ecessa rs
ones,
The
Council
ad vi ses
on
the
P v 2 l u n t :i. o n
an d
r-- r o f E• ·:=:. s=.i o n a l
d e v e J o P me n t.
of
c'- C: rr, i n :i ~=- t r a t o r <:; ,,
T he

CD ,.in c i l

rPlc,= tin s
imr·ort a nt
a dvi ses on P □ li c i es
to
services of the Colle~e s uch as, but not restricted to,
the
administrative comPutins an d
dat a
Processing
se rvic PS •
c~ntr2J
word-process.in~ s ervice, bookstor e?
food
se rvic e ,
cam p u s
safets1
Phs s i c6 1
Plant,
purchasin~, a nd Personnel . .

The Coun ci l

C.

The
CounciJ
Pfirtici:=-atc:•·,;
:i.n
~=. hort a nd
lnn ~.!
ran:::ie
Plannins and r ec omm e nd s Priorities
r egardi n ~ institut:~on;:iJ

r E• ·;;earc h ,

The Council
advises on Priorities i n fundins 01-,-sci ins
r Ci .'::l ram ·5
a nd
o Pe r at i crn s ~
i n c J. 1J din s
f acu 1 t\:.l
c o mpen sat ion ,
a nd ad v ises on fundin s caPital PrnJects.

F

E.T h e Coun c il sets the a~e nd a for a nd convenes ,:-: 11
r es ul a r
Th e Council appoints
meetin ss
of th e Rollins F ac ult s.
a Parliamentarian for a thre e-sear t e rm of office.
,--

r •

The Council ac t s
as a
nom i n a tins co~mitt ee for
all
elected Positions t o bot h Councils or ma~ delesate to a
Schaul the resPonsibilits of nomin a tin s candidates
forelection to v acan t Positions.
Th(7! Co1.r :icil h a s. the
of
1r, c~ ,:; n :i. n <;!
,3 r i s. e ,

res.,.Po n sibi l it..~,i ~ sho ul d. Bns aues.t ion
to
i n t. e r P r e t
t.. h (~ s; e
r~ ~ 1 2- h' ·5 , t h f~
action~ ~f
the C6uncils or th e act i ons of the Facult~
s ub Ject ta the restrictions se t da wn
in Article
III ,
Section 5 of the se Bslaws.

G"

Sectio n 4-

Vaca nri~ s

var Bn c s occur amons the elected memb ers of the Council,
re2re~e n ted b~ the retirir1s member shall fill th e v aca nc ~ a t
r P Sl u 1 c'. r 111 ( ·.' ;_:_, t :i. n :.:i •

Sheiuld

bo d s
n c~ ;< t

the
it s

Es ch

sear
th e
Council
shall
e J.e ct
a Ch a ir fr-om amen~ its elected
Ch,,,ir"'i
r i::-:, :::- r e s, >":- ;--i t i:,~ t i v F? s •
T h (':!
of
th e
Council
or
hi s /her
C) f
t.
h
(.?
F:
()
.1.
1
ir•
;
;,;·
F
cl
Cu
J.
t
~/ ❖
Tri e
a l s o cha ir··- --·--mee
tin
~s
s h aJl
- ····- ------ . ----•
Counci ·l i:; h i:,ll c> l. ec t fro,:, i'l iTICir-t £:; :i. t s li'1Pr/i! .'.1 f~T'c':, a Secrr.~-tar ·~,( -·;,,i'ho ·sh-;£1.l
2- .l ~;o
·"· e r- '·./ r~•
B '"·
:3 P c: r f:.• t. ;:.: r ~,i f o r 2- 1 J. mr.' e t. i. n :ci !':- n f t h e F' D J l j_ n ·=; F a c u J t '::! ,.
Mi n u t e ~;
,,;hi'ill m:i.nutes.
of
a ll
o'f' the F;;::cu.1.t,,1"
Th e President of th e Collt:~'.'!.e s- hdJ.J. call th£~
f i;· s t me eti n~ of t h e Council each 2c 3 demic sear and s h a ll es t abli s h
::'•c h ;:_, c_; u J f.-' u f r ;::, :::.i 1. 1 1 .:1 r C c, u n c :i. J ii; e t i t :i. n :=.1 .,.
F 2- c u l t

1

Soction o . Aut horit ~
Ch ::' :i. r

tu

c:,f

th,,:.,

F: o 1 l :i. n 'c:•

Fd

CU

1 t·,;

:im F-·ur-t a nt

ci e c i

<: =.

i.

D

n s;

or

Fi';C:: Ul..TY :t:YLf)l,.IS

deliberations,
and the
Chair shall file an annual written rePort in
t r1c-.> Df f i c E' o f t h P F' r e c:-:i. d t-:- r, t ,
Un l e -~:; ~; o t he r u i ,; 1? s ta t. £, d :i. n th e ~=- f:! b \:-: 1 a 1..J s ,
the Council shal l determine its own Proce dures.

COUNCIL ON ACADEMIC POlICIES AND STANDARDS
Section 1.

Memb ers hip

of
the
Provost,
rrr E.' trr b e r s h i F"
shall
consist
four
elected
representatives
of · Arts
from
the School
SciE1 nces,
r1ne
elected
B 1·1d
rePresE•ntat.ive
from
each of the
other Sch O o l s. 9
one elected
representative from the Librar~.

T h (:?

S£~ctiorr 2.

Tc~rm'.::- of Offic(':

The elected member·s of
the Council
s hall
serve
three-sear term s.
Ttieir
terms of office shall
be
stassered
so
that aPProximatel~
one - third of the elected membership ch a n5es each sear,
•·;.

Section 3. Duties and Responsibilities

The Council shall

-::3 (iv i s 1::~
t. hi:.'
F' r o v o st.
c r, c.i
·t. he Ro l .l t n s Fa c fJ 1 t '::~ () n
r~l a tin ~ . to the senera l ed u catio n a l Policies of the Collese.
It sh a ll a dvi se un the conso n ance of all Progfams with the mission of
t h t:-1 :i. n ·: :. t i t u t i or, •

mstters

A•

A Task Force o n Librars Polics, composed of some Council
members
Plus other facult~
and officers
of
the
administration~ meets with the Director of Libraries to
a d vise on matters of librars Polic~ and
recommend on
the
al lo cat ion of the Purchasin~ budset a mon~ the
f-; c h o o J ·::, i:1 n d t h P i r ;;:; c a d e m i c P r- o 5 r a m!:"- •

B.

A Task Force oh

S e rvices,
compo s ed of some
f 2- c u J t 'ci an d o f f i c E• rs o f t. h e
administr ~ tionv mepts with
the
Di rector
of Computer
Servic es
and advises on rnattErs of academic computer

Cu u ,-, c :i. J

Cc:r..1nc :i l

"' c-.' :n be ,, ·::;

ComPuter
P

1 u ·=::. o th e r

Facult~ R2search,
SDITI(?
;:,Ju ·::; ott ie r f2,cuJt•,._; and officers of the

administration, mee ts ~,.ti th
P T' Ocedu r·e":::.
c::nd
F·nlicie•".:'
rf.-'s efi rch .,
D.

the
Provo s t
to
determin e
bud~et s
a ff ec tins
facult~

The Council me mbers~ with the excePtion of the
Provost,
se rve
as
a
collese-wide evaluation committee as
described in Article VIII, Section 3, Parasr2Ph G•

..iudi cia l
under ProceE.The Council s hall ac t as a
dures
outlined
in
the AAUP Polic~ Documents and
Reports,
when
serio u s
or
recurrins
comPlaints are
brousht
aSainst a member o1 the Facult~.
The Council
s hall recommend ac tion to the Pr es ident of the Collese.
When
th e
Council
is called u2on to a ct as a Judicial
bod~ ans council member ma~ ask to be excused from
the
proce~ding s
for
Personal
re as ons.
No more th a n two
facult~ me mbers of th e Council ma~ be excused from
the
Judici21
bods
b~
reaue s t
of the s ubJ ec t( s ). of the
Judicial Proceedinss.
All excu se d Council member s
a re
to
be
r eP lac e d b~ al t er nate s
elected b~ the bodies
which th e~ 'represent,
The Provo s t
ParticiPates
in
Judici al sessions as a n o n -v otin ~ memb e r ,
Sec tion 4. Vacanci es
Sho uld
a
facult y va canc s occur, the bods r e2 res e nted bs the retirins
r;, e 111 b ;~, r s ha J l f :i. J. 1 t. h r~ v a c a n c '.-J a t i t ~~ n e ;-'. t. rn e E! t i n :=:'. •
·si:-::·c·t :i.Dr1

Th2 Council shall
elect
a
Ch a ir from
a rnon~
its elected facults
representatives.
A Secretary elected b~ the Council from a mon~ its
rr; e mti ,:;; r ~; ~,. h a l 1 v.. r.! P P mi n u t e '='· o -r:· t h e
me e t i n s s •
Th e
i=· r o v o s t
5 h a 1 J.
b e.
r i? ·=::. F c:, i"·, ·::,. i b l ri · f o r c .:;; l l i n si t h e f i r s. t mf..' e t i n s o f t h e i:l c a d e 1r1 i c !:,: e r.: r a n d f o r
esta bli s hin~ s sched ule of meetinss for the full Council,
The Chair
of
meetin~s
of
the
call
e~ewide
e valuation
Council
cal.I.

th e F' r c, \1 o ·c'• t u r· th e Ch .: : :i. r of th r:·' Co u,n c :i. l
'.'i h .=., 1 J
r (-:-'.'Port
to
t. h f.:.'
Roll i ns Fa cults a n y im p o rtan t d ecisio n s or delib eratio ns an d the Chair
:=. (,;::, JJ '.:,.uh m:i.t. ,,,, n an nu .:;; J t,. ,r:i.tt c- n r· c:·.:•or t to ti e:, 1--:.er-t nn fiJ.c• in th e Dffic e

F i. t h ~:· r

,::, f
I: h c·
F' r c \,' o .,;,. t. ,.
Un l c-:• ~=. <=; o th P r t,.J i '"· e
h :::, J J •~:i f.~ t P r rr, :i. r, ,::-! . :i. t . '"'· o ~" n P r n c ,:-:-, d u r c:' i:• ,.
0
: :.

,,, t . a t t:.• cl

:i. n th e B c.: l "'' 1.,..1 =;

1

the

CD u n c :i. 1

F'age
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OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION
(This Article is to be revised and amended bs the Facults
fall of 1981-82,)

durins

ARTICLE t,.!III
FACULTY EVALUATION
Section 1. Facults Evaluation Committee

A.

Duties, Powers, and Responsibilities
(1)

~

(2)

Ever~ member of the
teachins facults shall be
subJ0ct to
review
bs an evaluation committee,
which
shall
be
responsible for assistins in the
profesiional development of each member of the
fa c ults.
Th e committee shall
meet at
least
;;i n n u ;:; l J s
for
t h (~
e v .2- l u .;:3 t i D n
of
n o n ·- t e n 1..1 r e d ·
f2cults. ~ For the evaluatiah of tenured facultsY a
mPP t j_ n s n ·f· t h !°::! co mm i t +... ,? e ma ~; be r e au e :-; t e d
b '=~
th e
Provost,
b~
a maJorits of the committ.Pe members,
o 1· b 'c.:: t he f a cu l t !3 me mbe r t o be e v cJ J. 1.1 at e d •
The
Facults Evaluation Committee
shal 1
m2ke
recommend a tions
to
the President on matters
relatin~ to f ac ults
re appo intment,
Promotion1
tenure~ and salar~.
Recommendations for imProvins
teachin~ effectiveness mas be made directls to the
facult~ member evaluated.

one

t

P

nu J' f." d

m(~ mb c. r
1

of

t h F! a PP r c.1 :::- r i 2 t e

ment, who shall ~e eJ.ected to a two - se ar
c •

bs a ma Jorits of the dePsrtment;
on c-:, n o n ·-· t e i-1 u red 1r1 P 1n be r o I th P a:.::, F· r o Pr i .;-3 tr:•
Je2artment, who sha ll b e
elected
to
a

the

F 1-':i C U L. T Y f: Y L t~ ~.! S

Pase

term
d •

maJorit~ of the dep a rtment;

one f acult~ member outside the
be

di

'I

i

=· i on ,

appointed b~ the P rovost to a

sear . term? a nd

l,i hO

s.ha.1.1

be

selected

from a
list of at ~east three nominees Prepared

( 2)

tenured member
is a v ailable within the
If no
department
as
reauired
in
(l)c., a non -t~nured
member shall serve;
if no non-tenured
is
2=:. reauired j_r,
availab l e
within the
dePart.mPnt
(l)d., a tenured member s h all ser-v(~.
Ai-, a J t e r r, a t. e
mem b e r
of
th e
com In i t t e e
sh a l 1
be
i.:l P s; :i. s n a t e d
t iJ s. e r v e ~~ h e n 2 n i:i d e :=- a r t r,; ,~ n t. a J. me mb E~ r
of th e committee is beins eva lu ate d.
He/s he s.h aJ. J.
br:i
ap;:-.·oint(:?d b·c~ t.hrc= F-'rovo:.:;t to a two sear term,
c:nd •,;halJ
be
selected from
the
candidate's
cle::-S f3 rtm ic'nt,

S e ction 2. Authorits
A,

Facul~ s

(1)

APPoi ntru e nt s

f a c u l t ': ;:
a ;-:· P o i n t r1, e n t ~;
s h a .l .l
be
m;:-; d e b c! t. h e _
President upon ~ecommendatio n of th ~ Provost and
t ;' 1C
h (~ i3 d
Of
th f'
d (i! P , rt ITI f:! n t
:i n
t-.t.h i Ch
the
aPP aintment is to be made.
The department head
:·• h "' .l 1 no t
rec om ff: ,2 r·, d th f.> -:·: F ::--· o i n t m<·:-i r, t o f an·=-: o n e o f
wham
a
maJorits
of
the
members
of
his/her
department disaPProves,
t-\ .l J.

0
:

( ~! )

If

a

n c· t,J

a P P o :i. n

t

rn (·.:· n

t

mu s

t be

m ad f:!

du r

j_

n '.:I a v E= c cit i o n

:-; •::' r .i o d 1,..1 he n t 'i·1 (c' rr, ,:! mb i:-:-.- rs n f t h c•
ci P P a r t mf~ n t
c ann u t
be con s u l ted, the department he a d ma s recommend as
If an aPPo intm e nt is made
und0.• r-

co ndition s,

the other deP?rtment members mas

s u bmit statements U f i::: F-· F· l' C, ',' i'': 1 DT'
d:i.s.c::F·}"rov.=:.:J.
of
t.. h ,:;:,
a r:-· r, n :i. r·, t ·-·
the
F'rovos;t.;
thE:> ::-~:>
~; t ;;i t c 11: c• n t -::,. '-"· h a l l
L, f:!
c o r-1 ·:=:. :i. d E:! i' e d
du r i n .:':
t hc
ev a lu at ion of that candidate for re aPPoi nt ment.
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B.

F ac ults Reappointment s and Te nure
(1)

Reap p ointm e nt s s hall be made b~ the Pre s ident onl~
after
the
candidate h as
been approved
bs
a
ma Jorits
of
th e
members
of th e evaluatinn
committee.
All
aPPoi ntm e nt s
and
reappointments
made durin~ a facults member's p robationars Period
are t e rmin a l aPP ointments for
one ~ear.
Durins
each
sear
of
the Probation a rs
period,
the
Pre s ident, upon recommendation of the evaluation
committe e ,
s h a ll
decide
whether or not the
c a ndidate i~ to
be
reappointed a nd s o notifs
him/hE.' r.

(2)

The
prob a t i on a rs Period for f a cults m~mbers sh a ll
be not les s than four s ea rs . nor
more
than
seven
sear s,
unl ess the . candidate ha s had at l eas t four
sears
full
teachinS a t
other
collese
level
institutions.
In
the
l a tt er
case,
the
probationsrs pe riod s h al l bt? not less than
three
sears
nor
more th a n four Years.
Schol a rl~ leave
of a~se nce for one year or l ess wi l l count as part
of
the
Probatianar~ P eriod
as if it 1-.1 e P<? r~rior
service at another
institution,
un 1 e·::-s
the
individu a l and th e institution as r ee in HritinE! tD
a n exce ption to this provisio n at the time the
_ le 2 ve 1 s g ranted .

Te nure
ma s
not
be
awarded or d e ni ed until th e
c a ndidat.P ha ::- comPletE:,d the
rninirrium · Pr □ bationar~
H. ,·iud,
Th e
Bo ar d
of
Tr·u ::; tee s,
upon
recommendation
bs the
President,
mas
~rant
e ,-: c f~ Pt i cm s
to
t hf.'
mi n i mum
du r· a t i on
of
the
prob a tionars
Period ,
but
onl~
in
unusual
~ircumstances.
APPointment
to
t e nure s h a ll be
made b~ th e
Bo a rd of T rustees onl~ after
the
Pre s ident
a nd
a maJorit~ of the evaluation
committee have s o re c ommended,
1

(4)

C,

Th e cr·iter·ic=, uF,o n uh :i.c- h

rc aF-·P ointm e nt
and
a re to b e mad e s h a ll be set forth
in th e F ac- ult s Ev2lu 2 tion
Polic·::1. a n d F' r o c I'? d u r e !:;
rrii'::,-inrit,~ of th i:·)
,,.!h :i. ch
F a c u J t '::/ ,

F 2c u l ts Promotion s a nd Sa l a r s De termin ati on s
(1)

Th e (·: V 2 l u ;:; t i D n C C) !fl IT! :i. t t e C:' :;. h d J J r f.• \J :i. E! ~-J f d C IJ I t 'c/
ra nk.
of bot.h t e nur c·d e nd non --- t e nur Pd f ac ult'.:>,1 a nd ·:-=..h c'. 11

.

'

'

make recommendations concernins promotions to
the
F' r f-! '.-:i- i d P n t ❖
F' r o mo t i o 1--1 s
:i. n f a c u J. t !::! r c>. n k. u ;=-, t o ,3 n d
includins associate Professor shall be made b~ the
President
of the CoJ.J.ese;
promotio~ to the rsnk
of professor shall
be
made
bs
the
Bosrd of
Trustees
and
upon
the
recommendation of the
Pre:; i dent.,
(2) The evaluation committee mas
make
recommendations
concernin~ merit incre~se~ to the President.
The
President shall determine f a cults salaries
on an
annua 1 bBS- is.,
(3 )

D. F:et

j_

_The
criteria
upon
which
promotions and salar'':::!
forth
determinations are to be made shall be Sf.·' t
in the
Facults Evaluation Polics and F'roc,2dures,
as described in Article X, Secion 2, B? ( 4) •

r-emi:,., nt. ( 1) Thr) r-et. i ,emE::nt

65

Normal
of the
fol lot,.,j_n,:l
the
sixts-fifth
r e~ ular
commencement.
i·.-_1 :i. r th dB •3 •
A facults member ma~ be ret a ined besond
thj ~. ;:::se, on annual appointment at the discretion
of
the
Pre si dent after
consultation
with the
Provost and wi th the aP Prov a l
fo
a
m~Jar1~~ of
me~bers of the 2P2r0Priate department.
ExcePtionsta thes~ reuuirements mas be Srant.ed bs the
Board
of
Trustees
upon recommendation b~ the President.
and with Prior
aPProvsl
of the
Provost
and
a
m2Jarits
of
the
members of
the
aPPr □ ~riate
d epa rtment.
(2)Wh en a facults member i s
elis;iblt?
notj_fied
b~
for
rr=.•tir e u12nt1
h,2/she
shall
be
September 1 of the Previous ~ear whether he/she is
to
be
retired orreceive
annual
appointment.
He /s he shall be so notif ie d by the Pr es ident after
as
described
in
(1).
Sect.ion 3.
cor, :::.uJ.tation
F' roc-edu re~,.,
A.
It is the responsibilits of the
F'rOVO!:.;t
to
serve
as
ch a irper s on
or
appoint a
chB i r,,e r s on far such
co~mittee meetin~s o~ are
neces sars~
a nd
to
suPPls the information to the
committee as directed in the
Facult~ Evaluation
Pali cs
and
Procedures,
B.
It
1s
the
con·:;r_Jlt.
to
rP !::- Ponsih:i.J:i.t.·,:'- Df th P dP Pa rtment he a d
ret i n:-: mt:~nt

sh a J. l

a~_:;fJ

j c.. ·

sears- ❖

be effective at. tht::• date

to
to
collect and
th e
th e
evalua t:i.v2
data
relevantto
crj_tc~r:i. a set
forth
in
th e Facults Evalu at ion
F' o J :i. c 'a:! ;:,: n d F' r· u c- e du r f:'.' '.", ., 2 n d -t o 2 d v :i. s f.' t. he c 3 n d j_ d 3 t f.:•
of a ns maJor deficiencs in Performance as soo n as
t he
d r: ;.::• d r t m(? r1 t 1"l (-:·.' D
b e co me '=,- e t,._1 ~,: r <-:-:, o -r· :i. t. ,
C,
Th c-!
of a,--, :i. n t er (i :i. <:; c :i. F· J :i. n d l' 'cJ ;::, r o ,_:;ram
s ihJe
far
the
collection
C- 2 i"I

d :i.

cn 1r11r1:i.

,_-_j ,,:: -1,:.

P ~

t·l_-_.(-::,p

,-_-_j -

.

F ( 1 CU L. T Y f., Y L () !,.! S

th i: :, Pf? rform a nce
Pr es ent a tion o f dat a relev a nt to
of
th e
c andid a t e
as
a
s t a ff
of
th a t
It,
pro s r a m,
,. ,1h E. n
aF'P l'D P ri a t e .
[I .
is
th e
pero sa tiv e
of th e ca ndid a te b e in~ con s id e r e d for
re a ppointm e nt, tenure, or Promotion, to s ubmit to
the
committ ee
a
statem e nt
of Profe ss ion a l
acc □ m P li s hm e nt s
and Pl a n s
r e l~v a nt
to hi s /her
evaluation.
Th e
Provo s t
s h a ll
notifs e a ch
c a ndidate of a d ea dl i n e for th e submi ss ion of s u c h
a
st a t e me nt .
Such a
s tat e ment
ma s
a lso b e
reau es t e d bs the evalu a tion committ ee .
E+
Base d
on
the
d a t a Provid e d by th e d e p a rtm e nt h ea d (and
Pro g r a m) ,
the ch a ir P er s □ n of an interdi s ciPlin a rs
a nd
a ns
relev a nt d a t a present e d to the committee
b~ th e Provost, alon s with the s t a tement s ubmitted
bs
the candid a t e , the ev a luation committee s h a ll
Prep a r e a r e p o rt a nd recommendati o n s which mu s t be
sub mitt e d
to
th e
Pr es id e nt
b~ Febru a rs 1 on
first re app ointm e nt,
bs
Novemb e r
15
on
seco nd
r eo PPointmentY a nd bs Jun e 1 of the Pre ce din s sea r
on third and s ub s ~ n u e nt re aP Pointment s .
At this
t i n, e ,
a J. 1 r '=' c o mm e nd a t i on ·;:;. c on c e r n i n !:! d e c i s i on s o f
r ~ a P Pointment,
P rom o tion,
a nd
t he
~ra ntin S of
tenure,
mu s t · b e s ubmitted t o t he Pres i de nt b ~ th e
committ ee + (T e nu r ed facult s who a r e eli ~ ibl e
for
Promoti on
s h a ll
co me und e r the Jun e 1 d ea dlin e. )
Th e committ ee s h a ll e l ec t on e of
it s
mem be r s
to
Pr oPa re
th e r eP □ rt9 thou s h a ll mu s t a PPrav e.
Th e
r eP ort s h2ll b e d es i S n e d so as
to
fu r th e r
the Pro f ess ion a l
dev e l □ P m e nt
bf
th e
c a ndid a te
b~
id 0 nti- f s in s b oth
s tr e n g th s
a nd
wea kn es~es
in
;c· ,.~ r form "'' n c E.' 1
a n ci s h a l I indi ca t e the b ases for i:ff1 ~ !
r· ,:.: , c om me n d ,'? t i o f'I s. m,3 d E' b ':c: , the
com rn i t t f! (:.' +
F•
A
i:.1 ,· a f t
o f t h 0. c om n, i t t e e r e P o r t a n d r ec o rrr men d a t i on s
s; i.l ;;; l .l b e P r f? s. e n t e d t o th f.' c a n d i d c.= t e at
1 e as t
t 1,1 o
w~c k s
Prior
to
th e
d ea d line for s ubmi ssi ons
o u t.lined in Sub s ection E . Th e c a ndid a te s h a ll h a v e
th e
ri 5 ht
to
r es pond in Pe r s on or in writin g to
t i 1 e co mmi t t e e d c, c um e n t s • I f th e c a rr d i d a t e ~, i s h f ? s
to
r esp ond t o a n~ Point s
in hi s /h e r c 6 mmitt ee
1n,, / s h e mu s t do s o i .n ~..1 r i t i n ~.{
B nd
m2 '::! d o s o
i f'I
pe r s on.
Hi s /h e r
r es pon se
mu s t
be
ta k e n
i nt o
cun s id e r a - tion bs th e committ ee befor e s ubmi t.ti n ~
r <.:.> P o r t s. ~
d r 2, f t s.
t h e r e of ~ B n d r f'.J.c om me n d 2 t i o n s t o
t. I1 e F' r es i d e n t .,.
A co}~·~; c:, f
th e
f i na 1
c omm i t. t e e
r ep ort
a nd
r ec o mme n da tion s s h a ll b e pr ese n te d t o
t h e ca n d i da t e .
G.
Rec omm e n da ti o n s fo r t e nur e s n d
F- r o 1r, o t i er r,
,:;: n d
f o i'
.,; n r·, u ,:': J
c:~ ;:.:- P o i n t. -trr i!! r1 t
a ft e r
r P t :i. r e mF' n t a !ci c~ s. h .=::: 1 1 b e ~; u h m i t. t e d t o
t he
Co u r·1c i J
on {'; c;:ide mi c Pu l :i.ci.,? S a n ,::: r ;t, ,~n r:l .,~:rd <::, tl '::: M.: : '.:i :l. of th f.>
1

t.

1

0

c a 1 P n d ,-c; r·
'J e E, r
M(?e t i n :::J
hi i th D '-' t
c-,:;
c:•
c uJ.J E•r'.e -··

r e vi ews

F-

r ior
t h E'

t,Jid e

t

a P ::.:.· r o F r :i a t f:'. - · a e-t ~iA::i n ❖
th(? C ❖ (.j ❖ F' • 13 ' ·,=, e 1' 'v' I;~ s
,:.;;,.>a lu ~i tion
c o m1n :i. t t 0:•~· --·--i~1hi c i·i

F· r

n•

OVO

:;:.-t. '

ev 2 .lu a ti o n pr o ce du1· e s

a nd r ecom me nd a tion s
fc, I '
t Pnur e
or

Pase 16

Promotion
ha s
met
the
evaluation criteria
specified bs hi s/ her colle as ues.
No
member
of
the
C,A iP,S,
mas
Participate
in
the review of
recommend ati ons made bs evaluation committees of
-- which he/ s he
is
a member.
The C,A.P,S. shall
rE>ou :i.re e~ich ~:chool to submit for its
approval
a
statement of
evaluation criteri a and standards.
These statements should not
conflict with the
Seneral criteria stated in Article VIII b u t should
, specifs
the
nature,
auantits
a nd
recenc~
of
"Rese a rch,
Writins~
Publication and Performance•
(Item 5 of the Facult~
Eval u ation
Policies and
Procedure s )
deemed
sufficient
to
Just if~
recommendinS tenure or Promotion.
Statem e nts
ma~
a l !:; o
i n cl 1..1 de criteria s P_e (:.' j Li_~ to a Part i c u l a r
di s-c i Pl :i. nr1 and the r e f o r e-;_:r,o·C-rr~-rn;-i-oned
in the
seneral
criteri B.
Th e ~.A.P.S.
sGall send its
--1. t·· 1· c,e.: t. 1· orI o ·"'I
T,t..··, P.c1. r's- -(·. n t.11e Ic, ·r o '·I· o ~, ·'L·- b ~-! r'•I ._ ~
...
.~-~--·,:.r,:;:t
.~
the
Council's
recommendations
shall
be made to
e2ch candidate it th a t time .
The
Provost
shall
submit the se recommendations to~ et her with his/her
recommend at ion s to the Pre s id e nt of the Collese by
June
1.
H,
The President
s h a ll
~otif~ e ac h
c:- n:-: di,d ate
of
h:i~ -./her
r ea:=-·;:-·oi ntment _
or
non -reaPPo intm e n t
durin~
hi s/he r
Probationars
Period.
Notific at ion of re ap pointment s hall be in
wr i tin~
bs March 1 of ans Pr ob at ionars sear , such
to
include
the
ter ms
and
conditions
of
re8PP □ intment.
Notificatio~ of nonr eappo int - ment
~ shal l
be in
writ.ins b~ Ma rch
1
of
th e
first
PrJb a tion a rs
sear, . bs
Dece mber 15 of the sec ond
Probationars sear1 and bs September 1 of third and
s u bseo uent
sears,
Notice of aPPointmentor
n o 1·1 -- ci F r:, o i n t me n t t o t f:.' nu r e s-h a l 1 be i n
t•J r i t i n s
b !:-1
SePtember
1 of
the final Probationar~ ~ear.
In
all cases~ f a ilure to not.ifs a candidate bY these
d ates shall constitute automatic reappointment for
one ~ear unle ss the c a ndid a te i s in hi s /her
final
Prob a tion ars
sear.
I.
An!:-1 candidate ma~ aPPeal
the
final
recommendations
of
the
Evaluation
committe es
to
the
F ac ult~
Evaluation Revi e w
Committe e within fifteen d ass after rec ~ iPt of the
final
evaluation
reP □ rt.
This
committee shall
consist of on e f ac u lts memb e r from
each
divisioM
of
the
Callejo.
The
Senate s h a ll nominate a n d
elect these members in the fall to stas~ere d term s
of
two sears.
The Senate s h a ll a lso n ci min ate a nd
i-:-.' 1 f:-:, c:- t
t. o :::, t a ~,; :1 i-:! r f.-' d t f.-1 r m'::- o f t '"-' u ~ ~,, 2 r ·::; o n (? _ f a c u J t :,1
m0mb er
from each division of th e Calle~e to se rv e
2 "'· ,3 1 t e r n at P m_
r;, mb t:-' r <:=,
of t ·he F c1 c:- u 1 t ~
E: v a l u i:, t :i. o ri
F;: e ,.; :i. e 1,..1
C o mm :i. t t (-:-.' e •
T h (-:'
a J. t e r- n -3 t.. E·
m •=-' 1' 1b e r i;:. s h '"' J. l
rePJ ac:-e a ns re~ul ar member s ha mas
r es isn
b e fore
the exp ir at ion of the two sear term.
No member of
the
F ac ult s
Ev a lu st ion
Review
Committee
mas
a ction conce rnins the
:i. n
\1

•

-

-t

-

•.•

0,
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. •••

•

0

0
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evE,:luation
of
\.,Jhich
in
he/she
i s a me mberr nor ma~ he /s he he ar an appeal
from a me mber
of hi s /her
dep a rtm e nt.
In such
cases,
he/ s he must relinauish hi s /her Position to
the alternate
from
hi s /her
divi s ion until
the
appeal
h as been concluded.
Should more than one
member or
alternate member
resi~n1
the
Senate
shall
hold
a special
election
to fill
the
v aca ncie s.
Th e Review Committe e s h a ll examine the
data?
rE)Port·;:; y
and
7: e-c ·o-rr,inendations
of the
Evaluation
committeesr
and shall
reauire
the
c a ndidate
to .make a statement both in writin~ and
in Person of the ~rounds for his/h e r appeal.
The
Review
Committe e
mas
also
reaue s t
additional
statements
in
writi~~ or
in Person from
the
member s
of - the Evaluation Committee and from ans
other member of th e Colle~e community.
The Review
Committee shall
then
send
its
recommendations
alans with tho se of th e
Evaluation
Com mittee
to
th e Presid e nt.
A coPs of these recommendations of
t h ,· R <') 'v' i 1:~ \,J Comm i t t e <·? mu =- t
be
P res f..' n t e d
to
t _h e
ctrndidat.t:
b:J F e b r -u a r !::: 1 , o r , i n the case of first
aF"r:-ointmentr
bs
Febr-uars
15.
This s ub-section
sh;:i 1 l
F" rf?C,,?den ce over
t a ke
Polic-s
r1 . J. •
e_1J.1,1.on.
[I o c 1..1 mc::• n t s a r1 d
RE.'PCJrts ,
J.
1. '173
Ans
c an did a te ma~ appeal the d ec ision of th e Pr-e s ident
to ~he Facults
Ev a luation
Review
Committee
in S ub section H), Hh:i. c h Y in t1.Jrn, (a_l:i. lJ
( d ~' :i- c r :i. b e ci
r t::•r- :::,rt its. deliberations
to
the
Pr esi dent
for
Pr o per
·referral to the Ex e cutive Committee of the
Tru stef!S,.
Bu=:ird
of
The
Rev iew
Committee
P r·ncE~ du r-E' S <:- h a JJ.
bE.1 the same as those described in
'.::> u Li s e c t i o r,
I •
::; e c t :i. o n 4 •
Ev 2 l u a t i o n
of
Te n u r e d
FRcult~.
F ac ults
Evaluation
Com~ittees
are
ch~r~ed with
the
resPon s ibilit~ of encourasin~
im~roved
te a chin s
a nd
continued Professional
~rowth for all me mber s of the facults.
In kee ~ins
with
this
obliS a tion,
the
committees shall
r0 ~ evaluate each tenured member of th e faculty
at
th e
end of his/her fourth sear of tenured service
t o the Colle~ e a nd
at
intervals of four
Year- s
thereafter.
Th e
Frimars
Purpose
of continued
assess ment s h a ll be to e ncourase
t e nured
members
of th e f ac~ lts to reaPPr a ise th eir performances in
s edrch of ~rister effectiveness a nd to ass ist them
in
the
:i. d E' n t :i. f :i. cat. :i. o n
corr•~ction of a ns
deficiencies.
S h o ul d
th e
committee
detect
.-.l ,:;, f i c :i. P n c :i. £! '.;; 1_.; h :i. c 1·i ;:,'. r' f ·' , .. 2- r t :i. c 1..1 l ;;-. r l '::l ·::- i s n i f i c a n t o r
find
that
a
tenu re d facults
@em b e r
is
in
C ;-:: t r i:1 0 J' d i n D r· 'c!
need of ass i s t a nc e,
t h r P v a J u .3 t :i. o n
:i. r-,
Article VIII, Sect i o n 1 , A
(1) , If an evaluation c ommitte e
co ncludt?S,
aft.e T'
a nd d e lib e r a te P r □ ceedi n ss , th at a tenured
1

L

1

mc-• ml::,.:-.:•r-

of the

be

j_t

shall
issue
a
formal
report
to
the Pre s ident
recommendins
dis mis sal
a nd
specifYins
the
Srounds
for
such
recomm e nd a tion s ,
In all cases
the tenured facults member shall
be
entitled
to
all of the ri~hts a nd safesuards s tiPul a ted in the
Pr eced in5 sections of the s e
B~l a ws.
ARTICLE IX
METHOD OF AMENDING BYLAWS These Bsl a ws~ or an'::l
Provi sio n thereof , mas be a bro 5ate d or amended at.
ans meet.in~ of the Facults bs a two-third s vote of
the Facults Present
and
votins,
providin~
that
notice 7 da~s Prior to the meeting s h a ll contain a
The
COPS of the Pr □ Posed amendment or a mendments .
amendment ultimatels made need not b e in the exact
form in which it wa s sent to e a ch member as
above
provided,
but mu s t
deal
with
th e same s ubJect
matter.
It shall be
the
re s Ponsibilits
of the
Facults
to
communicate
all
Secretar~
of
the
revisions
of
the se Bsl a ws
to
th e
Board
tif
X AUTHORITY These Bslaw s
Tru s t ees.'"
(1RTICLF
B~law s
approved
Prior
to
suPercede all Faculty
Febru ar· s~ 198t.
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Ro land Goddu

FROM:

ROLLINS COLLEGE
DATE:

Septembe r 16, 1981

Tom Lairson

-.----------------------------------------------------------------------------SUBJECT: By- laws Changes
Below you wi I I find a set of proposed changes in the By- Laws dealing with
a ppointment of th e office rs of Admini stration of Roi I ins. Please review these
proposals, especially those having to do with your position and provide me with
any comments by Se ptember 22.
I.

The Pres ident of the College
Appointme nt
•• • wi I I not appoint a candidate who has failed to receive the approval
of 3/5 (three-fifths) of the voting faculty.

2.

Academic Vice President and Provost
Appointment
• •• shat I not appoint a candidate who falls to receive approval of 3/5
(three- fifths) of the voting faculty after examining his/her qua I ificatlons in person.

3.

Vice Preside nt for Developme nt
Appointme nt
The Vice President for Development shal I be appointed by the President
with a majori t y of the Council on Administration concu rr ing ~

4.

Financial Vice President and Treasurer
Appointment
The Financial Vice Pre sident shal I be appointed by the President with
a majority of the Council on Administration concurring.

5.

De~n of the Faculty
Appointment
Th e Dean of th e Faculty s hal I be appointed by the Preside nt upon
recomme nd ation of the Provost and with the concurre nce of 3/5 (three-fifths)
of the voting Ar ts and Sciences faculty . ·

By-Laws Changes - (continued)
6.

The Dean of the College
Appointment
The Dean of the College shall be appointed by the President upon
recommendation of the Provost and with the concurrence of 3/5 (threefifths) of the voting Arts and Sciences faculty.

7.

Dean of the Crummer School
Appointment
The Dean of the Crummer School shat I be appointed by the President
upon recommendation of the Provost and with the concurrence of 3/5
(three-fifths) of the Crummer School faculty.

8.

Dean of the School of Education and Human Resources
Appointment
The Dean of the School of Education and Human Resources shat I be
appointed by the President upon recommendation of the Provost and with
the concurrence of 3/5 (three-fifths) of the School of Education and
Human Resources facu Ity'.

9.

Director of Admissions
Appointment
The Director of Admissions shal I be appointed by the President upon
recommendation of the Provost and Dean of the College and with concurrence of a majority of the voting Arts and Sciences faculty.

10.

Director of Libraries
Appointment
The Director of Libraries shat I be appointed by the President upon
recommendation of the Provost and with the concurrence of a majority
of the I ibrarians.

I I.

The Registrar
The Registrar shat I be appointed by the President upon recommendation
of the Provost and with the concurrence of a majority of the Counci I on
Administration.
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--MEMORANDUM
DATE:
TO:

All College Faculty

FROM:

Ad Hoc Governance Committee

SUBJECT:

October 22, 1981

Faculty Governance

Attached is the proposal for College Faculty Governance (first five articles
only) devised by the Ad Hoc Governance Comrni ttee and discussed during our last
faculty colloquium. At our Faculty Meeting this corning Monday, we hope to launch
formal discussion of the proposal. It is especially important that we institute
Article V on Committees (with any necessary changes).
We will have a colloquium late next week to di scuss the remaining articles
on faculty evaluation and amendment procedures. Your patience and understanding
are appreciated an d we look forward to the discussion on Monday.

(
*******************************
*
*
,~
COLLEGE
FACULTY
MEETING
*
*
*
Monday , October 26, 1981 *
*
*
4:00
p.m.
*
*
*
*
*
CRUMMER AUDITORIUM
*
*
*
**************************~****
j,.•
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agp

ROLLINS COLLEGE
BYLAWS OF THE FACULTY OF THE COLLEGE

ARTICLE I

GENERAL GOVERNANCE
0

These Bylaws (hereinafter referred to as "the Rules 11 ) define the governance
system for the Faculty of the College. These Rules are issued under the authority
of the Bylaws of the College. The Faculty of the College may adopt for its oi,.m
governance such bylaws as shall seem desirable to promote effectiveness and
efficiency, providedhowever that all such bylaws shall be subject to the Bylaws
of the College and to policies issued by the Rollins College Board of Trustees.
ARTICLE II
. MF.l\1BERSHIP AND SUFFRAGE
The voting memb ,'·!~ship of the Faculty of the College includes all full -" time lecturers,.
instructors, a::; s L·:; :tant professors, associate professors , and professors, who are
appointed t o academic department.s of the College and whos e primary re spons i bility
is to teach in tl 1,,i College . In addition, the following are ex officio members: ·
the President o f Ho ll iris College, the Provost, the Dean of the Faculty, the Dem,:
of the College, and other officers of administration holding faculty rank :i.n
departments of t he College. All such members shall have the right to attend
faculty meetings, to vote on a ll matters pertaining to the Faculty~ and unl.e ss . .·
otherwise speci f ied in these Rules, shall possess all the usual rights and privileges
accorded to FaC11l. tr members.
Other officers 0f administratior whose responsibilities relate to the College
and adjunct facu lt y appointed to academic departments of the College shall be nonvoting members o f t he College Faculty, eligible t o at t end meetings and par ticipate
· fully in di s cu ss {,.:,n. A librari an with faculty rank shall be designa ted by the
Library Faculty a :, a non- voting member for purposes of liaison. (A list of these
officers of admin i stration will be published at the beginning of each academic
year.)
Whenever the agenda includes business recommended by a committee on
which students :-,e 1·ve, those .s tudents may attend the meeting and participate fully
in the discussi lrn b~t may not vote. Student members of the Steering Committee
may regularly at t end faculty meetings as non-voting members. Other students may
make written petition to the Chair of the Facu_l ty to attend faculty meetings with
voice but not vote.
ARTICLE III
OFFICERS OF THE FACULTY
The College Faculty shall elect a Chair and a Vice - Chair/Secretary who shall be
its executive officers.
at

.I

-2Section 1.

The Chair of the Faculty

The Chair of the Faculty shall preside at . College Faculty meetings and at meetings
of the Steering Committee (see Article V). He/she shall be the representative of
the College Faculty to the administration and to the Board of Trustees. The
Chair of the Faculty shall be a tenured member of the College Faculty .
Section 2.

Vice-Chair /Secretary of the Faculty

The Vice - Chair/Secretary of the Faculty shall a ssume the duties and respons ibilities
of the Chair in his/her absence . He/she shall compile ·and di stribute t he agendas
and minutes of all regular and special meetings of the College Faculty . The
Vice-Chair/Secretary shall be a tenured member of the Faculty.
Section 3.

Term of Office

The tenn of office for the elected officers of the College Faculty shall be two
years, beginning June 1.
No elected officer shall succeed himself/herself .
Section 4.

Electi on

The Nominating Co n; mittee shall nominate at least two candidates for each elected.
office and shall publish the slate at least 10 days prior to the election meeting .
The College Facu lty shall elect the Chair of t he Faculty and the Vice-Chair/Secre t ar y
during the month of March. The election of t hese offi cers shall be from the
list of nominees :rnd fr om any add itional nominations made from t he floor of the
faculty meetings. All nominations r equire prior consent .

(

,.

Section S.

Recal l

Any officer of th e Coll ege Faculty may be recalled at a regular or special meet i ng
by · a two - third s vote of the faculty present and voting.
Section 6.

Unexvl Ted Term of Offic e

Should a vacancy 1)c cur in either of these offices, t he position shall be filled
for the unexpircll term by faculty election. The Nominating Committee s hall
prepare nomination5 for a special meeting of the College Faculty.
ARTICLE IV
MEETINGS OF THE COLLEGE FACULTY
se·ction 1 .

Regular Meetings

Regul ar meetings shall be conducted at least monthly during the academic year.
Sec tion 2.

Speci a l Meetings

Sp ec ial meeting s of th e College Faculty may be he ld at any time during the academic
year .
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Section 3.

Calling of Meetings

The authority to convene faculty meetings resides in the Steering Committee,
which sets the agenda for regular meetings. The Chair of the Faculty or the
Dean of the Faculty may call special faculty meetings.
Section 4~

Quorum

The quorum for any regular or special meeting of the College Faculty shall consist
of a simple majority of the voting members of the Faculty on campus that term.
The Dean of the Faculty shall supply this number for announcement to the College
Faculty at the first meeting of each term.
Section 5.

Rules of Order

Robert's Rules of Order, when not in conflict with these Rules, shall be used
as authority for the conduct of meetings of the College Faculty. The Faculty shall
be served by a pnr lirunentarian, who is appointed by the Steering Committee from
among the mernb e,~5 of the Faculty. The records of the Faculty's deliberations and
minutes of it~; rne l't:ings shall be open for inspection.
ARTICLE V
COMMITTEES OF THE COLLEGE
Section 1.

Comm ittee Structure

The College FacuJ ty has delegated certain of its responsibilities to s tandii1g committees.
These committees act on behalf of and report to the Faculty . All standing
committee action :~ aTe subject to review by the Faculty , and substantial
changes (as detet·1,1i ned by the Steering Committee) .must be enacted by the Faculty.
Special commit t eti:, of the Faculty of the College may be created by the Chair of
the Faculty, by t he Dean of the Faculty, or by the Dean of the College in consultation
with·: ·the Steer.int: Cammi ttee, or by action of the Faculty .
Section 2.

Elect i ons

Faculty members shall be elected to standing committees of the College during
the month of Ap ri l and shali publish the date at least 10 days prior to the
election meeting. T,he Nominating Committee prepares nominations, but additional
nominations may be tendered from the floor. All nominations require prior consent.
Section 3.

Vacancies

Should a faculty vacancy occur, the electoral unit represented by the retiring member
shall fill the vacancy at its next meeting. Should a student vacancy occur, th e
Pr es ident of th e Stud ent Association shall appoint a stude11t to fill the vacancy until
the next Student Ass ociation election. A majority of any committee may require a
member to resign in the ·event of gross neglect of duties. A majority of the electoral
unit represented by a faculty or student member may r ecall the representative at any
time.
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Section 4.

Procedures

Each faculty member shall be elected for a two-year term of office and each
student member for a one-year term of office. Terms shall be staggered.
Standing committees shall elect a chair and recording secretary at their first
meeting. The chair of the committee shall be a faculty member. All standing
committees shall normally meet at least once each month during the academic
year. They may establish such subcommittees as are deemed proper for the
conduct of business. (The recording secretary shall keep minutes of
each meeting and distribute copies to the members of the Steering
Committee.)
Section 5.

Authority

Each standing committee shall report to the Steering Committee all important decisions
and deliberat.i on:;, and the Chair of the Faculty shall submit an annual report to the
Faculty. The Steering Committee which establishes the agendas for faculty
meetings, shall .·i nterpret the authority of the standing committees as set forth in
these Rules .
Section 6.
A.

The ::,,: ee:ring Cammi ttee

Responsibil~tic s
The Steering Co11unittee convenes and sets the agenda for regular facul t :'
meet.ings; xe fe -rs business to committees; monitors committee actions and
refers rep or t s and recorunendations to the Faculty; receives and responds
to concern!> ( 1 C faculty and students and refers the se to the attention
the
appropr.iat e ;_: or:unittee or officer of administration; stays any committee
action for 1·e view by the Faculty and/or the Student Senate; regularly issues
to faculty ,J 1.td students a report of committee activity; interprets these
Rules, rev i u11s them annually, and proposes to the Faculty any changes; acts
on behalf o.f the Faculty when a quorum cannot be assembled.

of

B.

Membership_ l S -2- 2)
The follO\vi.t!i; are voting members: The Dean of the Faculty; the Dean of the
College; t he Chair of the Faculty; the Vice-C4air/Secretary of the Faculty;
three facu Jt y members , elected by the Faculty from nominations so structured
that, incli.·,l ing the Vice-Chair, all four di visions are represented; the
President of Ll1e Student Association; the Vice President of the Student
Association .

Section 7.

A.

The Curriculum Committee

Rcspon sibi l it ies
The Curriculum Committee recommends to the Faculty changes in degree s, in
degree requirements, in educational policies, and in the list of approved
majors and mi.nors. The Committee approves new courses, independent studies
proposals, and changes in existing major and minor requirements; advis es the
Dean of the Faculty concerning course offerings, schedules and calendar; as
well as priorities in retrenchment or expansion of faculty; advises the Dean of
the Colle ge concerning academic advi s ing; and approves catalog copy concerning
the curricuJum.

\

,.
'
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B.

Membership (4-2-3)
The following are voting members: the four Division Heads; the Dean of
the Faculty; the Dean of the College; the Vice President of the Student
Association; two students elected at large. The Registrar serves as a
non-voting member.

Se.ct ion 8.

A.

The Committee on Standards

Responsibilities
The Committee on Standards represents the College community in proposing
andenfoTcing academic and social standards; review cases of inadequate
academic performance and imposes probation or dismissal; reviews cases of
alleged violation of College regulations as referred by the Dean of the College
and imposes probation, dismissal, or other action; recommends policies
concerning honors designations.

B.

Membersh!J:. ( 4- 2--3)

The voting m.\mbers are: the Dean of the College, the Registrar, four
faculty memb ers, one from each Divsion elected by the f aculty; t he President
of the Stude~t Association; three students elected at large by t he Student
Association.
...
Section 9. ··' Adrn i :s ions Cornmi ttee
A.

~~Sponsibil i t _i es
The
Admis :; : ons Committee represents the Faculty in determining admissions
standards; e s tablishing general admissions policies and procedures; assisting
in student r ,.•:cruitment activities; and advising and assisting in the interviewing of sludents for scholarships.

B.

Membership (4~ 3_- 4)
The followin g are voting members: the Dean of the College; the Director
of Admissions ; the Direct.or of Athietics ; four £acuity members, one from each
Division e kc t e,d at large; four students, elected at large by the Student
Association.

Section 10.

A.

The Committee on Financial Aid

Responsibilities
The Committee on Financial Aid shall establish general policies concerning
scholarships, loans, and employment opportunities offered as financial aid
by the College; recommend scholarship allocations; and a s sist in the stewardship of financial aid programs.

tar
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B.

Membership (4-4-4)
The following are voting members: the Dean of the College; the Director
of Student Aid; the Director of Admissions; the Director of Athletics;
four faculty members elected at large; four students elected at large
by the Rollins Student Association .

Section 11.

A.

The Intercollegiate Athletics Committee

Responsibilities
The Intercollegiate Athletics Committee represents the Faculty in establishing
policy for the intercollegiate athletics programs at Rollins, including
recruitment, scheduling, budgeting, and facilities usage .

B.

Membership_ (3-3-3)
The following are voting members: the Dean of the College; the Director of
Athletic s; the Director of Student Aid ; three faculty members elected at large;
and three students elected at large by the Rollins Student Association.

Section 12.

A.

Th e ( ommittee on Faculty Compensation and Professional Development

n:esponsib il:i. tics
The Committ e-: on Faculty Compensation and Professional Development represents
the Faculty in proposing and reviewing all policies, procedures , and criter;ia
related to f a.cu.Hy evaluation, appointment , reappointment:, tenure, and proniotion;
promulgating :mcl sustaining professional ethics; establishing policy r~garding
leave, resca r...::h and professional development programs; recommending compensation
and faculty load policies.

B.

Membership ( ~--1-2) __
The voting r1u 111bers are: the Dean of the Faculty and four faculty members
elected at Ln-ge, and two student s elected at large by the Roll,ins Student
Association .

Section 13 .

A.

The Nominating Committee

Responsibil ~-~2:£2.
The Nominating Committee represents the F~culty in preparing nominations for
elected Faculty positions on standing committees; preparing nominations for
the Chair of the Faculty and the Vice-Chair/ Secretary of the Faculty; and
prepares nominations for the College Faculty positions on the Council on
Administration and Budgets and the Council on Academic Policies and Standards.

B.

Membership (4-1-1)
The voting members are: the Dean of the Faculty; the President of the Student
Association; and four tenured Faculty members elected at large.
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Section 14.

A.

The Campus Life Committee

Responsibilities
The Campus Life Committee represents the College community in establishing
and reviewing goals and policies regarding student life and co - curricular
activities, including intramurals; establishes general policies regarding ·;: .
campus housing and conducts a regular review of organizations which are
housing un.its; words to establish an optimal learning environment for students.

B.

Membership (4-1-4)
The -following are voting members: the Dean of the College; four Faculty
members elected at large; the Vice President/Program Director of the
Student Center; and three students elected at large by the Student Association.

Section 15 .

The Special Prograrns Commi·ttee

Res pons ibil .i. ti_e s
The Special Programs Committee represents the College community in
developing sr:ecial programs that enhance the curriculum and reflect
our institu t ·· onal mission; approving off-campus programs, including
overseas pro g):·mns and winter teTm off-campus group studies; assisting
on arranging f aculty and student exchange programs; providing
scholarshi ps and fellowships ; formulating poli cies for- all such sp ecial
programs.
B.

·

Membership (4 --1-3)
The .followin g are voting members of the committee : the Assistant Dean of
the Faculty fo r Special Programs; four faculty members, one from each
Division, ekc ted at large; three student memb er s , elected at large by the
Roll ins Stu<le nt Association .

Section 16.

A.

Honors Degree Program Supervisory Board

Responsibil~!ies
The Honors Degree Supervisory Board represents the Faculty in setting
admissions Tequirements, graduation requirements, and curriculum for the
Honors Degree Program; admits all Honors Degree candidates; approves all
individual student projects required for the Honors Bachelor of Arts Degree.
reviews the academic status of Honors Degree candidates, having the right
to impose academic warnings and dismissals from the Honors Degree Program.

B.

Membership ( 3-3-3)
The following are voting members: The Dean of the Faculty; the Director of
Admisiions; the Regis trar; the Dire ctor of he Honors Degree Program (a Faculty
member); two Faculty memb ers appointed by the Director of the Honor s Degree
Program, one of whom should also serve on the Curriculum Committee; and
Three student representatives elected annually by and from the Honors Degree
Candi rl:JtPc
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ARTICLE V (continued)
Section 17. Other Standing Committees

(

A.

The following standing committees operate with responsibilities appropriate
to their titles: the Health Sciences Advisory Committee; the Pre-Law Advisory
Committee; the Recreation Committee; and the Lectures and Honors Committee .
The members of these coII1J1littees are appointed annually by the Dean of the
Faculty in consultation with the Nominating Committee. An exception is the
Recreation Committee whose members are appointed annually by the Dean of the
College in consultation with the Nominating Committee.

B.

Department Heads, whose :responsibilities are defined in Faculty-approved
policy in the Faculty Handbook~ in effect constitute a standing committee.

~
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Revision of Article VIII of the All Colhige By- laws
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~

Attached please find the proposed Article VIII which C.A.P.S. has
drafted for the consideration of the faculty.

We will discuss these

· changes at the Faculty Colloqium on Thursday, November 19 and vote
on them at . the Faculty Meeting of NovE~mber 30.
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F (1CUL. TY BYi...()l,JS

#

GENERAL GOVERNANCE

As stated in the Trustee B~laws, the Facult~ ma~ adoPt for
its own
~overnm~nt such Principles and b~la~s as ih~ll seem deiirable to
Promote efficienc~ and to facilitate its work, Provided, howev2r1 that
all such bi:!li:H·J·;:; and :·:,rii'H::iPl(05 :shaJ.} 0(-? St.Jb:jr,.•c:t . - {ci ·t:h6 - T--Ult?S-9
re~ulations, and reGuirements as set forth bs the Bo8rd of Trustees or
from time to time as chansed bu such Board, and provided further that
such bslaws and Principles set forth bs the Faculty shall
not be in
violation of the constitution or b~laws of this ~orPar~tion or ans law
of the State of Florida.
The records of the Facult~•s deliberations
and minutes of it~,; mr::etinf.!s shall be 0F•:0n · /or ·--i1~;-~;;;,c•,)ct:ic;,:~~-- ·
- ·
Section 2~
The standards set forth
b~ the American Association of Universit~
Professors as Published in AAUP Polics Documents
and Reports,
1973
edition,
when not in conflict with the Collese Charter, Tr~~iee
B~laws, and these B~laws~ shall be bindin~ on matters of academic
freedom, --- aPPointments,
tenure,
facultu
resPonsibilit~
and
account ab i l :i. t~,:.

FACUL TY
MEMBERSHIP AND SUFFRAGE
Stc)ction :l+

sl'lall
f'acul t·,J 1r1'2,c~t :i.n!:i.'::; ~

on "i 11 lf!attf?ri,;
PertaininS tc the Fac~lt~, and unless othir~is~ specified
in thes~
Bslaws,
shall
posse s s
all
the usual ri~hts and Privileses accorded
f acu J. t·:J r:i~?mb e ri:,. t

have

r:i. sht

ti"!E•

t.D

d'Lt(?nd

Tc-i ,::;che:· r,:;
i:>l
th(~

L. i b r a r :i. "in °:; u f

B .,

.

,.-• ·

to votE:

of
instructor
and
personnel of like rank.

f

D

cu 1 t

:,1

r

2

aPPCl :i. ntment~:;
aC.'O'J<:~;
crr,<J

n k .,

.

••.if'►i.,:i.i,c;;·,_,,...,,,.,.;;~,;;.,..,;,;.:.,,',.oc"•~""""'~':·,:'.::;.\;,;.•,,;,,~;;;,;:~;.'.::,~::,~:~::~~;:~:'.;..;.,.':,.:;_i.,1,.!;_~.--""'•,)(-~-';;.-~-;;..;.;....,~...... .t_( ;,_;_~..c-,;,~,:-~:.:......~~=::,~~

1,.J

i th

officers shall not acGui~2
;_.., 1·1 c-? :t. T"
<J c'i 1n :i. r1 i ~~ t . r a ·L i ,.__, (0
(J ?'"

f acu 1 t•,1

f 3CI..I 1 t\:l t<:.-Ji""il..l T'f:.'
executive offices.
E.

Teachers a?P □ inted to Part-time Positions shall have
tha risht to attend facults meetings but shall not have
t, f"! 2

F.,

r i ::1C·l t. t. C}

\.> D

·Lf~ -~

Teachers servin0 in full-time off -c 6mPus Positions on
c!n annui:iJ. cnnt.ri'~ct r,Ji·1CJ ar0i teach:i.niJ re~Iularl•;:; scheduled
c 1-::.l'.=;~,t'!S <'l!:i a Pi~ rt of the r.:.:o 1 }.::_r·,~;; CIJ r r i CI..I l l..l!f: for r,...th ich
credit is given toward a
de~ree shall
be considered
· './ct. i r-1 ;J . ri·: (-:-~ tr: t":l (·"!: r- ~::. tJ ·f" t. (·10.• F:· c~ c.~ 1J 1 t, ~~ ❖

Sect :i. oi·,
For
administrative
School Faculties:

Purposes the Rollins Facults is divided into four

The followin~ shall camPrise the Facult~
of e;;:ch
Schcio 1 :,
'..s.r,a 11· hav:0i tht-,! r i :.=iht to at tf:'nd thf·) !3chuo 1 ''.::- 1., acuJ. t·,1
meetin~~, and unl0ss otherwise sP2ci fied
in theJe B~laws, shall
Possess all th2 usual ri Llhts and PrivileSes acccirded facults memoers.
A.

Teachers servinS full - time under academic

appointments

in
the School at ~he r ank of inst ructor or ab~ve;
e~ cj ffi :i rt :i ::; ·t ·,.-. at. :i. ,,. {-:~ F"' ::-:.:i r !:~ C} n :--i f~l 1 c:l ·f 1 i l-·:. f:? r i:> r-r ;~_ +

B.

Administrative and executive officers with facults rank.
, r1e'5f~

facult~

bs

.off:i.cr,Jrs

virtue

of

sha11

not

Bc Gu:i. re

their

·r <:.-~ ;-::- r::~ i·, 1::J r ·::> ::~ c-~ r \' i n ~-:~ ]. :··, ·f t.J 1 ]. --t. i 1ri ~-:-~ Cl ff .... c~ . : ~ n: ;::, 1..1 ~; :,:.-, c) ~> i t. i rl rt -?_i. or,
an annual co:··;t.r•,:ict qhu arE:J tcach:i.n~:_; r(~':.iuJarl\3 <;ci:eduled
cL:::',;c;c'.=;
a~;; d ~-,drt uf the i::.chon:L '!::- curr:i.cu1ur;·; for 1,.Ji"iich
t~rr-:r.iit- :i.:::. ::.=.~i,li:?r: -l-,tJt.•-Jar(i· -~>
cJ(-:-~~-=-~r·{~l-~
<.::.t·1alJ.
t~::.~
L~or·1s :i.cl1:~·,\t~ci
•..; CJ ·t, i r·, :.=.~ n1 C~ rf! t,, f~ !'" ~::. C) f" . t. f·~ t:~ ~'.) C~ j··l t) C} 1 r-:·.3 C' 1..r 1 t, ':-J +

~

r=- ~-

tenure

{lthlct :i.c coach:·::.'s \.,J:i.th facult·,1 rank in tht? School.

C,

i)

and

(1

1 i L1 r- a!'" i ~:! i.. 1 ,.--., it.;. ~ -r· ~:~cul. :L•3 r ,3 r·~ i.-:. s i'·, ~3 J. l i.J ~-? ct e ~3. i ~1 r·, ~:: t, c~c) tJ ·:.:: -t. (1 r::l.. it, r i:~ r ~:> i::- -=~ c~ tJ l -t. ~:~ t. D at -i:. t-~ l'"i ci t, f·, <-:-: St~ (·1C} C) l ., s ·f <:~ c: 1..1 1 t. s Hi{-? c-~ t . i r, :=3 ·::;
but shal 1 not ha·..-·c the
·f <.> r
t. f·, ,;~
:-·:, :..t r· F' cJ ·::~ (-:-: <J ·f·'
r· :L !:.=; :·1t t. c> ·--1 c> ·t_(-:-~->
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Sectim1 1. Acad2mic Authorit~ and
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ResP □ nsibilits

Under the authorits vested in the Facult~ bs the
Board
of Trustees,
the
Facult~
ihall
be
responsible
for
Pravidin~
a
Program
of
instr1..1ct :i.Dn of h:i. :!.h r~ualit,~
fDP
th~:> ·'..;;tudents of F:olJ.:i.ni;;
Collt·!~ic':!~
includin~ those
en~olled in its - four S~hools and in the Patri6k Air
Force [:{;;,so~ I:: ranch.
Each Facul {s '."c;ha 11 be r(-:>·,;;pon'.:-;:i. b 1 (·,) f _o r
the
;::,ro::-:-0~ r
~unctionin~ of sound academic Procedures within its School;
E "'ch ·

F ,,1cu 1 t

,,1

<:;; 1a 11

;::· r(·,!·::;c r :i. b(-~

adm i ·,:;s :i. or, of

c;-L1,.1i..ir:~nt•:;; to th(-:'!
Pro~rams of i~struct:i.an.
B.

th~) c-iua l if i cations for ·

!3choo1

,:ff: d

. -i-, D

;3

l l

Each Facult~ s hall be
resPons101e f □ r devisin~ and
aPProvinm a curriculum of studies for its instructional

establish sound acad2 rn ic reQuire-

I'f'GU:i. S- i te
5Jr<:~tJ t_1a-l:. :i.c!r1 :i.r-1 i·L.:::. r:;rc)~Jr<31n:;; i::r,<.j sl·tal .1 ncin1irir~+.e <3r!d
T" f;:-~ c: C) 1n,rtt:}I ·1 (.i t. D t. t·, (·2 r~ CJ.::~ r (.i CJ 'f ·r r-1..t ;; t. {-? (? ::> (~ar·,cl i c.ia -t:, 2·3 ' ·f Or
<J 11
1.-.i r:.-~ :=.1 r c:~ (·:-: ·:::.
;~ r, c.i f o r- ~:~ 11 () ;:_. :"·1(~~ r c~ :t r, 1 c; ra .::l ::> to iJ f:.:! i s s t_i <:? i:\ o ,-i t, 11 e
·f(Ji"

satisfactur~ com::-:-leticn of courses of studu •
..

C::)····cu r

1·

:i. c:u :i. ar

and

ResP □ nsibilit~

disciPline

within

~ne

the desire of students to
r -1_-, i ~:~ :i. ;::.•<:! ·t·. ; :-~ r : -:~ ~::. f-· (J i"l ;;; i !°.'.: 1 :J i l"! t (·1 C-~ i I'
Cl t,.Jn
!:.~D r./ i? r 1'"1 tn (·2 ~--1 t, :~
t, f·1 : -:-:,
Facults Pr □ viu~s stude n ts the OPP □ ftunit~ to enhance
t , 1-, (-::- i r i'.-:.:' rj 1..1c~ <::: t :i. c:i r1 Du -1:,. ::~ i <:j ::-:~ ( ) f t. h (·:•J · c 1 {:~-~; -::; r () ?: ) ir:
i:! s
::i o 'v !::-: r ~.., i r·1 ~.::i
the ms elves 2cc orcii n~ to the s overnanc2 documents of the
F~ C) 2. :f. :!. :-! ::i f.) t. r..i ci ~-':.) i··1 t t1 ~=; ;;:. c) c.. i .:3 t i. D f'i -~=- .., .
::·.. ;3

1

-for·

deem
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to
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Facults ar1d shall net be in vi9}atian of the Rollins
F ;;: c I J :t t ·,:1 B'.: ~ 1 d ,,..; '.:i ~
the Ch a -,, t e r
or
:8 :.i l .::i t,J s
of Ro 11 i n !::Co 11 e ~ e, or ans law of the State of Florida.
The
rf:."t-:'{:J r ~J ~=~ <) ·f ·Lf·1 (::~ F( c111 i r1 ~:; ~J i:,.1.J f.) c-:-~ n t {1 -::;<.:; (J,::-.i a ·ti c1r·1::; ~~ n fj rr1 i
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r,1J -t. t·J ~;

C) ·f·

H
Facult~ shall
the calendars for
Commencementr
the
week of Ma~ or the first ~eek of Jun2.
A Facult~
time to the Executive Committee of the Board of Tru s tees a chan~e in
th2 time of a commencement.

Elcct:i.on

The Rollins Facults and the four School Faculties shall
elrict
committees as are deemed n2cessars to carrs out their responsibilities
<?- r·: r:-.i ·:; i·1 i:~ 11 i"·l -:J \J f~ t, i•·10." l\ :L :.=.:; f·)t, t. C) ci (:~ 1 (·? ::-.i a -i:, E-~ <:.. D n: {-:-~ of t f·i ,: -~ i r a J..1 t i-1 c: r- i t, ~ t. (j
t. i..1 () ::~E)

· 1ne

final

authorit~ in all matte~s comin~ within the Jurisdictio~ of
authci r· i -t<.:; of
:i. n the F i3 cu l t •=; .,.
the

th f.:' F 2 cul t ·,,i '.:,ha 11 re'"· t

The Presid2nt of the Calle~e has the P~wer of veto.
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[:: f·i C) i..1 l cl .::~1·, '::.~
c~ ~=-~ .::~ :i. r·1

i·:.1 ':J

n"i c-:~ ~:} ·:; :.J !~ c-:-~

~::. C}

t. !·1 c-~ r:· ~:~ c~ 1.J 1 L·:J

\./ e::-.\ ·t. c> (~ r.i

:-'

f.'.1 ,-:-.'

If

r c-:-! c~ c1 r-1 :;:. i ,._._1 {-::: r C-J i.:i -:=J n ::i
;.:· c::; s s ,;.~ tj
C) ·f t . l·1 c~ ffi 1~-) a:::. !..i r- e ~:;ha 11

c r·( f· C) r c 1:/J :n :.::~ ri -t.

stand suspended until d2cided b~ the Board of Trustees.

c;

·>

J:{c, ti r ci
CJ f
Tr\ 1-1 -~; t. c) 1:_.~ ~.;. · :is rr2 (11.1 i r ~?.d ·tr1 · ,~ L1 c1 s i cl t~ r· a
·t. h P Ch a :i. r o-;:- ti 1,,..~ Co 1..1 n c i 1 on h d n, i n i "' -l;:, ration and
hud'.,~·:-:-~t
'::,h .;:i 11
rr::~,:·,11..1r:':!-::-;-ti
th,?.
F ,;;cul -t-, '::;
to
•::! 1 e2t
th \'Ce
r i;:~ r,::· r· c-~ -=~ f·~ r, (.. ~:> "(, i \l f:: -~.> v: f·, c) ~::- i 1·~1 J l i':) {:!
c }·1 fJ r ::.~ t:-~ci
\.-.J :!. -t-.. (·1
~..:r l"\ t;:-~ s 2 r·1 t. j_ r-1 ::.:~
t. \··1 f~ r· c~ (~ tJ 1 t, ':;J ., ~:) \/ i (-:-~ !,t,I -~:~ t .C) t . ~-l i:-:: I~ Cl a T' d ~

l,tJ ;--? t=? rr

mt:.'.' a~=
-u

-1:, ;.. l (-~l

r· E·

i·
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Board of Truste0s,
cust~ma r ~ Powers of actin~ for the Board
C·::ima; :i. ttt,·!C·:·)

F' r P !,; :i. d c n t

on

of

th::,· C ~:> l :L e :.=.it·?

Administration

and

of

CJ

r·

the

h ~,,: the Ch a :i. r

Bud~2t

to

me e t

of th c• Co u r-1c i 1

as

soon

as

tiFi T I CLE I 1v'

MEETINGS OF THE FACULTY
Regular 2 n d s p e ci a l meetin~s aT ~n~ Ro llins Facults are attended b~
the Facult~ as defined
in Article llv
Se~t{~~ 1. Administrative
officers without facult~ rank mau attend meetinss but shall
not have
the
risht to
vote.
Student representatives ma~ attend m2etinss to
ob,;;:.:.• T' VE! th2

·P

rocec:-id::. n ri ,;

or make r<::J:-:--ort~; if the\~ haV(':.' th(·?

Pe r,ri

is~;; ion c ·f

th "=! f>rF::~;:i. c]j. ns off:i.eur.
1

Section 1. Re~u l ar Meetin~s
of
of

Roll:i.ns Facult~ Prior to
Dua rd Df Tr1..1,=:tE·1°! :;;.

Section 2. s~eci31 Meetin~s

A s 2 ecial Fac~lt~
Pra~ticable upon

or
uPon recei2t of 0 writter1 reauest

from a maJarit~ o~ the elected
on Administrati6n and Budget or the

Council an Acad e mic Poli c ie s and Sta n d a rds.

A Guo r urn f o r a mee t i ~ 0 0 1
'.:i :i. ITIP }. E
rr: .0:; _io r it.'::l
of
th'::'

••. , ·1 .
l·•; (J .\. .. :LI""!'.;;

o ·f
a
~{ivf~n

s-hall

· t2 r·rri .,

r:.~0 i:.1 ~·! r t. , ~:::
f.Jr~~

1-1~:>E

1

: :::

\,._\f·:c-~l..! r-1D t . .. l :-, c: D r·, -r· J. j_ Ct, ~--J i t. r, t, r 1~-:-:, -~:- e £~ ::!- 1 .;:~ t..,1::; ~ 5 i·1i~~ 11
.a1..t ·!:,i··1c) r- :it.·:::~ t ·c:i ·r- t.i. ,t::-~ c~o 1.. 1:.:i: ..:c t <)·f rr~ : :-:-: c-:-~ti r1!:J·::; Clt~ -t.f·ir~ i=- .3 c·t..tl -t-,•~~ ~r:d

F~ ~--~ l (-:-~ ::~

a ::~

CJ ·f'

[j

r· (.i : -:-~r -;

1

F fiCUL.TY

j_ t·;;;

c:i:]1.Jr·tc j_

:L ~~ . .

:i. t,::-

tit

1n .:-:~ t:·) t. i

a r-1 i a iTi c n t ,::= r :i. -3 n
Administration and Bud~et.

a:::,;::,o :i. n-1:..r!d for-

, F--

t

,..t ~3 s ,
i:l

t·1 c-:-J

tc,-i r-r:: of \hrce ~ears b~ the Council

on

COUNCIL ON ADMINISTRATION AND BUDGET
Section 1. Membershi~

The membership of the Council shall consist of the

President

of

the

. Co 11 e:=:=.ie ~ the p T'(]',/Qjj +.. !I th<-:-' V :l. c-~~--F' T'(·;~!;; i dc::ir·d:, .:f OT'. B,..is fn*:~::iS and Fi n3rice y tr·i_e__ _
t 1 :i. ce-P r'~;!S id.c:!nt. for Devc-:~ l D Plr![-~ nt and Col 1 .e~.le h(-::,,l .a t :i. nni;; Y., four el ect(~d

members

from th0 Sct,ool of Arts

Sciences Facult~, on~ elected member
(? 1 <:::ct{,id rrtf.'mbe r
from

f ron-i each of th(-? other School FacuJ. ties ar·1d on(~
tht:i L.:Lbr2r-·=J•

Section 2 .•. ~erms . of Office
The~ E' l E•c t.c·d
H1!.-:-'it1be r··,c;
of
th -!.-)
The :i. r- te r:-:1 ·,;;
of
off :i. c(-:!
,,;ha :1.1

Cnunc:i.1

shal°l

so

that

BPProximatels

Section 3. Res2onsibilities and Duties
--

-

Th2 Ccun2il consults on ~atters relatin~ to the ~eneral administrative

Policies of Rolllns C6 11e~e ana on matters
f.:-: 1..1 d 0t e -t, .,

relatin~

to

the

Colle~e

Th ,-:° Co•..rnc:i.1 r-(,)V:i.(,:~,,,, t~'.J::) _~~i-·_ru:_~'i-.. ure of ad:r1ini~.t.rative.
r (:-~ : ~- F' Cl r1 ~:> :i. i") i 1 i ·t. :i. (:? S► 3 :-, ci ;3 c:1 •._/ i =~ (-:-~ ~=> () ,.., -t., f·1 ~:.~ - e:/S 1.) I i =:- i·1 ff: !.::~-r:, t, - 0 f· - r:e:.,.J
.aci :n :i. r, i ::; t. t· <:?. t, i ,1r:...
'i:,c)·;:~ it, :i. or1~::,
c~1-,::.i
tt·1f:! 2 l i n·i :i. r·, .3·t i er, of
on
unnecessars ones.
C-:.1unc::. l
of ·
d ci v 0! 1 o P Hi 2 n t..
(-:.,.

ta

The Councii advises on Policies relatin~ to
iir:Portan-t.
services of the Collese such as, but not restricted to,
the administrativo co ~Putin~ and
data
Prccessin~
c-~ r \.; :i. c (-:-~ ~:~ >'
food

·:.:->

----- -- -

--

---- - -- - - - -

·c:~ (·:-~ n -1:..

1·

.a ].

l,,.1

t.J

r ci ··- } r C) c~ e: ~; ·=> ·:i. :··i ~-~ sf:.\ r '·./ i c~ e
7'

1

i:1

c1 \J k. ~~ -t. tJ , ... e

:.t
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Council
Participates
1 n short and lon~
ranse
and reco:nme:~n.-.-:i ;;; Pr- :i. or :i. -\". 1p::;
rc0s~~ rd :i.1,!:i
inst i tu--t i on a 1 r ,::,) !:,- e i:n' ch •

C.

The

P :L c:n:'·: :i. n'.,.i

The
CounciJ.
adv:i.s0~·,;; on Pr:i.orit.:i.c~s in -fundin'.?. on-!:loin:.=.1
ro!.:l r-am,,;
and
ope-:-! rat::. ans,
i r·1c 1 u~:.i i n!J
f' acu 1·-t:,,,,$
compensation,
and advises on fundins capital ProJects.

D.:

P

E.,

Th,::~ Council

'::;E!t::;

the' a!:l(-:-inda· for-

rr1eet::. n!:::~.
a

ar;cf--c:°c>1:;:;0i-r·1e',; i/fr··re~suDi,, ---

of th,:-,! l~o 11 :i. n!:; F acu 1 ti,1.
Pa r-1 :i. amen+, i:, r i an · f o r a th rec:~ -- i,Hc! a r

Th,:cJ Counc i]. a;::,-;:,o :i nts
-I;, e rm of off :i. c e •

_F • . · Jhe Council act~;;
a;=;
d
nc~_min.:,iJins commit5·. 1::~f~ ___ for·
all
elected Positions to both . Councils or ma~ dele~ate to a
i"'or
Sch c:i o 1 the re::; Pon,; i b :i. 1 :i. t '=I of n D r:1.. i n at i n : :.~ can d i d at,
01 s
.

el*'.-ict :i.on to vacant Po::;:Lt.:i.un~;.

The Cour1c:i.l haf:; ·thi.-1 i''~:J1,;pons:i.b:i.J. :i. t!,t1• i;;hould an':!- GI.Je~;t:i.on
of
mr.-:-,;=11·1:i. r-i~'.l
ar:L'.:;c:11•
to
:i.ntfJrPri:-)t
th <:~::;e · D,:i1~:i-t.,;·3~
th2
cictiqn!:~
C)f
the Councils_ Ol'' the act:i.on1,; of the Facul-t-=-:
subJect t6 the restfictions set down in Article III,
Se C: t, i C) 1-1 - !:5 (J ·f t. i"'l C-::
I-J ~:~ ]. a t....J·:.:; ~

G~

1

~ ; (-~

-- -

Sect.:i. on

Should a vacarlcu occur amon¼ the elected members of the Council?
bods re;::,resented b~ the retirins member shall fill the vacancs at
nex\ resular meetin~.

the
its

Sect :i. on _ '.5 .,

Each
sear
the
Council
shall
elect a Chair from amon~ :i.ts elected
Facultu
r ePr2s c r1 Latives.
The Chair of the
Council
or
hi~/h~r
d ,:0 ·::, :i. ~:: n ate
sh i:I 1 l
a 1 ·::; u
ch i:i ::. r
ni e t, t ins'.:;
of th c r~ o 11 i n s Fa c 1..1 J. ti,; •
Th E.'
Coun c il st,all els2t from aman~ its members a Secretaru who shall
also
~:~,.~)rv2
~~~~
Sr:~c:rc0t.~:~r :;; ·fcJr- (:~11 1nrJE't,:Lr·1:..:.~ ·::;. c:l ·f t.f·1i:•:-! 1::~c}llins r=·z1c~ 1..:lt.·::>->
J·1i!-i!_Jt.es
o -f"' a 1 1 ff: :::> :.-,_. L i n :'.'.i ·,::- u -r- t 11c C ;":J u n c :i. 1 ·::; h a J. J. be k <:-1 F' t a s ·::;hi:: 1 J. m j_ nu t r.:-i !,;
of <1J.J.
m2etin~s of the Facultu.
The President of the Colle~e shall call th1,'
fir··=;t ni•,::-.:-:•-L-inr.'; o·r the Co1..1!":c:i. l (?ach ,:3caderri:i.c '-.J(-::>,:ir and si1al1. <:-~s,t3b1:i.sh
a
schedule of r-esulBr Counc il meetin~.

Th c?
1: e ;:-, D

1•

Ch ti i r

of

t.

-i:, h '"-'

t

D

th c-J Cu 1..1 :-·: c :i. 1 on Adm :i. n :i. '.; t "i' at :i. v e 3 n d Bud !:.i et Po 1 i cs -3 ha 11
F~ o :i. 1 :i. :··1 -,;;
F a c: u 1 t ·,::
a l"I ~,;
:i. mP o r· -l", i:l :··, t
ci r:.~ c :i. s i o 1-: s
o r·

F 1":iCUL.TY

i:1nd
·t !·1 ::·= 0 f ·f" :i. C~E:.?

C) ·f

ti·1r:.•

Ch;;; :i. r

·;;;ha l}. f :i. l E~ ,:?n annua 1

1,J r

:i. tt(-:~n Pe Port :i. n

Unless otheiwise stated
the Coun2il shall ditermine its own
t. t·1 !~·~

COUNCIL ON ACADEMIC POLICIES
AND STANDARDS
"•

~

.

Section lo Memb2rshiP
The

m2rnbershiP

shall

of

consist

the

Provost,

c}·f
(~'PtS
Sc~·i\•?i··ic E-~;:} }'
from
the
SchoCJ 1
r-e,"r2'::;entat i ve
f r-rno
,:ciach . of
the• cd.:.hc-i r
f.>choo ls Y
and
rePT'<::}sentat i ',le fr-om ti·i(;~ L ibr'°,,rs.
ri:0? reseri-::,at i ve,;;

fc.1ur
.
"

CH°lt:1

on (7:

s ~ctian 2 . Terms of Office
Ti1 ,,~ el r:-icted mE 1r1bE:· Y'\,; uf
the CDunc :i 1
Ti·-:{-:! i r
·t to? r- :n ~; c:: f
c> ·f ·f :i. (~ C::-~
~=> t.., a l J.
tJ (-::
onf~-·th :i. rd

s;ha 11

1

~:~ t, a ~J ~:_
{ f:'

s,<::~r·--1c0
r· f~ ci

~> <J

th rc.•0:··-!:tf~a r
te 'i'ln'.5,,
t. t·1 -3 t, a:.-.-"' F' r- <J >~ i mc1.°\:. F:! 1 ~

Section 3 . Duties and Responsibi l i ties
The Council shall advise
the
Provost and the Rollins Facult~ on
to the ~en2r2l educat i ·-o~al Policie
s of th1.:-~ Coll E~se?
.
It shall advise on the• con'.::-D nance or all pro:3ram'.;; 1,,1:i.th the m:i. ssi on ot'

A Task Farce on Librar~ Polic~, composed of some Council .
and officers
of
members Plu~ other facults
.
. the
.
ad rn :i. n :i. \,; t r· d t. :1. CJ n , m<:-,i et·,:; ~J :i. -ic, h th c· Director of Libraries to
and
recommend en
r.i i.'.i v :i. '.::- c- on ii'! at t (:> r ·,; of l :i. b r i:1 r ~! Po l :i. c ~,'.
the
allocation of the Purchasin~ bud~et amons the
t) c~ i··1 o C) 1 ~:i <:H"pJ t. l·H? :i. r .:;~ c~~:) t:.i C:.'!r~ i c~ r:. r·n :.1 r c~ rri·~:; v

Counc :i.1

~-• , .. •=:
Ivd ,::,
... I"ll 1f·i
•• t ... I
_,

,·;,
'

1 !. J• <=:
.. .

ad:,·, :i. n i '::; t r,Jt :i. on,. meet.,,;

("l'
t·- 1·1 -:,\ y,
.. ~~ \ .. '
0

1,,1

:i ·t,h

Services and advises
~-r::i r . ._, :i. c r~ r, i:] 1 i c: ~:1 ~

....
·:,,~I
J
l , -C.}
... •

· th01

l ·t· ....
::> l"I d
Of -f i· C'• p• l',....
'1v:.>
:;>
.:,
• I
l, . .,._
:0 :i. Y'ecto r
o·r'
Com:·: ,ute r
,

'
o

,

,.,.

.,.

on matters of academic computer

composed of same
ResearchY
r:-lu:,; othr::ir facult·,:i and officers of the

Facults

Ccunc :i. l

.-::~:-.<~-:j:,.t.:.:,_~;~;~~~~~-,~L-~~;;~-~~~-~ '::~::-~::¾~~~~~¥.L~~,i ~et1:-2:~l:r~~t;_::,~~ ~;~$;:.~ ~~~~~!
,·;;- .

·-·:·~-

.~
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Ft1CULTY BYLP1l.,Jf.~

administration, meets 1,Jith

D.,

The Co u n c :i. l · m•"::! Ii": b 1r -s,. ,
1, 0

serve

as

a

de!:;c r :i. bt!d :i. n

,...
t:..

(.i

1,,.J

the Provost to determine
bud~ets affectin~ facult~

:i. th the e ;< c 6 Pt i u n of th c::

colle~e-wide
rt :i. cl t:~

I)

III

Y

evaluation

$(-: ~ct :i. C>n :5,

P r o v o ·;:; t ,

committee

Pa ra'.J i'aPh

as

G"

<;;ct
a-s; a j,_Jdi°<~f~3l . bod!~Y . ur·,der
Procedures
outlined
in the AAUP Polics Documents and
RePortsv
when serious or recurfin~ complaints are
brou:::.iht
a,.=.:a:i.ni;;t
a memb(:-ir -of the Facult~.
The Council
shall recommend action to the President of the Collese.
When .. the
Council
is calied upon to act ai a Judicial
bod~ an~ council member ma~ ask to be ('?)<CUS20 f rDIT1
t,i1e
P r □ cf?f:!d :i. n1.1<:,
fol'
Per\,; una 1 rc~clsons.
No mo r(~ than t l,JC)
facults members of the Council ma~ be e:-;cused from
the
~iud:i.c:i.,,il bod!:l b·ci
reouest of · the subJect(s) of the:.'
Judicia l Proceedi n ~s .
All e x cused Council members
are
to be
replaced bs alter n ates elected bs the bodies
1,.1hich the-,:•\,; . rc:•r,r(~!;;!-,int.
The - ~fcivost ~articiPates in
Judicial sessions as a non~vctins member.

Tht:~

¼

Council

-s;h,;,11

facultu vacancs occut, the bod~ represented bs the retirins
me~ber shall f:i.11 the vacanc~ at its next meetin~.

Section 5. Proced u res
The Council shall

elect
a
Chair
from
amon~
its elected
facults
.A Secretar~
elected b~ the Council from amon~ its
members sl1all keep minutes of the
meetin~s.
The
Provost shall
be
responsible for callin~ the first meetin~ of the academic sear and for
TGe Chair
establishin~ a schedule of meetindi f~r the full Council.
rJ·f
t:··1::-~
c:01..inc~ :L l
call meetin~s of the college-wide evaluat:i.on
corr, mi t, t. : :-:.: (·2'

rePresentatives.

o)

E i th c T· th c.• F' r o vu·:::- -t o r th~:,, C: h-::: i r of -i:, h c=:i Co 1..1 n c j_ 1
sh a 1 I
.r ~,;::, o rt
-t:, o
the
Rollins Facults any imPortant decisions or del:i.berations and the Chair
shall submit an annual written rePcrt to be ke;::,t on file in the Office
o -r
the
F' r· CJ v o ·;;; t •
Un 1 c-i s ·,; o th c-i r t.-J :i. ,~,ci s -i:, at~? d :i. r-: th <:·? B s 1 a ~-J ::i ~ the Co u r-i c i 1
shall determine its own procedures.

- - -

- -- - - ----. --·-··- --.------ --. . ...
.

- -.-,

···-

__ ..

- .

--- ---- - ·- ·---- -

-- --·-

---

Ft1CUL TY HYi...(1U!:;

OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION
i:.iur:i.ng

f a ll of 1981 ~82.)

f')r;:T I CLE

I)

III

FACULTY EVALUATION
St:!ction :!.¼ Facult'.:'- Ev.:3J.uc:,t:i.on Com:n:i.tt,?c~

A.

ResP □ nsib:i.lities

Duties, Powersp and
(1)

Evers

memoer

of

the facultu shall be subJect ta

b~: an 1'?'·/-::ll uat:i. on crn,im :i. t tf:-(~i Y wh :i. ch . :;hal 1
i-i.-.-.,
responsible
for ass:i.stins in the Prdfessional

- T~')V :i. et.-J

development of each member of ~ne facult~.
The
committee shall
meet at least annualls for the
f.> v ;::: l u c:~ t. :i. on
uf
n D n -· t ("! r-i..u r i::-) d
f ,:l cu 1 -t-.. \a~ •
- Tc~ n 1..1 red ·
fa c u lts
sh a l l be sub Jec t to a Periodic eval~ati □ n
ss described in Section 5.
AdditioMal ev~luation
of tenur e d facult~ members mas be reauested bs the
Pr-ovo·::;t1 b·::1 the Dean of t,h0.' School or Di r·ector
o-f
the libraries,
h~ a
maJorit~ of the c ommittee
members, or by the facults member to be evaluated.
The:-:

Fi:1cu1t,:1

Evaluation

Committee shall
make
Procedures o~iiined
matters relatinS to
.
. . .

reco1;1:r1E-!:--:d,:~t :1. on°;; accor-din~ to

in

~;i::~ction

4

on

.

:c·, ,'Dmot ion:·

F: e co 1-.-: mi::) n .-.-: .::it :i. on'.::-

f or

tf.:!r·,u re

a1--1d

t

:i. mP r o v :i. n :0.i

effectiveness shall be made
facults member evaluated.

directly

s3l-:3r~J+
(·" a ch :i. n ~-:l

tci

the

The evaluation co~mitte~ shall consist of at least four
~acults members.
One member,
who
shall
ar-;-:,u i nted
b~:~
thr:.•' ? rovost f ron, a 1 :i. s;t
three· nor:,:i.r1r;!c::<:;
Prl:,)Par(:!d
b'.:~
fni0 d,,~;-:,.artm0~nt or
-,;;c)·1ool Y
::,ha:L 1
b('!
fr-om
out-:.:;idc-:~
the candidate's

school or division

.

.

.·;' \_ ;\ ~L2 ~9,;_~~4?-~~g,G~?'c:.~i}J

.

Each schoDl

.

;., ~~,~ :!~JA~~~~~~:~~~~l~!~~~~t;t~;~~_;2"~-¥~~;i)~;~,~~~~?:~~~~~
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be resPonsible far the com2osition
n P r o c (·:!du r· ra s f c r th,:-~ rem a :i. n c.i e r of -t:, hi:-:-!
evalustion committee in keePin~ ~ith . ~uidelines
established bs AAUP Policy Documents and ReP □ rts.
i:~ ;--, cl

':::• ,:,:., :i. ,:0 ct i

D

Section

A.

Facults APPointments
(1)

aPP □ intments

facults

shall

F' res:L dc:~nt ur=-on re::-1comi"i1f!!ndat :i. on of th('.·)
F' rovo,;;t
and
th<:~ D1::'an of thr1 ~)choc,1 or Di rector of Librarir:1s in

which the aPP □ intment is to be made.
The Dean or
Di r(-:- )cto r
:;;ha 11 not
recomir1<::-ind the ai:-,po:i. r·d:, rri,::n-t. · o·!·' .
ansone of whom a maJorit~ of the
members of the
aPPointe0's department disapproves.
( 2 :i If" a nt"'!t,.J a::---Pu :i. ntmr)1-,t mu";.t br! mad::-1 du r :i. n!J a 'Jaca-t :i. on
Pf,'r :i.od i,-Jh::.,n th1;. .• membc0rs of the d(-:!Pa rt1ni0nt
cannot

be

consulted,

the Dean or Director mas recommend
·fit.
If an
cond :i. t :i. on::;?

d,;:ipa r ·(,ffi0)n-l-, ma~:1

di!;;a;::,pro\,.::il

of

i',PPO :i. :-1°Lffi(::>nt
t ~-l (~ n'I (? n: i:, E., r .;:°;.

submit statements

. ,..

] . ;::-

of

'I..
1:,11e
.
or·

of
to - tht~ Pro-..1ost (;

th(-:-!

the
evaluation of that candidate for reappointment.

B.

Facult~ ReaPPointments and Tenure
( :I. )

Fi'. f.·! .::i PP o :i. :-·, t ITI (-::· n t ~=
, ·:-, h 3 11 b {:! t":"i ad~~ b ·at the F I' c-:~ s i cit) n t on 1 '3
~-, :i. th i".hi::1 ,3;·.-,p ro•J al o·f a m,3,.io r i t·=1 of. thf,J membc' r·s
of

the

evalu~tion

committee and after review bs the
hll
i:,=r--F,ointrr::-:~r-it·::; and - rf·!aPr'o:i.r·,tm<:-:nt
1na.-Je dur:i.n~.i a
facults member's Prabatianars Period are terminal
aPP □ intrnents for not more than th r ee sears.

Pro•,10·,::-t and thr,-) ar-PrCJF-· r:i.atf: I!i:-:)ar-1 er D:i.i~(~ctor~
0
;;

( : :.~ )

·r (·l r~

F'

r (J t°) at :i. or; .:;~ r ~~ ::.-. e

T..

:i. c) i.".i

-r:· ()

r ·f i3 c:- 1..1 l -t, ~=~ rn :.:-~ rr: t\ r:· r ·::; ~:; i··1<3 l l

be not less than four sears nor more than seven
sears,
unless the candidate has had at lsas~ four
sears full
teachin~ at other
colle~e
level
institutions.
In
the
latter
case,
the
2robationaPs Period shall be not less than three
·=::ear,;
ncir
n:or:,-:· t~1an ·four ~;;(0ar-i=,.
Sch0Jarl•3 leave
of absence for one· sear or less will count as Part
of the~ r,,-ub;;it:i.onar\:; ;::,;::-:•r-iod "'"' :i.f i t VJt~re P r i o r
un 1 <-- ' ·::; ·;;,
:i. f"I (.,I !' :i. t_. i

:i. nd :i. v :i. du;:; 1

.

.

the
l""i

~.c: '(. C)

.

.,~-'- -..; ~:,.-> -. 'sr::r.N;,,~J;.,:,;,•;;,~~;;,:.,~~~~~~::. ::~~ilii~~1:zk£i:2~~~..,.~..:~~~.,-,-;;,~.:,2~..;,;~.;r:.il.~:.,.;...; :i,~?i~~

...__,.)'

-

an excePtion to this Provision
leave is Sranted.
(3)

C.

at

the

timo

the

Te~ure
mas not be awircled or denied until the
candidate has comPleted the minimum Probationars
Period.
The
Board
of
Trusteesy
upon
recommendation b~ the
President,
mas
Srant
e ::-: cc:~ Pt i on~-;
to
the
mi n :i. n: u n;
du r· at i on
of
th 0~
Prabationars
Period,
but
onl~
tn
unusual
circumstances.
APPointment to tenure ihall bi
n:ad(! tis th<::! Board of Trustees onl·d aftc-ir the
President
and
a
maJorit~ of the evaluation
committee have so recommended.

Facults Promotions and Salar~ Determi~atio~s

<1) Th('! eva:i.uation

coli;m:i.t.tec-!v

th~,!

Pr·ovc-=.;t:,

and - the~

Dean or Director shall review facults
rank of both tenured and non-tenured facults1
and
recommendations concernins promotions
to the President.
Promotions in facult~
rank UP
to and includin0 associate Professor shall be made
bs the President of the Callese;
Promotion to the
rank
of professor shalJ be made b~ the Board of
Trust~es and UP □ n t he
recommendation of
the
P rf~s :i. d,::-!nt ❖
BPPr □ Priate

(2)

The evaluation cdmmittee ma~ make recommendations
concernind merit increases to the President.
The
r-:" r c ':i :i. di:,! n t
::: ha :L 1 de t r2 rm :i. n ~"} f i:>, c 1J 1 -\:. '::~ ~,.;;1 l 2 r· i c--:: ·;:; ci n an

!::-ha11

be

eff ,,?c-i:.:i.·..,·1::~

at

-t.he

datF:J of the rc:)::1uJ.ar
t>.

corr: rrt(-:-:·ncc~u1 c::nt f u 11 o~-1 :i. n:=:J thc-i :;;e::~v1.-:inti r~ th bi rt.hd a~:i..
·f-'~~c.~1..1l·i:,,:J Hi~·:·Jlttf.:ic-:•Jr iY1a'::t i::)c-.\ r(-:-~t, a:i.rie.c:i i."Je~~tJr·1<:.i t,f1is 3;:ie,

or·,

annua:i.
2PP □ intm2nt, at
the
discretion of
the
President after co~sultat:i.an with the · Provost and
t·J :i. t , h th c ,,,. PP 1· o v a :L f o i:1 m;;; ..i o r i t ·,:.1 of m';;.• irr bf= ;• ·;:; o ·f
t h 01
aPProPriat e
depart~ent.
ExcePtions to these
reQuir2m2nts mas be ~ranted bs the Baird of
T -r· :..i '.,, -i:, e·c-i '::-

1..1 Po 1·1

!'(-:-'co trr rr; 0i n d at :i. on b ':3 the

P res i d c-::• n t. and

with Prior aPPruval of the Prevost and a

maJor1ts

(2)

l_,Jhr:,!n

-::l

facu:i.t·,,,. melribi-: )r L:; c~J.ii,d.bli:•,! for r·<::~t:i.rc1r:ent~•

~;:- i.. 1-3 l 1 f.J i::-., r: C) t :i. ·f i r) ::-:i t:~ ~J
~; (-:-~ :-::.- t, r~ lt1 L1 !:.-~ r
:L
C} ·f
t. (·1 e
Previous sear whether he/she is to b2 retired or
receive annual aPP □ intme~t.
He/she shall
be so
n D t :i. f :i. C·) d
b <::I
·l i le
F re i,; i d ri n t aft C! r con~:; 1..1 l t D t i on as
described in (1).
(·\ (-:! ,l -~~ i.. r c-~

Section

Cr:i.tc-:)r:i.a for Evaluat:i.cin

A.
The
r"romot:i.on,
shall be . used
whenever Pcissible
as suidelines to ae~ermine
whether a facultu member's work and Professional _contribution
have been consonant with the r eauirernents or expectations assumed
contractually ~hen
Joinin~
the
facults,
or afterward;
the
exPected Performance of -normal work
load activities;
and the
exPected assumption of responsibilities in addition to the normal
i..JDrk load.

Given the variets of duties a n d service s P2rform2d bs the facult~~ all
stated criteria ma~ not aPPl~ to each 2ersci~ ·6r ma~ not iPPl~ in
the stated order of i1nP □ rtance.
Each school shall determine
the
relative weight of the v~rious criteria and shall incorporate the
rank orderins in the evaluation section of their schooJ.

3.

General Criteria

.L,

Tc:~aci·1in:::.i

Th:i.!,;
:i.ncorPorattis some or all o-f th ,?
abilities, whicl, will be partialls evaluated b~ use o~
anon~mous student
to or~anize, articulate,
.
. . and clarif~
knowled~e and ski l ls;
to be aware of and understand new
developments
in teachin06
to stimulate intellectual curiosity
and encoura~e independent inQuir~;
to en~oura~e critical thou~ht
and
discussion;
to develop intellectual interests, habitsv and
attitudes at the aPPr □ Piiate level;
to develop the
Persanalitsv
self-confidence,
and mt-:-> thod!:- f"l(}c-1,:.i(-:-: .-.-.i to (~nhance th(~ ir-i,.;;truc-tor-·' ·=;
. 01,-.Jn 1 f:a i··n i n:="t ~
and
to
t r:0 ach
r,.,1 i th
conta:~l i ou::;
r::•nthus i a~;n;;
fo
Prepare
and
to work
continualls ta imPr-bve courses which . will
ch a l J. F:' n ,.=:; i::- ::; tu d c n t '::, a ·t:. th t ·, i:i r:--r·, r- o : --· r :i. ;;; t e 1 r~ v C-) J ·c; of th(-,! :i. r
ab i l :i. t. :i. (·:: s ;
1
t D c:-or-: ·::; true-I:,~ ~.,.! r i:,:c:1 ,.-! ;• ~ind d;-:-:ti": 01--1"; t ra tr::-: u<;;p·(-'u l te~_; ts or· othc-: r n-;Ei -: ':ns
of
eva 1 ua t :i. n~:.i
:i. ::? d r-: 1 i. n:',.i v
to
ma :i. nta :i. n
ob~jf~ct.i v :i. t ·:;;
~Jhen
encounter-in~
a
variets of stud@nt potentials;
to exorcise ~ood
Efft-:ct:i.•,./E·!rH-,i'.',":. ,

foll □ win~

._iuds ni en-l:,

:in d\=;<:; :i.::.-;;--1 ;r,:-:) nt . of

re ~ ular

offi c e

hours

out ····o-f-'··-cl .3 ,,;"; l•JDrk.

and

2Vailabilit~

1oE;d·:;;;

for

to

maint.;;~in

conf er ences

with

work assi~ned;
to h2lP students t e st the validit~ o~ 3-,:; '::.: um :·.,-t:. :i. o n:;;
t. (J
O :; ·::; :!. S T..
a b out t h e subJec t,

-...__,,.)

._____,,.):

:1-

-

F r:)CUL. TY BYLr;ws

students 1n takin~ the initiative in decision makin~.
2.

Ad0isin~.
Facult~ members are responsible for P~ovidin~ academic
ounseljns for students assi~ned to them and aP~r6vin~ the ecurse
Pro1rams each term.
The Dean or Director shall be responsible
for
i n -f o r· in i r: ~3
t. h ,,:-~ ti v a 1 u at :i. n n · corn m:i. t t (:~ i~
of
a
ca rid i date ' s
Performance
as
an adviser.
The evaluation committee shall then
consult with the candidate
in an effo~l to
measure
his
effect i v,:,.:>nes~; ..

3.

Professional

AdJustment.
This include~ professional and ethical
behavior _irt rrilations . 1,,J-:i.th coll•~!a::.Ju;2s and stud1:?nt,;y and reSPf.:>ct
·for· t,.h e
o Pi r·1:i cl r·1 s i:~r-1 ,J r :i 1.:J~·1-i:.. s C)f" c)t.r·, e:--:- rs, ?rJ it. l·t C) u·t ~;'.Jr rt-=:r,cj er i r,3 t,f·1e

'.:;r--ecial
This mas include service on standin~ or
i,._1 i th
re:-isular r.:.erfo r•n;ance of duti ~~=-; 9
·f" a C IJ ). -\:, ':l
tho'.,,ci
of cha:i. rman,
if
applicable~
and

Committee Work .

comtni ttE•es 2-nd f:,.ubcommi tteei;,

includir:::i

evaluation com mittees.
;

~.

!_

I

Writin~,
Publication,
and Performance .
These include
research, and scholarls writin~ in prosress; creative writin~ in
Pro~resst
P~blished work in Journals, booksy and Pr6fess{onall~
re ·fer 2 ,-:• rJ r·J := ~-J s; F {J F·· (-:Jr~~; Y
F--1.Jf.".\ 1 :i. c
::.-. c-~ r f C) r-trt ar~1,~ c~~
~3r·1,J <:? rt,
t:.~ >~h :i. bit. i o r1s;
PaPers at Profes sional meetirlgs;
an d c reative work c ompleted or
~-., r it ten but not r:-1.1b l i ·~;hed.

Research,

1

6.

Thi·,;

P rof,2ssi or:.31

includes

P □ st-~raduate

consultation wh ich enhances Professional capabilities;
Participation in Professional seminars, institutes, cl1n1cs1
or
u o r k ·=;ho::.:··:;; ~
;;; n d ~,; (,) 1 f ·-· e d 1..1 c i:,: t :i. n 1·, b :,,! stud'.~ o r- t r av t:~ l •
These acli0itie~·incl~de attendanc2 and
work;
and
offices held or oth~r

leadership rol es assumed.
,...

Ci .,,

include academic and non-academic reco: ln it ion of a
personal achievement,
includins cash or other
0

...

These include lecturesr
and Public Relations,
speeches, t~lks, or sermon s to iublic or Private sr □ uPs;
corr; mu r-i :i. t ~ a c ·i:, :i. v :i. t :i ~:.' \,, , :i. n c 11.1d :i. n ,.=.i v o l u n t 01 e r ~:;er v i c e •
10. Otl12r Fa cults Activity.
This includes teachin~ or other activit~,
in or out of the conventional classroom or laborator~ structure1
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such as
that done bY faculty
1n
the Librar~ and Ph~sical
Education Departments .
Because or the nature of such work,
it
must
be evaluated bs one criterionf effective Performance oI'
responsibilities not sPecificalls covered by ans or all
of the
Precedin~ crit~ria.
Thii effectiveness mas
a lso have to be
determined lar~el~ b~ the Dean or Director.

C•

SP e

c i f :i. c C r i t

c:-!

r :i. a f o r F r om o t i CJ n

It 1s t!1e expressed intent of Colle~e Polics that no

Promoti □ nY except
as Provided below for
instructors who
receive lie t~~minil
deSree, is to be re ~a rded as
but that it must be
ea r-n e d b ~ m,2 r· :i. t den: i:-·ri '.=> t rat(: d by all aPPlicable activities;

i •

:i.n accor,-.-:i

J.n

1,.1

:i. th th,2 cr-iteri-3

described below.

a.

Promotion to Assistant Professor

For Persons emPl □ sed at thJ initial rank of instructor Pending
attainment of
the termin~l
de~ree Promotion to the rank of
their
assistant Professor will be
terf,:i.n,:.: l

Instructors who have not received the doctorate or the terminal
de~ree
in
the aPProPriate field
mas be Promoted to
~rofessor □ nls if the ev a luation committee concludes that. all
criteria
for
reaPP □ intment
have
been met and tha-t-, th<:.~ .
is
Justified b~ exceptional
individual's continued emPl □ ~ment
conditions, such as the follcwin~:

,

ind:i.vidual's

contribution

If a?Plicable, Pro~ress

□ rl

to

the

Colle~0

th e terminal degree

..

is

.

has

b22n

si~nificant

_____ .,_ - -- ---· - -

---- ·-

-
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b.

Promotion to Associate Professor

r=' 12rs.on·,;;
i"1Dld:i.n:0.i the-, T'dnk of -=i·,:;'.:;:i.stant r:-rofcs :,;or' rni:~ ~3 !°)(:? r:~l .. Ol"iiOt, C <J
to the:! rank of ;;,i,;~,;oc:i.",te PrCJf(::->!:;~:;Dr aftE,r a minimum of four
(-4)
1

~~ars full-time teach:i.ns in a s~nior institution at the assistant
_r:-r-ofe S '.:>(:Jr J.e •- .,iel? of ,.,,h :i.ch ;3i:, 11',:a'.:;t t,1;,10 (2 ) ':JC-:!ar=:; hi:iv r:.-: be0,n at,
this institution.

F i::iCUL TY . BYLr-it,.Jf.i

If the Dean or Director and the evaluation committ6e bel i eve that
Professional Srowth
then
ur-,on thc•i r
recommendations to the President? the Promotion mas be Sranted~
On l~ in ex cePt:i.onal cases will Promotion to the rank o f asso c iate
Professor be considered for individuals not holdin~ the terminal
de~ree in the BPPr □ Priate field.

the jndividual's contribution to the Colle~e,
and
potent :i. al
~-Jar rant
the
P r-01r,ot ion 1

· ···----.!

c.

Promotion to Professor

Facults membe r s wit h the ter minal de~ree in the aPProPriate field .
holdin~ the rank of associate Professor mas be Promoted to
Pr □ 1essor

after a minimum of five (5) sea~s full - time experience
in a st:~n:i.o r :i.nst:i. t ijt:i.on at thr-} r-::,n!~. of a -; ;;s;oc:i.ate · Professorv
of
(3) ~ears have been at this institution .
The Board of Trusteesv UP □ n recornmendat :i. on bs the President,
mas
sran~
exce2tion s
to
these minimum durations,
but onl~ in
exceptional circumstan2es.

r.,::r:k
of
P i" ofe::,so r,
-\",he
i net :i. vi ciu .=a: 1
mu '.;-i:,
recommendations
of the evaluation committee, the
d (~p-31-tn1c~r-,t hedd :, i::nd the~
r:· r-o,.;ui,;t to -c,ne Pre ·::; :i. dc-,!nt ~
and
the
President's
recorn~endatian
to the Board of Trustees.
The
criteria for such Promotions shall be the same as those for
with the additional stipulation that
r eaPP □ intment
and
tenure,

For P ro ni o·,_-, :i. on to the

r2ceive

th0

rrtf~-:'ln::;
of
<.:;c:ho:!. a r l ·::i
i-:,ub:i.:i.c::ltion or comparable Profession~!
3chievement, as defined b~ criterion 5, s e t forth in Subsection

b·,J
3->
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Section 4 .

Procedures.

establish b~-laws
which provide for
Procedures far facult0 evaluation for
r eaPPointment,
tenure and Promotion.
Amon~ □ th6r Provisions, each school should
reGuire the
Dean
or Director to
2PP □ int
chairmen for
such
committee meetings
as 2re necessars and to su?Pl~ the committee
~-~ith all
F-ert.ir·,c.•rit. :i.nforn,at:i.un r(:·:,.=.iart,:.i:i.n~=:;
canr:.i:i.da'l0~ ·::;.
Th(-::
· chairman
of
the
committee shall
be chsrged with solicitin~
information and recommendations from facults members and students
t,.1:i.thin-- t.he !::-chool or- dc-i Partment.
The cdnd:i.ciatc ~:i.h,:;}.:l. be rc-:·c:iuir-r,::d
to Provide a statement of Professional acc □ mPlishments and Plans
aPPr □ Pri2t2

relevant to the evaluation.

B+
(1)
Evaluation
committees shall
Pr2Prar2
a
report
and
recommendatiohs which must be submitted to the
aPProPriate Dean
or Director b~ Februar~ 1 on first reappointment, bs October 15
on second r~~PPointment, and b~ APril 1 of the Precedin~ sear
on
third
and
subseauent
reappointments.
At this
time,
all

♦

recommendations concernin~ decisions of reaPP □ intmenti Promotion,
and the S r antin~ of tenure must be submit ted . to the appropriate
Dean or Director.

(2) The Dean or Director must review the evaluation and if he/she
c~ncurs forward said recommendation to the Provost bY Februar~ 15
on first reaPPo i nti,:E·)l..1-L, b1;:1. No\,.r,,i rr1b r.~ r :L ~:; nn ~,;t-i conci
rc-:aPPO :i n·l·,ment Y
and b~ Ma~
1
of the
Precedin~ ~ear on third and subseauent
reaPPaintrnents.
Tenur~d facults who are .elisible for
Promotion
sh a 11
com(?
u n d E· 1·
the
Vi a ~J 1 de <'Id 1 :i. n e •
I ·f' th'"~ Ii e ,='in o r D :i. recto r
dissents from tl,e recommendation of the
Evaluation Cammitteey
he/she
must
indica te said dissent in writins and must meet with
i:.hl.? Evalu,,,tior: Committe(-:j __ .to di'::-CU'::-S- !3a:i.r:,i _d:i.!:;s;c~nt
t·. Jith :i.n
di:;'::~!:,
for a first reaPP □ intment and 14 da~s for a second and subseGuent

·r

C .•
The F' r o .,,. o '.::- -t-.. !::- h c.:' J. 1 '.;; u b i'!i :i. t t f It,! r 1:.-; cc n11n end at :i. on~_; · of
the
i:; ch o D 1
to!.:.lc• L.hi::· r!.,J :i. th t·1i i,=
./hf•! r recummioind at :i. or1!,; to th(-:•! Pre·?'.:; :i. dent of . of th e~
Colle~e in time for the President ta rePl~ b~ the
deadlines
set
f o rt. h
in
pa r "' ::~ r- a;::, h
D•
I f th t? F' r o v o !,; t do(-:.'·;:; not con cu 1· t~' :i. th the
recommendation of the S~hool, he/she must state
the
~rounds of
said
dissent in detail in wr:i.tin~ 2nd must meet with thu De2r1 or
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Director anc.i Evalu:3-t:i.un Committrir::) accord:i.nsl to the
Procc~dure
of
within
7 da~s for first reaPP □ intments and 14 da~s

non-reappointment durin~ the 2robationars Period.
with one ~ear aPPointments, notification of reappointment shall
be
in
writin~ b~ March 1 of an~ Probationaru sear, such to
incJude-the terms of conditions of r eaPPointment.
Notification
of
non-~eaPPointment shall be in w;itin~ bs Mar~h i ~f the first
Probationar~ sear, bs December 15 of the second Probationars
~ear,
and bs September 1 of the third and subse~uent sears.
For
can d i d at f.:' !:-:- \.-.J i th t t•J o -· o r th r E) ,:-i-· !:! ea r a PP o i n ti~, i:-i n t ::, Y not :i. f i cat, i on
of
nonreappointment

for

cause shall have the same deadlines as for

thos__r::i _i,.: ith one ':.~c•ar aF',Pointments.
Not:i.fj.cation of
reaPPointrr:e1··1t
for
candida t es with two- and three-sear appointments shall be in
writins
bs March 1. of the final ~ear of the Previous appointment,
.
such
notification
to include the terms and conditions of
reaPPointme~t.
Notice of
aPPointrn2nt or non-aPP □ intment to
t<::-nu re
s.hal l
bc:7
in
1-1 r:i. tin:.,;
b~,i
S0.,,"tcmi-.'.ler 1 of· . thd {:i. na:l
Probationa r ~ sear.
I n al l c a se s fa i lu re to no tifs a candidate b~
these dates shall constitute ~utomatic reiPPoini~ent for one sear
unless the candidate in the final Probationars sear.

E.

Recommend a tions for tenure and
promotion
and
for
annual
aPP □ intment
a fter retirement ase shall be
!'.:-ubm :i. t ts-1d to th E-) CCJunc i 1 o r·1 (1c21d fim:i. c Po 1 :i. c :i. es
and
Standards bs
Ma ~ 1 of the calendar ~ear Prior to
i:lPP T'OP I' :i. ate:~ action .

F f.lCULTY fiYl...tit,)(3

C.A~P .. ~1+
w~th □ ut the Provost, the
colle~e-wide
evaluation comm:i.ttcfs'
revi e ws evaluation Procedures · and
recomrnenaa~ions
to det e rmine whether a candidate for tenure or
Promotion has
met
the
evaluation
criteria
sPecifjed bs his/her co ll ea01..12s.
No member of the
C.A.P.S. mas Participate in
the
review
of
r2corn mendations
made
b~ evaluation committees of
which h e /she is a member.

Ti 1ti C ., (1 ., F' .,
for
its

!;; n

f,; ,.

c:i .i.

.1.

r~-: Gu :i. l' e

aPPr □ va}.

a

"-~ a ch

Sch o D l

statement

of

sub ni it
evaluation
to

cr i teri a and st a nd a rds.
These stateme n ts
shou l d
not conflict with the 0 eneral criteria state d in
tirt:i.cJ.r:,

1.JTIJ

Section

3B

but
·::;huuld
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MEMORANDUM

ROLLINS COLLEGE

From

Robert Marcus, Provost

To

Professor Barry Levis
Copies To
Subject

Date

November 19, 1981

All Faculty
Amendment to Faculty Byla-....1s Article VIII, Section

1

D

(1)

Retirerrent

Jesse M:>rgan and Anna CUrrie have pointed out a problem with the revised
Bylaw article on Retirerrent. Retirerrent age remains 65 years until July 1,
1982. M:>reover, because there is a change in the benefit package after age
65, it is necessary to define both "nonnal" and "rranda.tory" retirerrent. The
following arrendment, which I hope you will introduce on November 30, has
been drafted by Anna and would rreet these conditions:
Prior to July 1, 1982, nonnal and rrandatory retirerrent age is
defined as the last day of the academic year in which age 65
is attained. Effective July 1, 1982, nonnal retirerrent age is
defined as the last day of the academic year in which age 65
is attained. Mandatory retirerrent is effective the last day
of the academic year in which age 70 is attained. A faculty
rrember may be retained beyond this age; on annual appointrrent
at the discretion of the President after consultation with
the Provost and with the approval of a majority of rrembers
of the appropriate department. Exceptions to these requirerrents
may be granted by the Board of Trustees upon reccmrendation by
the President and with prior approval of the Provost and a
majority of the appropriate departrrent.

November 19, 1981

Amendment to Bylaws - Article VIII, Section 3, Part A (p. 14)

In place of the second paragraph of part A, substitute the followin8
paragraph:

Recognizing that the faculty's main goal is the education of our
students, criterion 1 on teaching effectiveness shall take precedence; for the faculties of the Library and the Department of
Physical Education, criterion 10 shall take precedence. Due to
the variety of duties and services performed by the faculty, all
9ther stated criteria may not apply to e~ch person or may not
apply in the stated order of importance. Each school shall determine
the weight of the other criteria relative to criterion 1. Each
school shall incorporate that rank ordering in the evaluation
section of their school by-laws.

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE FACULTY BYLAWS
FOR CONSIDERATION AT THE FACULTY MEETING
NOVEMBER 30, 1981
SUBMITTED BY:
ALEXANDRA SKIDMORE,
PRESIDENT, ROLLINS CHAPTER, AAUP
NOVEMBER 23, 1981

INTRODUCTION
The following proposed bylaws
amendments are suggested after study
of the 1977 AAUP Policy Documents and Reports, hereinafter referred to
as the Redhook.
Some of the proposed
amendments are suggested because of the following AAUP position statement (seep. 17 of the Redhook):
"Faculty status and related matters are primarily a
faculty responsibility; this area includes appointments,
reappointments, decisions not to reappoint, promotions,
the granting of tenure, and dismissal.
The primary responsibility of the faculty for such matters is based
upon the fact that its judgment is central to general
educational policy ••••
The responsibility for identifying individuals whose
appointments are to be terminated should be committed to
a person or group designated or approved by the faculty.
The allocation of this responsibility may vary according
to the size and character of the institution, the extent
of the terminations to be made, or other considerations
of fairness in judgment."
The
amendments ar.e suggested also in the spirit of trying to minimize the "them" and "us" schism which too frequently exists on this campus.
More communication is necessary, not more opportunity for adversarial
relationships; faculty evaluation (among other things) should be a joint
faculty-administrative effort from the very beginning of the process.
Articles having to do with deadline dates with regard to reappointment,
tenure, and promotion seem unnecessarily complicated and not in total agreement with AAUP statements.
Thus, my suggested
amendments replace complicated dates with the AA~P statement found on p. 16 of the Redhook.
With regard to dismissal of tenured faculty, I suggest we be very
carefui.
The AAUP devotes an entire article of the Redhook to this topic
and it is discussed in several other sections.
In particular, the Redhook
states (seep. 5):
"One persistent source of difficulty is the definition
of adequate cause for the dismissal of a faculty member ••••
The present statement assumes that individual institutions
will have formulated their own definitions of adequate cause
for dismissal, bearing in mind the 1940 statement and standards which have developed in the experience of academic
institutions."
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As a result, one of the proposed
amendments deletes the meaty part of
the paragraph on dismissal of tenured faculty.
One hopes that we shall
soon have a definition of adequate cause for dismissalo
We should make every effort to adopt AAUP policy statements into our
structure; we could save ourselves much time and dissatisfaction if we
make use of the AAUP's experience in higher education.

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS
MOTION 1.

Editorial changes

to make committees plural:

Change "committee" to "committees" in the title of Section 1.
Section 1., Subsection Ao, Paragraph (1):
Delete "Every member ••• members of the faculty.
The Committee"o
Insert "Every member of the teaching faculty shall be subject to
review by an evaluation committeeo
Each committee shall
be responsible for assisting in the professional development of members of the facultyo
The Committees".
Section 1., Subsection Ao, Paragraph
Delete "teaching effectiveness".
Insert "professional effectiveness".

(2):

Section 1., Subsection B.:
Delete "the evaluation committee".
Insert "each evaluation committee".

MOTION 2.

Section 2.,

Authority

Insert a new subsection at

J•

the beginning as

follows:

Terms of Appointment
(1)

The terms and conditions of every appointment to the
faculty will be stated or confirmed in writing, and
a copy of the appointment document will be supplied
to the faculty member.
Any subsequent extensions or
modifications of an appointment, and any special understandings, will be stated or confirmed in writing and
a copy will be given to the faculty member.
Wit li::--t-.h.___e exception of special ap ointments clearly
limited ' ~
brief associati
with the institution,
and reappoint fil~ S of re 'red faculty members on
special conditio ns-;--full - time appointments to
the rank of instr
h'gher are of two kinds:
(a)
probation
y appointments;
(b) appointments
with conti
Ex cept for faculty members who have tenure status,
every person with a teaching or research appointment
of any kind will be informed each year in writing of
his/her appointment and of all matters relative to
h is /h e r e li g ibilit y f o r the acquisition of tenure.
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MOTION 3.

Section 2.,

Subsection B.,

paragraph

(1)

Delete "and after review by the Provost and the appropriate Dean
or Director".
Insert "and only after consultation with the appropriate Dean or
Director".

MOTION 4.

)Uo

Section 2.,

Insert,

MOTION 5.

Subsection B.,

after "three years",

Section 2.,

paragraph (1):

the phrase,

Subsection B.,

"subject to renewal".

paragraph

(2):

Insert at the end of the second sentence, the phrase:~ o
", even if the total full-time service in the profession thereby
exceeds seven years; the terms of such extension will be stated
in writing at the time of initial appointment."

MOTION 6.

S e c t i on 2 • ,

Sub s e c t i on B • ,

pa r a gr a p h

( 3 ) :;::

0

Delete sentence 2:
"The Board ••• circumstances."
Insert "The President, with approval of C.A.P.S., may recommend to
the board the granting of exceptions to the . minimum duration of the
probationary perioc'I, but only in unusual ' circumstances."

MOTION 7.

~ection 2.,

Subsection

c.,

paragraphs

(1)

and

In paragraph (1), delete "The evaluation committee,
and the appropriate Dean or Director shall"

(2):,> 0

the Provost,

Insert "The evaulation committees, in consultation with the Provost
and the appropriate Dean or Director, shall"
In paragraph (2),

change "committee" to "committees".

POINT OF CLARIFICATION:
Section 2., Subsection D. on retirement.
What of retirement at age 65?
What of early retirement?
If Motion 2 carries,
MOTION 8.
to B - E.

MOTION 9.

Section 3.,

change all old subsection letters A -

Subsection A.,

Insert a new first paragraph as

D

Criteria for Evaluation
follows:

"The criteria upon which reappointment and tenure recommendations
are to be made must be approved by a majority of the faculty."
POINT OF CLARIFICATION:
see the last phrase.

The existing first paragraph is not complete -
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MOTION lOo

Section 3.,

See Dr. R.

/., MOTION 11 o

Subsection A.,

paragraph 2.

Carson's proposed amendment.

Section 3.,

Subsection B.l.

Delete "This incorporates some or all ••• student forms"
Insert "This incorporates

some or all of the following abilities:"

Insert at end of paragraph:
"Teaching effectiveness will be
partially evaluated by use of anonymously submitted student forms."

--I-MOTION 12.

Section 3~,

Subsection B.4.

Delete "and faculty evaluation committees."
Insert"; faculty evaluation committees; special division committees;
departmental administrative responsibilities, including service as department heado"

; / MOTION 13.

Section 3.,

Subsection B.6.

Delete the word "degree'!

MOTION 14.

Section 3.,

Subsection B.

Add a new item:
II

11

0

MOTION 15.

This includes the development
Extensive Program Development.
of new major or minor programs of study which could require
retraining of a faculty member in another academic field and
which extends over a period of several years at an intensive
leve·l."

Section 3., Subsection C.lob •.
Promotion to Associate
Professor
or delete "If the Dean or Director ••• field."
Insert "If the evaluation committee believes that the individual's contribution to the college, professional growth, and
potential warrant the promoti@n, then upon their recommendation
to the president, the promotion may be granted.
Only in
exceptional cases will promotion to the rank of associate
professor be considered for individuals not holding the
terminal d e g r e ~ e appropriate field.
These exceptional
cases will be ~ b y each department of the College or
other School faculty / in consultation with the appropriate Dean
o r D i r e c t or • 11
dd~ ~
POINT OF CLARIFICATION:
There is no statement of criteria for
the granting of tenure as there was in the old "Faculty
Evaluation Policies and Procedures" document (p. 40),
However,
these "Criteria for Tenure" are referred to in Section 3o,
Subsection C.l.c.
Promotion to Professor, and again in Section
4., Subsection E.
Let us assume

that criteria will be defined.
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MOTION 160

Section 3.,

Subsection C o loCo

Promotion to Professor

In paragraph 2 insert, after "The Department Head",
", where appropriate, the Dean or Director"

~•IOTION 17.

Section 3 . ,

Subsection Col o Co

the phrase

Promotion to Professor

If Motion 14 carries, insert at the end of the subsection the
phrase:
"or has contributed exceptionally to the College in a
manner as defined by Criterion 11 of Subsection B."

l

oTION 18.
Insert,

Section 4o,

Subsection Ao

after "Procedures",

the phrase "and committees"o

Delete the sentence "Among other provisions
Ins e r t

candidates."

" E a c h s c ho o 1 s ho u 1 d r e q u i r e th e De an o r Di r e c t o r t o s up p 1 y
the committees with all pertinent information regardingthe
candidateo"

Change "Chairman of the committee" to Chairmen of the committees"o
Change "The candidate shall be required to provide a statement"
to "Candidates shall be required to provide statements"

MOTION 19.

Section 4,

Subsection B,

paragraph

(1)

Line 3,

delete "by February l •• oreappointments."

Line 3,

insert after "Director":
"in advance of the expiration of the appointment as

MOTION 20.

follows:

(1)

by February 1 of the first academic year
if the appointment expires at the end of
or, if a one-year appointment terminates
academic year, four months in advance of

(2)

by November 15 of
if the appointment
or, if an initial
during an academic
of termination;

(3)

at least 13 months before the expiration of an appointment after two or more years of service at the institutiono

the second academic year of service
expires at the end of that year;
two-year appointment terminates
year, at least 7 months in advance

Section 4o

Delete Subs ction B.,
Delete Subsec

on C.

Delete Subs e ctio

D.

paragraph

of service
that year;
during an
termination;

(2) .
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Insert a new Subsection C.

to replace old Subsection D .

as

follows :

"C.
The President shall notify e ach candidate of reappointment or
non-reappointment during the probationary period.
Regardless of the
stated term or other provisions of any appointments, written notice
that a probationary appointment is not to be renewed will be given
to the faculty member in advance of the appointment expiration, as
follows:
(1)

Not later than March 1 of the first academic year of service if
the appointment expires at the end of that year; or, if a o :-1 e year appointment terminates during an academic year, at lea s t
three months in advance of its termination;

( 2)

Not later than December 15 of the second academic year of
service if the appointment expires at the end of that year;
or, if an ' initial two-year appointment terminates during an
academic year, at least six months in advance of its termination;

(3)

At least twelve months before the expiration of an appointment
after two or more years of service at the institution.

Notice of non-appointment to tenure shall be in writing by September 1
of the final probationary year.
In all cases failure to notify a
candidate by these dates shall constitute automatic reappointment for
one year.
The institution will normally notify faculty members in writing of
of the terms and conditions of their renewals by March 15, ·but in no
case will such information be given later than April 15.

MOTION 21.

Section 4.,

Paragraph 2,

Subsection E.

delete "meeting without

Paragraph 3, delete "school".
the other schools".

the Provost-11"•

Insert "Department of the College and

Delete "quantity".
Delete the phrase within parentheses and insert "(Section 3.B.5.)
or extensive program development (Section 3.B.11.)".
Paragraph 4,

Replace "Provost" by "President".

Delete paragraph 5:

"The Provost shall submit ••• by June l."

It is not clear to which evaluation
POINT OF CLARIFICATION:
committee or committees section 4.
Subsection F. applies, since
C.A.P.S is also acting as an evaluation committee.
See paragraphs
(1), (3), and (4) of that subsection.

MOTION 22.

Section 5.

Evaluation of tenured faculty.

Delete "should the committee detect • • • bylaws . "

,..l
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ROLLINS COLLEGE
BYLAWS OF THE FACULTY OF THE COLLEGE

ARTICLE I
GENERAL GOVERNANCE
These Bylaws (hereinafter referred to as "the Rules") define the governance
system for the Faculty of the College. These Rules are issued under the
authority of the Bylaws of the College. The Faculty of the College may adopt
for its own governance such bylaws as shall seem desirable to promote
effectiveness and efficiency, provided however that all such bylaws shall be
subject to the Bylaws of the College and to policies issued by the Rollins
College Board of Trustees.
ARTICLE II
MEMBERSHIP AND SUFFRAGE
The voting membership of the Faculty of the College includes all full-time
lecturers, instructors, assistant professors, associate professors, and
professors, who are appointed to academic departments of the College and whose
primary responsibility is to teach in the College. In addition, the following
are ex officio members: the President of Rollins College, the Provost, the Dean
of the Faculty, the Dean of the College, and other officers of administration
holding faculty rank in departments of the College. All such members shall have
the right to attend faculty meetings, to vote on all matters pertaining to the
Faculty, and unless otherwise specified in these Rules, shall possess all the
usual rights and privileges accorded to Faculty members.
Other officers of administration whose responsibilities relate to the College
and adjunct faculty appointed to academic departments of the College shall be
non-voting members of the College Faculty, eligible to attend meetings and
participate fully in discussion. A librarian with faculty rank shall be
designated by the Library Faculty as a non-voting member for purposes of liaison.
(A list of these officers of administration will be published at the beginning
of each academic year.) Whenever the agenda includes business recommended by a
committee on which students serve, those students may attend the meeting and
participate fully in th e discussion but may not vote. Student members of the
Steering Committee may regularly attend faculty meetings as non-voting members.
Other students may make written petition to the Chair of the Faculty to attend
faculty meetings with voice but not vote.
ARTICLE III
OFFICERS OF THE FACULTY
The College Faculty shall elect a Chair and a Vice - Chair/Secretary who shall be
its executive officers.

-2Section 1.

The Chair of the Faculty

The Chair of the Faculty shall preside at College Faculty meetings and at
meetings of the Steering Committee (see Article V). He/she shall be
representative of the College Faculty to the administration and to the Board
of Trustees. The Chair of the Faculty shall be a tenured member of the College
Faculty.
Section 2.

Vice - Chair/Secretary of the Faculty

The Vice-Chair/ Secretary of the Faculty shall asswne the duties and responsibilities
of the Chair in his/her absence. He / she shall compile and distribute the agendas
and minutes of all regular and special meetings of the College Faculty. The
Vice-Chair/ Secretary shall be a tenured member of the Faculty.
Section 3.

Term of Office

The term of office for the elected officers of the College Faculty shall be two
years, beginning June 1. No elected officer shall succeed himself/ herself.
Section 4.

Election

The Nominating Committee shall nominate at least two candidates for each elect ed
office and shall publish the slate at least 10 days prior to the election meeting.
The College Faculty shall elect the Chair of the Faculty and the Vice Chair/
Secretary during the month of March. The election of these officers shall be from
the list of nominees and from any additional nominations made from the floor of
the faculty meetings. All nominations require prior consent.
Section S.

Recall

Any officer of the College Faculty may be recalled at a regular or special
meeting by a two - thirds vote of the faculty present and voting.
Section 6.

Unexpired Term of Office

Should a vacancy occur in either of these offices, the position shall be filled
for the unexpired term by faculty election. The Nominating Committee shall
prepar e nomination s for a special meeting of the College Faculty.
ARTICLE IV
MEETINGS OF THE COLLEGE FACULTY
Section 1.

Regular Meetings

Regular meetings shall be conducted at least monthly during the academic year .
Section 2.

Special Me etings

Special meetings of the College Faculty may be held at any time during the
academic year.

'· • .l
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Section 3.

Calling of Meetings

The authority to convene faculty meetings resides in the Steering Committee,
which sets the agenda for regular meetings. The Chair of the Faculty or the
Dean of the Faculty may call special faculty meetings.
Section 4.

Quorum

The quorum for any regular or special meeting of the College Faculty shall consist
of a simple majority of the voting members of the Faculty on campus that term.
The Dean of the Faculty shall supply this number for announcement to the College
Faculty at the first meeting of each term.
Section 5.

Rules of Order

Robert's Rules of Order, when not in conflict with these Rules, shall be used as
authority for the conduct of meetings of the College Faculty. The Faculty shall
be served by a parliamentarian, who is appointed by the Steering Committee from
among the members of the Faculty. The records of the Faculty's deliberations
and minutes of its meetings shall be open for inspection.
ARTICLE V
COMMITTEES OF THE COLLEGE
Section 1.

Committee Structure

The College Faculty has delegated certain of its responsibilities to standing
committees. These committees act on behalf of and report to the Faculty. All
standing committee actions are subject to review by the Faculty, and substantial
changes (as determined by the Steering Committee) must be enacted by the Faculty.
Special committees of the Faculty of the College may be created by the Chair of
the Faculty, by the Dean of the Faculty, or by the Dean of the College, in
consultation with the Steering Committee, or by action of the Faculty.
Section 2.

Elections

Faculty members shall be elected to standing committees of the College during
the month of April. The Nominating Committee prepares nominations (and shall
publish the slate at least 10 days prior to the election meeting), but additional '
nominations may be tendered from the floor. All nominations require prior
consent.
Section 3.

Vacancies

Should a faculty vacancy occur, the electoral unit represented by the retiring
member shall fill the vacancy at its next meeting. Should a student vacancy occur,
the President of the Student Association shall appoint a student to fill the
vacancy until the next Student Association election. A majority of any committee
may require a member to resign in the event of gross neglect of duties. A majority
of the electoral unit represented by a faculty or student member may recall the
representative at any time.
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Procedures

Each faculty member shall be elected for a two-year term of office and each
student member for a one-year term of office. Terms shall be staggered.
Standing committees shall elect a chair and recording secretary at their first
meeting. The chair of the committee shall be a faculty member. All standing
committees shall nonnally meet at least once each month during the academic
year. They may establish such subcommittees as are deemed proper for the
conduct of business. (The recording secretary shall keep minutes of each
meeting and distribute copies to the members of the Steering Committee.)
Section 5.

Authority

Each standing committee shall report to the Steering Committee all important
decisions and deliberations, and the Chair of the Faculty shall submit an annual
report to the Faculty. The Steering Committee which establishes the agendas for
faculty meetings, shall interpret the authority of the standing committees as
set forth in these Rules.
Section 6.
A.

The Steering Committee

Responsiblities
The Steering Committee convenes and sets the agenda for regular faculty
meetings; refers business to committees; monitors committee actions and
refers reports and recommendations to the Faculty; receives and responds
to concerns of faculty and students and refers these to the attention of
the appropriate committee or officer of administration; stays any committee
action for review by the Faculty and/or the Student Senate; regularly issues
to faculty and students a report of committee activity; interprets these
Rules, reviews them annually, and proposes to the Faculty any changes; acts
on behalf of the Faculty when a quorum cannot be assembled.

B.

Membership (5-2-2)
The following are voting members: The Dean of the Faculty; the Dean of the
College; the Chair of the Faculty; the Vice-Chair/ Secretary of the Faculty;
three faculty members, elected by the Faculty from nominations so structured
that, including the Vice-Chair, all four divisions are represented; the
President of the Student Association; the Vice President of the Student
Association.

Section 7.
A.

The Curriculum Committee

Responsibilities
The Curriculum Committee recommends to the Faculty changes in degrees, in
degree requirements, in educational policies, and in the list of approved
majors and minors. The Committee advises departments concerning new courses,
independent studies proposals, and changes in existing major and minor
requirements; advises the Dean of the Faculty concerning course offerings,
schedules and calendar, as well as priorities in retrenchment or expansion
of faculty; advises the Dean of the College concerning academic advising;
and advises departments concerning catalog copy concerning the curriculum.
The committee approves courses to fulfill all-college requirements.
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Membership (4-2 - 3)
The following are voting members: the four Division Heads; the Dean of the
Faculty; the Dean of the College (or designate); three students elected at
large. The Registrar serves as a non-voting member.

Section 8.
A.

The Committee on Standards

Responsibilities
The Committee on Standards represents the College community in proposing and
enforcing academic and social standards; reviews cases of inadequate academic
performance and recommends probation or dismissal; acts as an Appeal Board
for alleged violation of College regulations as referred by the Dean of the
College and recommends probation, dismissal, or other action; recommends
policies concerning honors designations.

B.

Membership (4-2-3)
The voting members are: the Dean of the College, the Registrar, four
faculty members, one from each Division elected by the faculty; the President
of the Student Association; three students elected at large by the Student
Association.

Section 9.
A.

Admissions Committee

Responsibilities
The Admissions Committee represents the Faculty in detennining admissions
standards; establishing general admissions policies and procedures; assisting
in student recruitment activities; and advising and assisting in the
interviewing of students for scholarships.

B.

Membership (4-2 - 4)
The following are voting members: the Dean of the College (or designate);
the Director of Admissions; four faculty members, one from each Division
elected at large; four students, elected at large by the Student Association.

Section 10.
A.

The Committee on Financial Aid

Responsibilities
The Committee on Financial Aid shall establish general policies concerning
scholarships, loans, and employment opportunities offered as financial aid
by the College; recommend scholarship allocations; and assist in the
stewardship of financial aid programs.

'

.
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B.

Membership (4 - 4-4)
The following are voting members: the Dean of the College (or designate);
the Director of Student Aid; the Director of Admissions; the Director of
Athletics; four faculty members elected at large; four students elected
at large by the Rollins Student Association.

Section 11.
A.

The Intercollegiate Athletics Committee

Responsibilities
The Intercollegiate Athletics Committee represents the Faculty in establishing policy for the intercollegiate athletics programs at Rollins, including
recruitment, scheduling, budgeting, and facilities usage.

B.

Membership (3-3-3)
The following are voting members: The Dean of the College (or designate);
the Director of Athletics; the Director of Student Aid; three faculty members
elected at large; and three students elected at large by the Rollins Student
Association.

Section 12.
A.

The Committee on Faculty Compensation and Professional Development

Responsibilities
The Committee on Faculty Compensation and Professional Development represents
the Faculty in proposing and reviewing all policies, procedures, and criteria
related to faculty evaluation, appointment, reappointment, tenure, and
promotion; promulgating and sustaining professional ethics; establishing
policy regarding leave, research and professional development programs;
recommending compensation and faculty load policies.

B.

Membership (4-1-2)
The voting members are: the Dean of the Faculty and four faculty members
elected at large, and two students elected at large by the Rollins Student
Association.

Section 13.

The Nominating Committee

A. Responsibilities
The Nominating Committee represents the Faculty in preparing nominations for
elected Faculty positions on standing committees; preparing nominations for
the Chair of the Faculty and the Vice-Chair/Secretary of the Faculty; and
prepares nominations for the College Faculty positions on the Council on
Administration and Budgets and the Council on Academic Policies and Standards.
B.

Membership (4-1-1)
The voting members are: the Dean of the Faculty; the President of the Student
Association (or designate); and four Faculty members elected at large.
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Section 14.
A.

The Campus Life Committee

Responsibilities
The Campus Life Committee represents the College community in establishing
and reviewing goals and policies regarding student life and co-curricul ar
activities, including intramurals; establishes general policies regarding
campus housing and conducts a regular review of organizations which are
housing units; works to establish an optimal learning environment for students.

B.

Membership (4-1-4)
The following are voting members: the Dean of the College (or designate);
four Faculty members elect ed at large; the Vice President / Program Director
of the Student Center; and three students elected at large by the Student
Association.

Section 15.
A.

The Special Programs Committee

Responsibilities
The Special Programs Committee represents the College community in
developing special programs that enhance the curriculum and reflect our
institutional mission; approving off-campus programs, including overseas
programs and winter term off-campus group studies; assisting and arranging
faculty and student exchange programs; providing scholarships and fellowships;
formulating policies for all such special programs.

B.

Membership (4-1-3)
The following are voting members of the committee: the Assistant Dean of
the Faculty for Special Programs; four faculty members, one from each
Division, elected at large; three student members, elected at large by the
Rollins Student Association.

Section 16.
A.

Honors Degree Program Supervisory Board

Responsibilities
The Honors Degree Supervisory Board represents the Faculty in setting
admissions requirements, graduation requirements, and curriculum for the
Honors Degree Program; admits all Honors Degree candidates; approves all
individual student projects required for the Honors Bachelor of Arts Degree;
reviews the academic status of Honors Degree candidates, having the right to
impose academic warnings and dismissals from the Honors Degree Program.

B.

Membership (3 - 3-3)
The following are voting members: The Dean of the Faculty; the Director of
Admissions; the Registrar; the Director of the Honors Degree Program (a
Faculty member); two Faculty members appointed by the Director of the Honors
Degree Program, one of whom should also serve on the Curriculum Committee;
and three student representatives elected annually by and from the Honors
Degree candidate s.
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Section 17.

Other Standing Committees

A.

The following standing committees operate with responsibilities appropriate
to their titles: the Health Sciences Advisory Committee; the Pre-Law
Advisory Committee; the Recreation Committee; and the Lectures and Honors
Committee. The members of these committees are appointed annually by the
Dean of the Faculty in consultation with the Nominating Committee. An
exception is the Recreation Committee whose members are appointed annually
by the Dean of the College in consultation with the Nominating Committee.

B.

Department Heads, whose responsibilities are defined in Faculty-approved
policy in the Faculty Handbook, in effect constitute a standing committee.
ARTICLE VI
FACULTY EVALUATION

Section 1.

'
Faculty
Evaluation Committees

A. Duties, Powers, and Responsibilities

B.

(1)

Every member of the faculty shall be subject to review by an evaluation
committee, which shall be responsible for assisting in the professional
development of each member of the faculty. The committee shall meet at
least annually for the evaluation of non-tenured faculty. Tenured
faculty shall be subject to a periodic evaluation as described in
Section 5. Additional evaluation of faculty members may be requested
by the Provost, by the Dean of the Faculty, by majority of the committee
members, or by the faculty member to be evaluated.

(2)

Each Faculty Evaluation Committee shall make recommendations according
to procedures outlined in Section 4 on matters relating to faculty
reappointment, promotion, tenure and merit salary increases. Recommendations for improving professional effectiveness shall be made
directly to the faculty member evaluated.

Membership
(1)

The membership shall consist of:
a.

all faculty members of the appropriate department with the
exception of any Visiting faculty or administrators; and

b.

one faculty member from outside the division and one from within
the division but not the department, who shall be appointed by
the Provost upon recommendation of the Dean of the Faculty from two
lists of at least three nominees each prepared by the department.

c.

In the event that the sum of the members from a. and b. above
minus the person being evaluated is less than 4, additional members
will be appointed by the Dean of the Faculty in priority order from
a list prepared by the department. Such additional members shall
not bring the total to more than four.
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(2)

The appropriate department head shall serve as chairperson of the
committee. When the chairperson is the person being evaluated, an
interim chairperson shall be elected by the committee from the
other members of the department on the committee.

(3)

No faculty member shall serve on more than one evaluation committee
outside his or her department.

(4)

Committee membership may be modified for faculty members who hold
joint appointments or who have specially designated non-teaching
responsibilities. Such modification requires approval of the
appropriate department head(s) and the Dean of the Faculty.

Section 2.
A.

B.

Authority

Faculty Appointments
(1)

All tenure-track faculty appointments shall be made as the result of
national searches. Although the department to which the candidate will
be appointed will usually conduct such searches, a special search
committee may be established when appropriate. The composition of all
search committees and the search procedures with respect to affirmative
action shall be decided by the department or the special search committee
subject to the approval of the Dean of the Faculty and the Affirmative
Action officer. Each search committee shall have one faculty member
from outside the department who will be appointed by the Affirmative
Action officer in consultation with the Dean of the Faculty and the
department.

(2)

The appropriate department head (or the chairperson of the search committee, if different) is directly responsible for the conduct of a
search, for polling the department membership, and for submitting
faculty appointment recommendations to the Dean of the Faculty. Such
recommendations shall include rank and credit for prior experience.
No one may be appointed to a tenure-track faculty position unless a
majority of the members of the appointee's department approves.

Terms of Appointment
Faculty appointments may be made to tenure-track or visiting positions.
However, no appointment may last beyond seven successive years without
granting tenure. In exceptional circumstances, and with the unanimous
approval of the department and the approval of the Dean of the Faculty
and of the Steering Committee, appointment to the Faculty may be made
with tenure. Such appointment must be confirmed by the Board of Trustees.

C.

Faculty Reappointments and Tenure
(1)

Initial appointments of tenure-track faculty shall be for a two-year
period. Thereafter, a one-year contract or tenure may be awarded,
according to the conditions set forth below and in the College Bylaws.

•..

·
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D.

E.

(2)

Reappointments shall be made by the Provost. They will not be made
without the approval of a majority of the evaluation committee.

(3)

The probationary period for tenure for faculty members shall not be
less than four years nor more than seven years, unless the candidate
has had at least four years full-time teaching at other senior college
level institutions. In the latter case, the probationary period shall
be not less than three years nor more than four years, even if the
total full-time service in the profession thereby exceeds seven years.
Scholarly leave of absence for one year or less will count as part of
the probationary period as if it were prior service at another institution,
unless the individual and the institution agree in writing to an exception
to this provision at the time the leave is granted,

(4)

Tenure may not be awarded or denied until the candidate has completed
the minimum probationary period . The faculty member shall only be
considered for tenure upon his/her request and upon submission of
documentation supporting his/her request to the department head.
Appointment to tenure shall be made by the Board of Trustees; such
appointment will not be made without the approval of the majority of
the evaluation committee.

Faculty Promotions and Salary Determinations
(1)

The evaluation committee, the Provost, and the Dean of the Faculty shall
make recommendations concerning promotions to the President. Promotions
in faculty rank up to and including associate professor shall be made by
the President of the College; promotion to the rank of professor shall
be made by the Board of Trustees and upon the recommendation of the
President. Promotions will not be granted without the approval of the
majority of the evaluation committee .

(2)

General salary guidelines are proposed by the Committee on Faculty
Compensation and Professional Development . Merit increases for
individual faculty are recommended in accordance with the policies
prepared by this Committee and endorsed by the College faculty.

Retirement
Normal retirement age is defined as the last day of the academic year in
which age 65 is attained. Mandatory retirement is effective the last day
of the academic year in which age 70 is attained. A faculty member may be
retained beyond this age, on annual appointment at the discretion of the
President after consultation with the Provost and with the approval of a
majority of members of the appropriate department. Exceptions to these
requirements may be granted by the Board of Trustees upon recommendation by
the President and with prior approval of the Provost and a majority of the
appropriate department.
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Section 3,
A.

Criteria for Evaluation

General Criteria
The criteria for faculty reappointment, promotion, tenure, and merit
salary increases shall be the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Teaching effectiveness
Advising
Professional adjustment
Professional Advancement; and Research, Writing, Publication,
and Performance
Committee work
Professional society activity
Honors
Community service and public relations
Other faculty activity

These criteria shall be defined and assessed according to the Statement
on Faculty Evaluation Policy and Procedures. Teaching effectiveness
shall take precedence over all other criteria.
B.

Specific Criteria for Promotion
It is the expressed intent of College policy that no promotion, except as
provided below for instructors who receive the terminal degree, is to be
regarded as automatic, but that it must be earned by merit demonstrated
by all applicable activities. Promotions in rank shall be made in accord
with the criteria described below.
(1)

Promotion to Assistant Professor
For persons employed at the initial rank of instructor pending
attainment of the terminal degree promotion to the rank of assistant
professor will be automatic upon their receiving the terminal degree
provided they meet all other criteria for reappointment.
Instructors who have not received the doctorate or the terminal degree
in the appropriate field may be promoted to assistant professor only if
the evaluation committee and the Dean of the Faculty conclude that all
criteria for reappointment have been met and that the individual's
continued employment is justified by exceptional conditions, such as
the following:

(2)

(a)

The individual's contribution to the College has been outstanding,

(b)

If applicable, progress on the terminal degree is significant
enough so that this degree will be awarded within a year.

Promotion to Associate Professor
Persons holding the rank of assistant professor may apply for promotion
to the rank of associate professor after a minimum of four (4) years
full-time teaching in a senior institution at the assistant professor
level, of which at least two (2) year s have been at this institution.

-12If the evaluation committee believes that the individual's contribution
to the College, professional growth, and potential warrant the promotion,
then upon its recommendation to the President the promotion may be
granted. Only in exceptional cases will promotion to the rank of
associate professor be considered for individuals not holding the terminal
degree in the appropriate field or not having completed the minimum
number of years. These exceptional cases will be determined by each
department of the College or other school faculty in consultation with
the Dean.
(3)

Promotion to Professor
Faculty members with the terminal degree in the appropriate field holding
the rank of associate professor may apply for promotion to professor
after a minimum of five (5) years full-time experience in a senior
institution at the rank of associate professor, of which at least three
(3) years have been at this institution. The Board of Trustees, upon
recommendation by the President, may waive these minimum durations, but
only in exceptional circumstances.
·
For promotion to the rank of professor, the individual must receive the
recommendation of the evaluation committee to the President, and the
President's recommendation to the Board of Trustees. The criteria for
such promotions shall be the same as those for reappointment and tenure,
with the additional stipulation that the candidate has earned the
distinction of the rank of professor by means of scholarly publication
or comparable professional achievement, as defined by each department's
criteria as approved by the Council on Academic Policies and Standards.

Section 4.

Procedures

A.

The Dean of the Faculty shall notify department heads of all eligible candidates and deadlines for reappointment, promotion, and tenure, and shall
supply the committees with any pertinent information regarding candidates.
The department head shall collect information as set forth in the Statement
of Faculty Evaluation Policy and Procedures.

B.

(1)

Evaluation committees shall prepare a report and recommendations which
must be submitted to the Dean of the Faculty by February 1 on first
reappointment, by October 15 on second reappointment, and by April 1
of the preceding year on third and subsequent reappointment. At this
time, all recommendations concerning decisions of reappointment,
promotion, and the granting of tenure must be submitted to the Dean of
the Faculty.

(2)

The Dean of the Faculty must review the evaluation and if he/she concurs
forward said recommendation to the Provost by February 15 on first
reappointment, by November 15 on second reappointment, and by May 1 of
the preceding year on third and subsequent reappointments. Recommendations for promotion to any rank other than Professor shall come under
the May 1 deadline. The Dean of the Faculty shall forward by May 1
recommendations for tenure or promotion to Professor to the Council on

-13Academic Policies and Standards as outlined in paragraph E below. If
the Dean of the Faculty dissents from the recommendation of the
Evaluation Committee, he/ she must indicate said dissent in writing and
must meet with the Evaluation Committee to discuss said dissent within
7 days for a first reappointment and 14 days for second and subs equent
reappointments.
C.

The Provost shall submit the recommendations of the School together with
his / her recommendations to the President of the College in time for the
President to reply by the deadlines set forth in paragraph D. If the
Provost dissents from the recommendations of the School, he / she must
indicate said dissent in writing and must meet with the Evaluation
Committee to discuss said dissent within 7 days for first reappointments
and 14 days for the second and subsequent reappointments.

D.

The President shall notify each candidate of reappointment or nonreappointment during the probationary period. Regardless of the stated
term or other provisions of any appointments, written notice that a
probationary appointment is not to be renewed will be given to a faculty
member in advance of the appointment expiration, as follows:
(1)

Not later than March 1 of the first academic year of service if
the appointment expires at the end of the year; or, if a one-year
appointment terminates during an academic year, at least three
months in advance of its termination;

(2)

Not later than December 15 of the second academic year of service
if the appointment expires at the end of that year; or, if an
initial two-year appointment terminates during an academic year, at
least six months in advance of its termination;

(3)

At least twelve months before the expiration of an appointment
after two or more years of service at the institution.

Notice of non-appointment to tenure shall be in writing by September 1
of the final probationary year. In all cases failure to notify a
candidate by these dates shall constitute automatic reappointment for
one year.
The institution will normally notify faculty members in writing of the
terms and conditions of their renewals by March 15, but in no case will
such information be given later than April 15.
E.

Recommendations for tenure and promotion to Professor shall be submitted
by the Dean to the Council on Academic Policies and Standards by May 1
of the calendar year prior to appropriate action.
The C.A.P.S. shall send its report to the Provost by May 22. Notification of the Council's recommendations shall be made to each candidate
at that time.
The Provost shall submit these recommendations together with his/her
recommendations to the President of the College by June 15.
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F.

Candidates may appeal final recommendations of the Evaluation
Committee or the President according to procedures stated in Article
VIII, Section 4 of the Rollins College Faculty Bylaws.

G.

When a faculty member is eligible for retirement, he / she shall be
notified by September 1 of the previous year whether he/ she is to be
retired or receive annual appointment by the President upon recommendation by the Dean of the Faculty and the Provost.

Section 5.

Evaluation of Tenured Faculty

Faculty Evaluation Committees are charged with the responsibilities of
encouraging improved teaching and continued professional growth for all
members of the faculty. Tenured faculty shall be evaluated every four
years.
The primary purpose of continued assessment shall be to encourage tenured
members of the faculty to reappraise their performances in search of
greater effectiveness and to assist them in the identification and
correction of any deficiencies. Should the committee detect deficiencies
which are particularly significant or find that a tenured faculty member
is in extraordinary need of assistance, it may initiate the evaluation
proceedings at any time.
ARTICLE VII
AMENDMENT PROCEDURE
These Bylaws, or any provision thereof, may be abrogated or amended at any
meeting of the Faculty by a two-thirds vote of the Faculty present and
voting, provided that a notice one week prior to the meeting shall contain
a copy of the proposed amendment or amendments. The amendment ultimately
made, if any, need not be in the exact form in which it was sent to each
Faculty member, but must deal with the same subject matter.

Responsibilities of the Provost

The Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs is the First Vice President and
the chief academic officer of the College and reports to the President. The Provost
is responsible for overall academic policies and standards, the review of all academic
programs and academic support services, coordination arrong these programs and services,
the overall academic budget, the allocation of academic facilities, institutional
research and studies, general faculty governance, professional developrrent, the- fostering of research, liaison with national and other outside academic organizations, and
the protection of academic freedan and professional ethics and serves as affirrra.tive
action officer for faculty ma.tters. The Provost has final responsibility for faculty
appoinbrents and for recorrrnendations to the President and Board of Trustees on granting
tenure and prorrotion to Professor. The Provost sits on the Council on Administration
and Budgets and on the Council on Academic Policies and Standards. All Deans except
the Dean of the Chapel, as well as the Directors of Libraries, Computer Services,
Patrick Air Force Base Branch and Sponsored Projects report to and are evaluated by the
Provost. The Vice President for Academic Affairs is Acting President in the absence
of the President, provides academic liaison with the Vice Presidents for Finance and
Developrrent and with the Board of Trustees.
I.

General Academic Policy and Standards

III.

Accreditation (SACS)
Review of degree programs
Academic liaison with Trustees
Consortia
Liaison with national organizations
II.

Faculty appoinbrents
Faculty prorrotion, tenure
Faculty Compensation policy
Academic Freedom/Professional Ethic
Faculty Personnel Records
Grant applications
Faculty Research
Professional Leave/Sabbatical Polic
Institutional nominations of f acul t :
Faculty Honors and Awards
Faculty Orientation
Faculty Handbook (general sections)
Faculty Emeriti policy
Rollins F~~ty Governance

Academic Administration and
Support Services
Deans
PAFB Branch
Libraries and Archives
Computer Services
Sponsored Projects
Academic Budgets
Administrative Evaluation
Academic Facilities
Institutional Research and Reports
Affirnative Action Policy

Faculty (general)

IV.

Governance Roles
Acting President
Council on Administration and Budgei
Council on Academic Policies and
Standards

Resp:msibili ties of the Dean of the Faculty

The Dean of the Faculty reports to the Provost and is resp::,nsible for faculty and
curricular matters in the College, including (subject to faculty approval) undergraduate
continuing education. The Heads of departrrents are appointed by and report to the Dean
of the Faculty. With appropriate faculty consultation the Dean schedules courses and
faculty workload; develops, approves, rronitors, and reviews curriculum, instruction, and
calendar; evaluates workload and program needs; develops recorrmendations for faculty
appoinbrents, 'tenure, prorrotion, and compensation; rronitors deparbrental budgets; prorrotes
faculty development, including the administration of faculty travel and leaves; and
supervises publications subject to final approval by the Provost. The Dean of the Faculty
has responsibility for health sciences, pre-law and other pre-professional programs, 3-2
programs, faculty recomrendations for graduate study and applications for external
fellowships.
I.

College Faculty

Curriculum (continued)

Facu)..ty Searches and Appointrrents
Faculty Evaluation
Prorrotion and Tenure Recomrendations
Compensation Recorrmendations
Adjunct and Visiting Faculty Contracts
Teaching Fellows
Student Evaluation of Faculty/Courses
Professional Developrrent
Faculty Travel
Sabbaticals/Leaves
Faculty I.Dad/Released Tirre
Faculty Handbook (College)
Faculty Seminars
Faculty Exchanges

Independent Studies
Departrrental Curricular Review
Grading System and Student Appeals
Final Examination Policy
Special Lectures
Special Programs**
Overseas Programs
Off--carrpus Group Studies
GLCA PrO:Jrams
Internships
Student Exchange Programs
External Scholarships
Foreign 'student Credentials
III.

II.

Curriculum
Degree Requirerrents
Ma.jor and Minor Requirerrents
Approval of New Programs and Courses
Interdisciplinary Courses
Experirrental Courses
Winter Tenn
Area Studies Majors
Honors Degree PrO:Jrarns
Honors in the Major Field
Academic Calendar
Course Schedules
Health Sciences Advisory Corrmittee
Pre-law Advisory Corrmittee
3-2 PrO:Jram.s

Academic ~.drninistration
Academic Deparrnents
Appointrrent & Evaluation of Dept. Heads
Departrrent Heads .Meetings
Departrrent Budgets
Continuing Education*
Creative Arts
College catalog
Academic Support Staff

IV.

Governance Roles (College Comnittees) *
Steering
Curriculum
Faculty Developrrent
Nominating
Lectures & Honors
Honors Degree

&

Compensation

*Pending.'.FaclJ].ty, App:i:-ova;1 r.' )'/,I i _
**Assigned : to .:Assd:stant_;Dean -of,1 the i:Faculity~7fior/ Specia~ : : Pi:ograrns<J~Kate (Reich} •, i <:r ,j
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Responsibi lity for Continuing Fil.ucation and Undergraduate Offerings
in Business, Fil.ucation and Criminal Justice

I have fran time to tirre in the past year reported to the faculty on planning for
continuing education. In January and February 1981, b.D groups of consultants visited
the campus and reported on our continuing education activities. The results of the se
visits wer e discussed with an advisory cornni ttee and reported to the faculty. On
May 12, 1981, I forwarded a progress report on continuing education to all faculty
and officers of administration.
That rrerrorandum outlined a set of objectives which reflected goals of the Planning
Corrmittee Report for Continuing Fil.ucation. These goals included: faculty control of
standards and curriculum, increased use of regular faculty for instruction, increase
in noncredit work, revision of programs to inprove sequencing of courses, reconsideration of degrees and programs, and detailed market infonnation for program planning.
Further di scussion since May has convinced rre that these goals can be reached rrore
ef fectively than by the somewhat cumbersome temporary arrangerrents set forth in May .
I propose that the Dean of the Faculty take responsibility for all undergraduate
instruction other than at the Patrick Branch. This ¼Duld rrean that the Director of
Continuing Fil.ucation '¼Duld report to the Dean who ¼Duld also assume responsibility
for all undergraduate level offerings in business, education and hl.l11BI1 developrrent,
and cr iminal justice. This was not a solution that could easily have been envisioned
last spring when Dan DeNicola was performing rrost of the job of Dean of the College as
well as Dean of the Faculty . New that the transition has been made and we have begun
to look at the process of. superintending the undergraduate schedules it becomes clear
that ther e are rrany advantages to such an arrangerrent. In this arrangerrent, the person
and faculty rrost concerned with the instruction given to undergraduates would have
direct responsibility for the staffing and curriculum that generates that instruction.
The faculty would have maximum control of pre- professional instruction given to undergraduates, enabling the faculty to insure that such ¼Ork is appropri ately limited in
extent and infused with the spirit of the liberal arts.
Clearly with the College and Continuing Fil.ucation under a single
bilities for flexible assignrrents for faculty and for increasing
are rraximized. And given the stringency with r egard to staff on
potential for efficiencies in the use of administrative staff in
tration and financial aid could also be significant.

direction, the possithe options f or students
this campus, the
such areas as regis-

rrore or less free-standing programs historically connected with the School of
Continuing Fil.ucation, the School of Creative Arts and the Master of Science in Criminal
Justice, also require new administrative relationships. The activities of the School
of Creative Arts are wholly within the subject areas of Arts and Sciences. Henceforth,
it will report to Dean DeNicola who should proceed to examine its programs as r ecomrended
in the Planning Corrmittee Report.
Two

As also suggested in the Planning Corrmittee Rep::,rt, the MSCJ, being a graduate
program, belongs in the School of Education and Ht.nn:U1 Developrrent where it can be
seen in relation to other forms of education for the helping professions. I have
accelerated the tirretable for rroving this program because of the unexpectedly steep
decline in its enrollment. Its decline, with the decline of LEEP funds, had been
anticipated, but this year's enrollment is half of what we thought of as a pessimistic
projection. Therefore, I have assigned the Director of the MSCJ program to report to
the Dean of the School of Education and Human Developrrent whom I have asked to consult
with appropriate faculty and criminal justice professionals on possible future directions for,the program.
The report of the College Board on Continuing Education will be in our hands no later
than September 25, to aid us in our deliberations and planning. While I do not have
details of the surveys yet, I know that the College Board is rerrarkably bullish on our
prospects for meeting a wide variety of cormrunity needs with high quality programs.
I believe that under the arrangerrents I have prop::,sed, the faculty will be in a position
to realize the great opportunities in continuing education that our history and role
in the region present.

r

Respons ibilities o f the Dean of the College

The Dean of the College ref()rtS to the Provost anJ is responsible for the personal and
academic developrrent of students at Rollins. The Dean is resp:msible for admissions,
student aid, CX>unseling, career planning and placerrent, health services, residential life ,
athletics, canpus safety, traffic control, veterans affairs, minority affairs, and student
orientation. Working with the appropriate faculty corrmittees, the Dean is responsible for
rronitoring standing arrl academic progress of undergraduate students and also provides
support for student governrrent, clubs and organizations. The Dean of the College is
responsible for Convocation, Corrnencerrent, and student honors and recognitions.

~-

I.

Support Services
Recruibnent and Admissions
Orientation for Students
Financial Aid
Study Counseling
Career Planning and Placerrent
Institutional Testing
Personal Counseling
Health Services
Residential Life
Commuting Student Services
carrpus Safety
Traffic Control
Veterans Affairs
Minority Affairs
Convocation
Comnencerrent

(

II.

Undergraduate Standing and Progress
Academic Advising
Probation and Dismissal
Readmission/Leaves of Absence
Registration and Records*
Discipline
Transfer Policies
Attrition/Retention Studies
Honors at Graduation
Cormrunication with Parents
Stu::ient Information and Reports
Academic Honesty
Dean's and President's Lists

III.

Student Activities
Student C'-0verrurent
Class Organizations
Fraternities/Sororities
Independent Houses
Student Clubs and Organizations
Cormrunity Service
Athletics and Recreation
Student Center
Publications
Awards

IV.

Governance Roles*
College Committees:
Steering
Curriculum
Admissions
Standards
Student Publications
Freshrran Year/Orientation
Financial Aid
Athletics
Residential Life (Housing)

*Pending faculty approval

Responsibilities of the Dean of the Crurrrrer School

, ✓·
#

The Dean of the Crurrrrer School reports to the Provost and is responsible for faculty,
student, and curriculum matters in the Crurrmer Graduate School of Business. furking
with his faculty, the Dean schedules courses and faculty vX:>rkloads; develops, approves ,
nonitors, and reviews curriculum, instruction, and calendar; evaluates workload and
program needs; develops recamendations on faculty appointments, tenure, pronotion,
and carrpensation; 'develops and manages the School budget; pronotes faculty developrrent
including t;he administration of faculty travel and leaves; and supervises publicat ions
subject to final approval by the Provost. The Dean, in concert with the Dean of the
College, has responsibility for serving the needs of students in the Crurrrrer School;
in concert with the Vice President for Developrrent has responsibility for relations
with Crurrrrer alumni and fund-raising for the CrurmEr School. In concert with the
Provost, the Dean maintains appropriate liaison with professional accrediting agencies.
I.

II.

Faculty

Academic Administration (continued)

Faculty Searches and Appointrrents
Faculty Evaluation
Pronotion & Tenure Recomrendations
Adjunct Contracts
Student Evaluation of Faculty/Courses
Professional Developrrent Travel & I.eaves
Faculty I.Dad/Released Tine
Faculty Harrlbook
Faculty Seminars
Compensation Recormendations

Internship Program
Placerrent
Orientation for Students

Curriculum
Degree Requirerrents
Approval of New Programs/Courses
Academic calendar
Course Schedules
Independent Studies
Grading System & Appeals
Final Exam Policy

GMAT Exam

IV.

V.

Academic Administration
Academic Support Staff
Non-credit Offerings
School catalog & Brochures
Recruibrent & Admissions
Financial Aid

Student Standing
Academic Advising
Probation and Dismissal
Registration and Records
Discipline
Dean's List

VI.
III.

Student Jl..ctivi ties
MBA Association
MBAA Newsletter
Awards

Academic Stanaards
MCSB Accreditation
Liaison with Professional Societies
Liaison with Overseers

Responsibilities of the Dean
of the
School of F.ducation and Hurran Developrrent

The Dean of the School of F.ducation and Human Developrrent r eports to the Provost and i s
r esponsible for faculty, student, and curriculum matters in the School of F.ducation and
Hurren Developrrent. W:>rking with the faculty , the Dean s chedules courses and f aculty
v.0rkloads; develops, approves, rronitors, and r eviews curriculum, instruction, and calendar; evaluates v.0rkload and program needs; develops recormendations on faculty
appointments, tenure, prorrotion, and compensation; develops and manages the School
budget; prarrotes faculty developrrent including the administration of faculty travel and
leaves; and supervises publications subject to final approval by the Provost. The Dean,
in concert with the Dean of the College, has responsibility for serving the needs of
students in the School of F.ducation and Human Developrrent; in concert with the Vice
President for Developrrent has responsibility for relations with the School of F.ducation
and Hurran Developrrent alurmi and fund-raising for the School. I n concert with the
Provost, the Dean maintains appropriate liaison with professional accrediting agencies. _
I.

II.

Faculty

Academic Administration (continued)

Faculty Searches and Appoinbrents
Faculty Evaluation
Prorrotion & Tenure Recormendations
Adjunct Contracts
Student Evaluation of Faculty/Courses
Professional Developrrent Travel & leaves
Faculty Load/Released Time
Faculty Handl:x:XJk (School)
Faculty Seminars
Corrpensation Recorrmendations

Financial Aid
Student Teaching
Internship Program
Placerrent
Orientation for Students
r~T Exam

Cole Scholarship
IV.

Kappa Delta Pi
Phi Delta Kappa
Awards

CUrriculum
Degree Requirerrents
Approval of New Programs/Courses
Academic calendar
Course Schedules
Tutorials
Grading System & Appeals
Final Examination Policy
M.A. Counseling

V.

F.d.S
M.S.C.J.
MAT (Jointly with the College)
Academic Administration
Academic Support Staff
Non-credit Offerings
School catalog & Brochures
Recruitment & Admissions

Student Standing
Academic Advising
Probation and Dismissal
Registration and Records
Discipline
Dean's List
Graduation List
Teacher Certification
Administrator Certification
Counselor Certification

M.F.d

III.

Student Activities

VI.

Academic Standards
Accreditation (NCATE,

(ACES),

(UCEA)

Liaison with Professional Societies
Liaison with State Deparbrent of
F.ducation

Governance - Academic Organization

The Provost is the chief academic officer reporting to the President. The Deans of
the Faculty, the College, Crurmer, and Education and Human Develqxrent, as well as
the Directo~s of Libraries, Conputer Services, Patrick Air Force Base Branch and ·
Sponsored Projects report to the Provost. The Director of Continuing Education,
assuming faculty approval, will report to the Dean of the Faculty. The Registrar,
assuming faculty approva.1, -will report to the Dean of the College and assurce the
title of Assistant Dean of the College and :Registrar. A new table of organization
will be prepared as soon as the Faculty has acted.
The Rollins Faculty is nav .organized as a Faculty rather than as a Senate. It has
regular rreetings in October, Febnmry and May. There are provisions for special
meetings as well. The Faculty acts through two councils, a Council on .Administration and Budgets (CAB) consisting of the President, the Vice Presidents, four elected
rrerribers frcm the College, one elected ITEITilJer frcm each School and one elected rrariber
\ from the Library. Qne of the Faculty merribers is elected Chair-the senior posi9-an
in faculty governance. The CAB advises an administrative organization, services, and
budgets, and sets the agenda and convenes regular meetings of the Rollins Faculty.
· The second Cormcil is the Cormcil on Academic Policies and Standards (CAPS} consisting
of the Provost, four elected representatives fran the College, one elected representative frcm each School, and one elected representative fran the Library. CAPS advises
the Provost and the Rollins Faculty on general educational policies and has task forces
on library, corrputer services, and faculty research. Minus the Provost, CAPS serves
as the College Wide Evaluat:.ian Carmittee.
This is the general Rollins Faculty governance. In addition the governance provides
for dividing the Rollins Faculty .into ·four separate faculties: the College faculty,
the Crurrmer faculty, the Education and Human Developrent faculty, and the Library
·~ faculty. These faculties are directly responsible for the fnnctioning of each unit.
· They will _be governed by documents 'M'rich ~1jj)e _approved this fall by the Rollins
Faculty. The principal governance of the ~ w i l l be through the individual
schml faculties with the general ~vermmee dealing with broad policy and the overall
. budget.
~

DESCRIPTION OF THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Purpose, Philosophy, and Goals :
The School of Education and Human Development is a professional school
which exists within the total academic structure of Rollins College.

It is a

separate entity which is closely affiliated with all other programs of the
College, providing instruction and service built upon a strong foundation of
quality educational, learning, and research programs at both the graduate and
undergraduate levels.
The School of Education and Human Development is committed to providing
instruction to students enrolled in graduate and undergraduate programs as
well as service to a diverse population which includes the general community,
social service and governmental agencies, the educational community, including
both public and private schools, and the business community.

These services

are provided by various types of professional relationships and formats with
' the client groups of the School of Education and Human Development.

These include :

instruction, consultation, research, professional development, in - service pro grams, evaluation, and reporting.
The School of Education and Human Development operates on the assumption
that all programs and services provided by the School need to be dynamic in
nature and maintain high standards of academic excellence and professionalism.
Local and state ag encies, professional organizations, accreditating agencies,
students, and professionals in various fields as well as the personnel of ·the
School are all coll aborators in the mission and service of the School .

The

willingness of th ese groups to share profe ssional expertise and insights insures
that the programs and services of the School of Education and Human Development
will be flexible, effective and responsive to client need.
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Vital to the commitment of the School of Education and Human Development
to quality programs and services is the need for, focus on, and research in
quality practice.

Such research serves to enhance program innovation and

development, to discover new knowledge, to increase professional skills, and
to maximize the potential for the School of Education and Human Development to
meet its stated goals and objectives.
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Programs :
The School of Education and Human Development offers a variety of programs
and services.

These programs and services are based upon the skills of the

faculty and relate directly to the needs of the client population and the stated
goals and objectives of the School.
The instructional programs will educate leadership professionals in
selected areas of practice; will satisfy certification needs, both preservice
and in-service; will provide courses for personal development and enrichment;
and will focus on research and experimental design at both the graduate and
undergraduate levels.

These programs allow for a variety of teaching methods,

such as formal classroom presentations, workshops, institutes, and/or on-site
training.
Program evaluation will be a major focus of the School of Education and
Human Development.

This ongoing evaluation process will insure that the pro -

grams and services offered by the School will be utilized to develop curricula;
the scope and sequence of which will be consistent with the needs of clients ,
the mission of the School, and the standards established by the various, appropriate professional and accrediting associations .
The services to students offered by the School of Education and Human
Development will include professional placement, academic and vocational advise ment, and skill development .

-4Governance:
The School of Education and Human Development is a school which exists
within the total academic and administrative structure of Rollins College;
therefore, its governance structure reflects that of the larger institution.
The key decision-making body of the School is the Dean and faculty meeting as
a whole.

This group sets the policy and structure for the school.

It is the responsibility of the Dean to provide leadership and support to
all components of the School.

He/she coordinates programs and services within

the School and serves as liason with the academic, political, and professional
communities.

In addition, he/she is charged with the responsibility for per-

fonning the necessary administrative duties.
Administrative staff provides support for both faculty and administration
in achieving the overall goals and objectives of the School under the direct
supervision of the Dean.

They carry out assigned administrative duties and

help provide the services offered by the School.
Permanent and tenn faculty of the School are assigned, on the basis of
their professional expertise, to any one of the following instructional teams:
Administration and Supervision, Counseling, Teaching and Adult Learning, or
Center for Quality Practice.

Because of the unique needs of the programs and

the diverse skills of the faculty, they may also be assigned to work with students in recruitment, advisement, and evaluation.
Advisory councils will be established to assist the School and its program
development teams in insuring quality programming, to aid in funding, to _receive
community and government support, and to participate in the on - going assessment
of the School's programs and services.

The membership of these councils will

be composed of representatives from groups such as:

alumni, trustees, school

personnel, agencies, governmental departments, foundations, and faculty and
administrators from other schools and departments of Rollins College.
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The Center for Quality Practice serves as an administrative vehicle for
grants and contracts for the School.

It has service as its focus and will

utilize the skills of the School's permanent and term faculty as well as
members of the School s Advisory Councils or other outside agents.

The services

provided by the Center will have research as a significant outcome.

Application

1

of this research will help provide the foundation for program innovation within
the School and will help to create new approaches to problem solving and skill
development for institutions or individuals outside the School.

Client

populations will contract for the services of the School of Education and Human
Development through the Center for Quality Practice.

(
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Personnel:
The stated goals/objectives of the School of Education and Human Development suggest the need for faculty and staff who share an interest in, a
commitment to, and the ability to provide quality services and educational
experiences to a diverse client population.

Delivery of these services and

experiences requires the combined efforts of individuals possessing diverse
professional and technical skills.

Administrators, faculty, and research and

administrative staff work in supportive relationships which require individuals
who possess a high degree of personal and professional integrity, maturity, and
expertise.
Because of the diversity of the programs and services provided by the
School of Education and Human Development, teaching faculty may be appointed
on the following bases:

permanent full-time faculty, term full-time faculty,

long term part-time faculty, or single term part-time faculty.
Teaching faculty must focus their attention and efforts, both individually
and collectively on developing and implementing programs which are dynamic in
nature, and on providing services to client groups through a variety of formats.
In order to provide these programs and services, the staff members should possess
the ability to work harmoniously with each other and with other individuals
who contribute directly or indirectly to the accomplishment of the goals and
objectives of the School of Education and Human Development.

They must evidence

good human relations skills and possess a tolerance for a certain amount of
ambiguity inherent in programs and services so diverse in nature and scope.
The teaching faculty contributes to the program through the utilization of the
professional strengths of its various members which allows both the organization
and the individuals to define these capabilities and to utilize them for the
benefit of all concerned parties.

Faculty members might be engaged in a variety

- 7of activities, which could include instruction, advisement, research, consul tation, program development, and others.
Administrators and administrative and research staff are an integral and
significant part of the total staff of the School of Education and Human Development.

As such they share a responsibility for accomplishing the stated goals

and objectives of the School.

These staff members must possess the same personal

qualities required of the teaching faculty.

Their professional skills are

utilized to facilitate the work of the various services and functions within
the School of Education and Human Development.
The School of Education and Human Development also utilizes other skilled
individuals, such as graduate and research assistants, on a need basis.

The

selection of these individuals is consistent with the professional and personal
qualifications of the other staff members.

....

'lo

...
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Students:
The student population of the School of Education and Human Development
includes individuals whose personal and professional goals are consistent with
the stated purposes and mission of the School.

These students include those

who may be pursuing academic preparation for degree and/or certification purposes, as well as those individuals who are interested in acquiring new skills,
broadening their intellectual horizons, or enhancing their professional competencies and development.

These students are affiliated with the School in a

variety of settings, which include traditional classroom or field-based experiences, as well as workshops, inservice education, institutes, and other types
of instructional fonnats.
Selection of students for the various programs offered by the School of
Education and Human Development is made on the bases of the students' intellectual
abilities and personal attributes, a judgment as to their professional potential,
as well as their ability to successfully contribute to and leran from the
diverse programs or services of the School.

The initial admission and subsequent

retention of individual students or participants in the School's programs are
the concern of the total staff of the School of Education and Human Development.
Retention of students in all programs is determined on the bases of their
commitment, intellectual abilities, human relations skills, academic achievement,
growth in professional practice, and potential for contributing to their professional area of expertise as a result of their experiences and learning.
Students have the responsibility to be actively involved in their academic
and professional pursuits.

They should be expected to take part in program

development, to participate in the evaluation process, and to provide insights
into ongoing program innovations.
Approved: Faculty of School of Education and
Human Development
October 15, 1980
November 11, 1980

,, .
-

School ot Education and Human
Development 25 February 1981
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SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUM.Z\N DEVELOPMENT
Faculty By-Laws

ARTICLE I - NAME
The School of Education and Human Development shall be a professional school
which exists as a separate entity within the total academic structure of Rollins
College.
ARTICLE II - FACULTY
Section 1 - Responsibilities
A.

The faculty shall be responsible for providing instruction in the various

programs of the School.
B.

The faculty shall serve as members of committees established by the School.

C.

The faculty shall _promote and be engaged in research activities.

D.

The faculty shall be- engaged in professional service to the community

outside the School.
E.

The faculty shall be accountable to the tasks of their instructional teams

or clusters.
F.

The faculty shall be responsible for initiating and approving all new degrees

and/or degree programs with the confirmation of the Dean.
Section 2 - Appointment to the Faculty
Appointment to the faculty shall result from a collaborative process involving
the faculty of the School of Education and Human Development and the Dean of the
School of Education and Human Development.
A.

The . Cluster members shall be responsible for propo_s ing the need for, conducting

the sea r ch for, and submitting a pool of candidates for a faculty position.
B.

The faculty of the School of Education and Human Development shall review those

candidates and transmit to the Dean their recommendations for appointment.
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C.
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o f Educatio n and Hurr,an Deve lo1::-rr.ent.
D.

The De an forwards to the Provost for faculty appointment those cand idates

who have b ee n recorrm1ended by the faculty and confirmed . by the Dea n.
Section 3

Faculty Appointments

Teaching faculty shall be appointed to the School of Education and Human Development
on the following bases:
A.

Permanent full-time faculty - possessing academic rank and filling a tenure

track position, may serve on any committees and vote on all matters requiring a
faculty vote.
B.

Term full-time faculty - may possess academic rank; appointed for a specified

period of time, with the possibility of becoming a permanent full-time faculty
merr~er; may serve on committees and vote on matters requiring a faculty vote excluding the promotion and/or tenure of permanent full-time faculty.

c.

Long term part-time faculty - no faculty rank; regularly appointed as member

of teaching faculty on need basis; may serve on some committees; may not vote on
matters of School policy, faculty appointment, promotion or tenure.
D.

Single term part-time faculty - no faculty rank; appointed to teaching faculty

on need basis; may serve on some committees; may not vote on matters of School
policy, faculty appointment, promotion or tenure.
Section 4 - Evaluation
A.

The f a culty members of each cluster will assume responsibility for originating

the e val uation procedure for the members of that cluster.
B.

In order to establish uniformity, specific criteria for faculty evaluations

will be developed in the separate clusters and submitted to the full faculty of the
School fo r app roval.
C.

Permanent faculty - Evaluation for re appointme nt, tenure, and promotion will

be base d o n the following criteria:

~r~icle II, S~ction, - Can't.
1.

Teaching effectiveness

2.

Advising

3.

Professional advancement and recognition

4.

Research, writing, publication, and·securing grants

5.

Profes~ional activiti~s outside the school.

6.

Personal and professional adjustment to the overall goals
of the School.

D.

7.

Frograrn Development

8.

Committee w'Or~

Term faculty - Faculty members on term appointments will be evaluated by

the members of the clusters to which they are assigned.

These evaluations will

be based on successful performance of the duties outlined in their contract of
employment.
ARTICLE III - CLUSTERS-

Section 1 - Description
The clusters, or instructional .teams, are composed of permanent and term faculty
who are assigned on the basis of their professional expertise to any one of the
following:
A.

Admin{stratiorr and Supervision

B.

~ounseling

C.

Teaching and Adult Learning

.D.

Center for Quality Practice
Section 2 - The Creation and Termination of Clusters

A.

New clusters may be proposed when faculty or Dean determine a need exists.

B.

All new clusters must be approved by the faculty of the School and the Dean . .

c.

All clusters will be subject to review on a regular basis by the faculty

and Dean of the School to determine their value to the School.
D.

A cluster may be terminated by action of the Dean with concurrence of the

faculty.

~~ticle III, s~ct io~ 2
:::...

Con 't

If the n ee d aris e s, per,-;-,ane nt faculty will be re2:ssig,,ed to c:,,oth 2 r e:1?.:.,ro-

priate cluster.
Section 3 - Responsibilties of Clusters to Students
A.

Establish criteria for admission to the program of the cluster.

B.

Recommend or reject students for admission to the cluster program.

c.

Advise students throughout their time in the program.

D.

Submit to the Dean a list of those students recommended for graduation

from the cluster program.
Section 4 - Responsibilities of the Clusters to the Programs of the Schoo:
A.

The clusters shall plan and implement, with the approval of the Dean and the

faculty of the School, all new programs.
B.

The clusters shall have the responsibility of implementing programs, assigned

to the cluster, or faculty sponsored by the Cluster.

c.

The clusters shall insure ongoing evaluation of their programs.

D.

The clusters shall revise existing programs to meet future needs.

E.

The clusters shall have the responsibility of insuring that their programs

meet the standards of appropriate accrediting agencies.
Section 5 - Responsibilities of Clusters to the School
A.

The members of the clusters shall assume the major responsibility for the

teaching within their cluster program and pro.grams of other clusters as needed.
B.

The clusters shall be responsible for submitting to the Dean recommendations

for faculty positions.
C.

The clusters shall work in collaboration with the Dean and the faculty of the

School to establish and implement policy.
D.

The clusters may establish committees to address school needs.

E.

The clusters shall be responsible for providing profes s ional services to

client groups outside the School.
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Article III, Section 5 - Can't
F.

The clusters have the responsibility for presenting priority needs for the

budget to the Dean.
G.

The clusters shall be responsible for submitting to the Dean a year-end

progress report.
Section 6 - Center for the Improvement of Quality Practice
A.

It will be the responsibility of the Center to function as the research

arm of the School.
B.

The Center will coordinate action research, field-based evaluations, and

curriculum improvement contracts with school and human service agencies at the
local, county, stater and federal levels.
C.

Individuals may be appointed to the Center, as well as to the faculty of

the School.
1.

Appointments to the Center shall require appropriate research, evaluation,
and curriculum development credentials.

2.

Appointments to the Center shall be for a limited term and shall not
accrue tenure .

The director of the- Center shall be appointed by the Dean and shall always be a
project director of one of the major contracts of the Center.
ARTICLE IV - ADMINISTRATION
Section l - Status and Appointment of the Dean
A.

The Dean shall be a senior permanent member of the faculty of the School of

Education and Human Development.
B.

A person to hold the office of Dean shall be appointed by the President upon

recoITu~endation by the Provost and the affirmative vote of the faculty of the School
of Education and Human Development.

c.

The recommended appointment shall be for a renewable five-year term.

~~ti ~ le I V, Sect io n 2 - Co n't.
-·- - - - - --- - - ---- --- - - - - --- -• Section 2 - Respon sibi lities of th e Dean
A.

The De a n shall be responsible for over se eing, approving, and evaluating

all programs and courses in education and human development offered by Rollins
College.
B.

The Dean shall be responsible for the preparation and management of the ~udget

for the School and its affiliated or assigned activities, including grants and
contracts.
C.

The Dean, with concurrence of the faculty,

shall be responsible for the appoint-

nent, renewal, and termination of all faculty of the School.
D.

The Dean shall be responsible for the recommendation for rank, promotion, and

tenure for all faculty with concurrence by the faculty.
E.

The Dean shall be ultimately responsible for the admission, advisement, and

termination of all students to programs in education and human development.

F.

The Dean shall be responsible for the preparation of an annual report of the

School of Education and HtLman Development.

G.

The Dean shall be responsible for the acquisition of resources and facilities

to support the programs of the School.
H.

The Dean shall be responsible for the maintenance of appropriate professional

accreditations for programs.
Section 3 - Evaluation of the Dean
A.

The pennanent faculty members of the School shall evaluate the Dean in terms

of his/her performance of these responsibilities every three to five years.
B.

The results of the faculty evaluation of the Dean shall be forwarded to the -

Provo st and will be a major factor in the p rocess of the reappointment of the Dean.
ARTICLE V - GOVERNANCE
Section 1 - Policy-Ma king
The key decision-making baody of the School s h a ll be the Dean and faculty meeting
as a oody.

This group s h a ll s et policy and structure for the School.

Art ic le V, Section 2,- -Con't.
--~
Section 2
The Dean shall have the final approval on all policies affecting the Sc hool.
Section 3 - Advisory Councils for the Progra ms
A.

There shall be advisory groups for each of the various programs of the School.

B.

Membership of the advisory groups shall come from the following groups :

c.

1.

the appropriate faculty

2.

the profession served by the program(s)

3.

the agencies served by the program(s )

4.

the students in the program(s)

5.

alumni of the program(s)

Appointment to the advisory group is made by the Dean based upon recommendations

from the program cluster s.
D.

Each advisory group is responsible for preparing an annual report to include

a description of the group's evaluation process and recommendations for each of the

Section 4 - Advisory Councils for the School of Education and Human Development
A.

This advisory group shall be designated as the Visiting Committee of the College.

B.

Membership of the Visiting Com.'1littee shall include:
1.

a member of the _Board of Trustee s of Rollins College

2.

a community represe ntative

3.

an elected faculty representative

4.

a student representative

5.

a Superintendent of Schools

6.

a hlL'1lan serv ices agency representative

7.

an alumnus

8.

representatives fro m the professions served by the programs of the School.

~-

This group shall mee t at l ea st twice each y ear.

D.

The Committee s ha ll prepare a report for the Provost on the scope and quality
of the programs at least every three years.

I

Article VI, Section 1 - Con't

ARTICLE VI -

COH.1'1ITTEES

Section 1
Temporary or special committees may be authorized by the Dean and/or faculty to
function for a specified period of time to facilitate the formation of policy and/or
procedures for the School or program clusters.
Section 2
These committees may be dissolved only at the discretion of the authorizing body.
ARTICLE VII - MEETINGS

Section .1 - Faculty as Body
The faculty as a body shall meet at least once each term.
Section 2 - Clusters
The clusters shall meet as necessary or as determined by number need.
ARTICLE VIII - APPEAL MECH.l\NISMS

Section 1
There shall be a process of appeal for any decision affecting students, faculty,
or Dean.
Section 2 - Students
Appeal of decisions affecting students made by the School shall begin with the
Dean of the School, and if necessarr, proceed to the Provost of the College.
Section 3 - Faculty
Appeal of decisions affecting faculty made by the School, shall begin with the Dean
of the School, and if necessary, may proceed to the full faculty of the School and/or
the Provost of the College.
Section 4 - Dean
Appeal of decisions affecting the Dean, made by the School, may begin with the facult 1
o f the School or proceed directly to the Provost of the College for resolution.

Ar~icle VIII, Se c tion 5 - Con't
Section 5
In non-academic matters the appeal process may be extended to include the
President of the College and the Board of Trustees.

Approved by the faculty of the
School of Education and
Human Development
September 15, 1981

ROLLINS COLLEGE
School of Education and Human Development

STATEMENT OF POLICY ON FACULTY EVALUATION FOR REAPPOINTMENT
PROMOTION, AND GRANTING OF TENURE

The criteria below apply to permanent full-time graduate
faculty reappointment, promotion, and the granting of tenure.
These criteria are to be used as guidelines to evaluate a faculty
member's work and professional contribution consistent with the
goals of the School of Education and Human Development and Rollins
College.

Definitions of Criteria
1.

Teaching.
An effective teacher will demonstrate the ability:

a.

to organize, articulate, and clarify knowledge and/or
skills for professional practice;

b.

to stimulate student intellectual curiosity and encourage
independent inquiry to advance the profession;

c.

to prepare and continually work to improve courses
which meet student needs and professional standards;

d.
2.

to evaluate learning constructively.

Advising.
An effective advisor will demonstrate the ability:

a.

to develop an academic plan of study that is consistent
with the students' professional goals and the quality
criteria of professional practice;

b.

to confer periodically with advisees to evaluate their
progress in achieving their academic goals.

3.

Professional Activities.
An effective faculty member will demonstrate professional

development through:
a.

pOSL-degree s~udy and/or advanced studies;

b.

academi~ and non-academic consultative activities

c.

participation in professional seminars, institutes,
clinics, or workshops;

d.

self-education by study, travel or other means;

e.

professional presentations to groups in public or
private institutions;

4.

f.

community activities, including volunteer service;

g.

participation and leadership in professional organizations;

h.

academic and non-academic recogniti~ns and honors.

Research, Writing, and Publication.
A.~ effective faculty member will demonstrate the ability to:

a.

conduct research which is published in appropriate
professional refereed journals;

b.

prepare manuscripts which are published in newspapers,
other professional journals, or books;

c.

present scholarly papers at meetings of professional
societies;

d.

develop and write grant proposals which are subsequently
funded;

e.

do systematic research using academically and professionally
accepted methodologies.

;

[_
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Personal and Professional Adjustment to the Overall
Goals of the School.
An effective faculty member will demonstrate profes-

sionalism by:
a.

developing and maintaining effective interpersonal
relationships with colleagues to foster a constructive
working climate conducive to achieving the goals of the
school;

b.

demonstrating a loyalty and willingness to further the
development of the programs of the School.

6.

Program Development.
An effective faculty member will actively participate:
a.

in the planning, implementation and periodic review
of professional programs and projects which contribute
directly to the benefit of his/her' cluster and the School;

b.

in the recording and reporting of effective professional
practice and research.

7.

Committee Work.
The effective committee member will demonstrate the ability:
a.

to contribute to the accomplishment of the assigned task
of the committee;

b,

to assume leadership roles within the committee either
as a member or as chairperson;

c.

(if elected chairperson) to assume the responsibility
for completion of the committee's task;

d.

to analyze and evaluate the performance of peers when
serving on faculty evaluation committees.

Reappointment, Promotion, and Tenure Procedures
I.

Candidate's Responsibilities
A.

Candidates for promotion or tenure have the responsibility for
initiating that process by notifying the Dean of the School.

B.

Candidates for reappointment, promotion or tenure have the
responsibility for providing documentation of effectiveness
based on the criteria listed in this document and submitting
such to the chairperson of his/her committee.

II.

Committee Structure
A.

The committee shall consist of five members: four voting
faculty members and a non-voting chairperson.

B.

The chairperson shall normally

be the Dean of the School

of Education and Human Development.

A candidate may

request that either the Provost of the College or the Dean
of the Faculty serve as chairperson.
C.

The voti~g membership of the committee shall consist of:
1.

One full-time tenured faculty member elected from and by
each of the three clusters (administration, teaching and
learning, counseling) to serve for a one-year term.

If

any cluster has no tenured member, the cluster may elect
a non-tenured member.
2.

One member of the tenured Rollins faculty who is not a
member of the faculty of the School.

This member will

be appointed by the Provost of the College from a list
of five (5) nomine£s recommended by the permanent, fulltime faculty and the Dean of the School.
will serve a one-year term.

This member
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III.

Committee Member's Responsibilities
A.

The Chairperson shall be responsible for:
1.

notifying the candidate and committee members of
the candidate and committee members of the
scheduled meeting times;

2.

notifying the candidate of deadlines for
submitting documentation of effectiveness;

3.

meeting with the candidate to discuss documentation and procedures;

4.

distributing the documentation to the committee
members and maintaining the confidentiality of
the file;

5.

chairing all meetings of the evaluation committee
and assuring that due process is observed;

6.

assuring that the statement of' the vote and rationale
of the committee, including minority reports when
needed, is formulated and distributed to the Dean
of the School and the candidate.

B.

The members of the committee shall be responsible for:
1.

reviewing the documentation submitted by the candidate,

2.

participating in all meetings of the coITLrnittee,

3.

indicating their decision by registering his or her vot

4.

assisting in writing the committee and/ or minority
reports.

IV.

Procedures of the Com.m i t tee

A.

The evaluation cor.unittee shall meet to determine the
candidate's fitness for reappointment, promotion or
tenure based on the criteria stated in this document.

B.

The voting menbers shall vote to approve or not approve
the candidate's reappointment, promotion and/or tenure.
A majority vote is required for approval.

All committee

members must be present when a vote is taken.
C.

The voting members shall prepare a written statement of
the vote and rationale of the com.mi ttee, including
minority reports when needed.

This will constitute the

official committee recommendation, copies of which will
be trarismitted to the Dean of the School and to the
candidate.
D.

Following the distribution of the committee report,
the chairperson shall call a meeting of the committee
if so re~uested by the candidate or the Dean.

E.

The committee recoramendation shall be transmitted to
the Dean who will assure its timely transmittal to the
Provost. ·

F.

The time schedule of the committee requires that:
1.

documentation from the candidate be submitted by
September 15;

2.

the recommendation of the committee shall be transmitted by Dec ember 15.

Reappointment, Promotion and Tenure Policies
A.

Reappointment of all probationary faculty shall be based
on the individual's having provided satisfactory documentation of effectiveness to the appropriate evaluation
committee; the committee should be convinced of the
continued need in the School and its programs for the
individual's service, should anticipate the continued
effective performance of that service, and should have a
reasonable expectation that the equivalent or better
performance will continue, consistent with professional
growth and academic responsibility.

B.

Term faculty - evaluation of faculty members on term
appointments will be based on the specific duties outlined
in their contract of employment.

No reappointment may

be made without a written evaluation of performance.
C.

Criteria for recommendation for tenure and promotion of
faculty members outside of the established procedures
of the School of Education and Human Development requires
the concurrence of a majority of the tenured faculty of
the School of Education and Human Development.

D.

Candidates for associate professor will have earned an
Ed.D. or Ph.D. degree; will have at least four years
full-time teaching experience at a university or fouryear college, two of which must be in the School of
Education and Human Development; and will have demonstrated effectiveness in all criteria for the granting
of reappointment, promotion and tenure.

E.

Candidates for full professor ~ill have earn e d an
Ed.D. or Ph.D. de gree; will have at least seven years
full-time teaching experience at a university or fouryear college, five of which must be in the School of
Education and Human Development, and will have demonstrated effectiveness in all criteria for the granting
of reappointment, promotion and tenure, with increased
emphasis in research and publication.

F.

Eligibility for tenure will be limited to faculty members
with rank of associate professor or above and shall be
granted only after a minimum of five (5) years of fulltime teaching experience at the Assistant Professor level
or above, four (4) years of which must be at Rollins College.

G.

Failure to receive tenure by the end of the seventh (7th)
con trac.t _ year at Roll ins College will result in the
termination of employment at Rollins College.

H.

A faculty ~ember may defer consideration for promotion
by submitting a statement of intent to the Dean
independent- of length of service at Rollins College or
previous to Rollins College experience .

I.

A faculty member may defer consideration for tenure to
a maximum of seven years of service at Rollins College.
In those situations ~here a candidate has taught elsewhere
previou s ly and been granted credit for such service, a
faculty member may choose to count or not count such
s ervice ..

Upon applying for t e nure a candidate s hould

indicate years of service.

Those candidates opting not

to count service at another institution should inform the
Dean of his or her intent to defer consideration each
year they are eligible.

J.

In order to insure continued high levels of professional
performance, tenured faculty will be evaluated at five
year intervals.

K.

Dismissal of a tenured faculty member may be recommended
by the evaluating committee utilizing criteria delineated
1n the College By Laws.
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Probationary Due Dates
Feb. 1 for 1st reapp.
Nov. 15 for 2nd reapp.
June 1 of preceeding year on 3rd and subsequent reappts.

Tenured Promotion Due Date
Promotion June 1
draft report and recornm. submitted to candidate
2 weeks before ~due dates

Notification Dates
Reappoint - Marl of any probationary year
Non-reappt. - Mar 1 of 1st prob. year
Dec 15 0£ 2nd prob. year
Sept 1 of 3rd prob. year and subsequent year

Tenure
Sept. 1 of final probationary year

ROY E. CRUMMER GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

STRUCTURE, GOVERNANCE, AND POLICIES

EDUCATIONAL PURPOSE AND PHILOSOPHY

Statement of Purpose
The Roy E. Crummer Graduat~ School of Business is one of few collegiate schools of
business to devote its efforts solely to graduate education.

Th e faculty and administration

believe that the best education for management consists of a broad - based undergraduate
program in the arts, sciences, or engineering coupled with a full two- year MBA program. It
is on the undergraduate level that students should learn the fundamentals which give them
the abilities to communicate and make ethical judgments, and it is the graduate level at
which they should study the many aspects involved in making decisions concerning the
management of an organi zation .
The Crummer School requires the student to do much more than memorize technical
material. In each of the functional areas of management (accounting, economics, behavior,
finance, marketing, and quantitative methods) it is expected that the student will be able to
use the knowledge for decision making and problem solving. In c ore courses that introduce
the subjects, the textbook is meant to be a resource that should be used much as one would
use an encyclopedia for reference. Thus, the learning of textual material is not the goal of
the course , it is only an intermediate step. The goal is to apply that portion of the material
which is appropriate for the particular problem being solved. It is important to note that we
are not trying to substitute practicality for academic theory.

Rath er , we are trying to

supplement the the ory with the ability to imple me nt it.
Like many good schools and many professional man agers, we are concerned about
the ability of our graduates to communicate both orally and in writing.

We do not beli eve,

howe ver , that a graduate progra m is the prop er place for rem e dial work. For that reason,

we 'seek students who already possess the basic ability and feel that it is our responsibility to
further develop these abilities.

Thus, where appropriate, many of our courses have a

component that requires both oral and written presentation. Again, we feel that it is not
only important for a manager to have knowledge, but equally important for him to be able to ·
communicate that knowledge.

In designing our total curriculum as well as individual courses, and in selecting our
.

'

faculty and students, we are conscious of achieving these objectives.

Constituency
The Crummer Graduate School recognizes two constituencies for its programs. The
full-time MBA progra m should have a national reputation and should draw on this reputation
for faculty and students. The School also has a responsibility to its local constituency, those
who comprise the student body for the part"'.time MBA prcigram. Other Crummer activities,
such as:

Executive Programs, Seminars and Conferences, Management Services, etc., draw

from and serve both national and local audiences.

Nature of Institution
It is not th e Crummer School intention to ever have a doctoral program. Doctoral
program's are best left to the larger private and public universities.

Therefore, we believe

it is not appropriate for us to envision ourselves as a research institution.

Instead, our

commitment is to teach the practice of management at the MBA level.
While we do not intend the program to be research oriented, we do expect the
faculty to publish.

We not only expect faculty to regularly publish in the appropriate

refereed journals, but also to put special em phasis on the publication of textbooks.

This

em ph asis assumes that the same r elat ionship ex ists betwe e n writing books and teaching
implemen tation as is generally recognized to exist be tween doing research and t eaching
theory.

PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

MBA Programs

Market
The full-time MBA program is designed with the goal of becoming one of the
nation's prestigious MBA programs.

Students can be drawn directly from undergraduate

schools or from full -t ime employment; the School will focus its marketing efforts on liberal
arts undergraduates because of the nature of the Rollins College institution, and because of
the Crummer educational philosophy.

The part-time MBA program will be marketed throughout the Orlando metropolitan
area. Through close contact with corporate executives, recruitment efforts will emphasize
a high quality program of private education featuring close student contact, and outstanding
faculty ~

Fields of Specialization
After completing the required core courses, MBA students may focus on a field of
specialization.

These specialized fields may correspond to academic disciplines such as

-

Finance or Marketing, or they may be based upon the industry in which the knowledge is
applied. Such fields may include Public Administration, Arts Administration, Agribusiness
Management, and oth ers.

Exe'c utive Programs
The School may wish to provide programs to executives on a basis other than full time day or part-time evening. These Executive Programs should be formalized and could
include:
l.
/

)

An Executive MBA Program to be offered on weekends or extended
week ends. After completing a specified course of study on an intensive
1

basis, students would be granted the MBA degree.
2.

Non-credit Programs to be offered in response to specific requests by
individual firms or groups of firms .

These programs would fulfill the

need for training in specific disciplines or functional areas, but would not
count toward academic credit.
3.

Certific ate Programs may be offered to recognized professional associations.

Seminars, Conferences, and Special Programs
An integral portion of the School's programs should be a formalized series of
seminars and conferences. S1Jch special programs bring exposure and prestige to the School
beyond the scope of the MBA program .

Management Services
An important ancillary part of the academic programs is the offering of Management Services.

Consulting and non- credit teaching benefits the School by enhancing its

local and national reputations and benefits individual faculty by affording them opportuniti es to interact with practicing managers.

It is anticipated that the School will be

r e num erat e d for th ese services and th at faculty will r ece iv e extra comp e nsa tion at a
competitive rate .
Th e School should formali ze this serv ic e by esta bli sh ing a c e nt er for Managemen t
Serv ic es. Th e center would seek consulting opportunities, make approp ri a t e ass ignm en t s,
monitor progress of th e servic e, and follo w up once th e ser vi ce is comp le t ed.

Placement and Alumni Relations Services

The test of an MBA program is the success of its graduates.

Prospective students

consider placement after graduation an important criterion in selecting an MBA program.
Because of these factors, it is imperative that the School develop a formal service of
Placement and Alumni Relations.
The Placement Service should invite recruiters to visit the campus, gather information on job possibilities with firms who do not recruit, and assist students in preparing for
the interview process.

The Placement Service then becomes a network for the Alumni

Relations Service as graduates move into positions of increased responsibility.

Alumni

become not only a source of financial support, but also a source of job referrals through the
Placement Service and a resource for the School's ancillary programs.

FACULTY EVALUATION AND DEVELOPMENT

Purpose
The faculty evaluation process should serve two functions:

first, evaluation is a

means of monitoring individual performance for allocating the merit portion of salary
increases, promotion, and tenure; and second, evaluation is a feedback process which
provides a faculty member with an incentive and method for improvement.

Process
The Crummer faculty evaluation process can be characterized as "Management by
Objectives: Results and Rewards." The basis of the process is an annual written agreement
between the facult y member and the dean stating mutually agreed upon objectives and
rewards over a five--ye ar period. Although each faculty member is expected to be active in
all professional areas, particular areas may receiv e more attention in the objectiv e/reward
process.

The School will establish a committee of faculty to serve as an appeals board. In
the case of a discr epancy, the committee will make a recommendation to the Academic
.__ Vice President.

The Committee will be made up of three faculty, serving three-year

rotating terms.

Criteria
Four cutegories of criteria shall serve as the basis for evaluation and reward . Each
faculty member should , if possib le, be active in eac h of the four areas, although individu al
faculty may wish to emp hasize certain areas. Th e categories are:

1)

TEACHING.

Evaluation of teaching performance should include student evalu-

ations, use of appropriate teaching innovative methods, use of state-of-the-art
techniques.
2)

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE.

Evaluation of professional service should include

publications in journals, publications of textbooks, presentations at conferences,
and holding official positions in professional associations.
3)

COMMUNITY SERVICE. Evaluation of community service should include consulting services offered through the School, seminars and conferences sponsored
by the School, and holding posi t ions of responsibility in the community which
are agreed to be important to the School.

4)

COLLEGE SERVICE.

Evaluation of college service should include service on

commi ttee s, chairing committees, and performing special services.

Standards

INSTRUCTO R:

The entering position at Crummer should be instructor; any faculty

member who does not hold a doctorate or equivalent degree should enter at this rank unless
he is so distinguished in the field that his reputation is without question.

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR: Qualifications for assistant professor should be the Ph.D.
or equivalent degree.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR: Qualification for associate professor should be those of
assistant professor plus a minimum of four (4) years full-time teaching in a senior inst itution
at the assistant profess or level, of which at least two (2) years hav e been at Rollins, plus
ev id e nce of satisfactory progress in the criteria liste d under "Criteria".

PROFESSOR:

Qualification for professor should be those of associate professor,

plus at least five (5) years full time experience in a senior institution at the rank of
associate professor, plus evidence of exceptional performance in the criteria listed under
"criteria.".

The rank of professor should be bestowed only on those individuals with an

established reputation of scholarly excellence as evidenced through a continuing record of
publication and who are expected to maintain that reputation in the future.

TENURE:

Only under rare circumstances should an individual receive tenure with

an initial appointment at Rollins. Individuals who were tenured at their previous institution
may enter Rollins under a contract of a prescribed number of years, after which they may
be eligible for tenure. Qualifications for tenure should be those of appointment to Associate
Professor or Professor rank. The evaluation for tenure will usually be made during the fifth
year of teaching in the Crummer School.

For those who held tenure at another institution

before coming to Rollins, the decision may be made no sooner than the second year.

Faculty Development
As a means of achieving the goal of scholarly activity and encouraging faculty
improvement, the Crurnmer School promotes faculty development activities including!

1.

Attendance at professional associations.

To the extent warranted by budget

constraints, the School should attempt to send each faculty member to at least one
professional meeting per year. Per diem and travel allowance should be sufficient to cover
the complete cost of the trip. Additional trips may be funded totally or partially. Criteria
to be considered in the decision to fund a trip should include presentation of a paper,
chairing a session, officer of th e association, teaching de velopment, or faculty recruitment.

2.

Leave of absence and sabbatical.

Faculty members who have attained tenure,

hold the rank of at least assistant professor and have five years of teaching service at
Rollins may apply for paid or unpaid leaves of absence. Each faculty member requesting a
paid leave of absence should present a proposal to the Dean outlining the research or study
to be completed during the period of absence. Approval should be based on the merits of the
proposal and the ability to staff the position in the absence of the faculty member.
Faculty members requesting unpaid leaves of absence should present a proposal. to
the Dean outlining the research or study ta be completed. Approval should be based on the
merits of the proposal, the ability to staff the position, and the number of previous leaves of
absence by that faculty member.
Duration of leave and compensation during that period will be consistent with the
policy of the Colleg e.

3.

Research Grants.

Faculty are encouraged to apply for research funding from

external sources such as the federal or state governments, and from internal sources such as
the Rollins Research Grant Fund and the Crummer Research Fund . Proposals to external
sources are subject to the guidelines of those agencies and the procedures of Rollins
College. Proposals to internal sources should include~

4.

Course load reduction.

A faculty member may request a reduction in teaching

load of up to one course per semester.

The request must be accompanied by a proposal

outlining the nature of the research project, book outlinej or course development. Approval
of the reduction will depend upon the merit of the proposal and the ability to staff the
necessary courses.

Administration Evaluation

Responsibility for the performance of each administrative officer rests with that
officer's superior. Responsibility for the performance of the Dean of Crummer rests with
the Academic Vice President. Faculty members should have direct, written and confidential
input into the evaluation of each administrative officer. This input should be requested by
the appropriate superior at least one month before the regular evaluation of each officer.
Administrative officers of the School include all assistant deans, associate deans 1 and
directors.

ACADEMIC POLICIES

Admission
Admission policies are determined by the faculty of the School.

The policies are

ad.m inistered by the Dean or his designated representative and the Director of Admissions.
Information on admissions should be disseminated to current and prospective students
through the "MBA Catalog'' and "General Information and Course Descriptions".

Admission to the MBA program is selective and based upon academic potential as
demonstrated by undergraduate work completed at a regionally accredited college or
university , performance on the Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT), and related
pertinent experience. Foreign students are encouraged to apply for admission; in addition to
the credentials liste d above, they must furnish scores on Test of English As a Foreign
Language (TOEFL).

Teaching Load
The norma l teaching load per academic year is six courses.

Upon approval of the

dean the normal teaching load may be reduced for scholarly or administrative activity.
Directed or independent studies are offered through a single course assigned as part of the
normal course load for one instructor.

Summer teaching for extra compensation will be ma de available on the

bas is of

nee d and availability. Reg ular faculty should have equal access to teaching in the summer
and should receive priority over part-time or adjunct faculty. In general, if the appropriate
courses are needed, a faculty member should not be allowe d to teach a second course while
a coll eague who desires to teach does not have a single course.

Curriculum
The curriculum is determined by the faculty of the School.

Information on the

curriculum should be disseminated to current and prospective students through the "MBA
Catalog" and "General Information and Course Descriptions".

The curriculum should

attempt to achieve the goals contained in the Statement on Educational Philosophy.

Student Course Load
Course loads for full-time and part- time students are determined by the faculty of
the School. A part-time student is defined as anyone who has a permanent full - time job.
All overloads must be approved in writing by the Dean .
The faculty of the School also determine transfer policy, requirements for con tinuous matriculation , the time limit for completion of requirements for the degree, and
requirements for graduation.

Registration and Withdrawal
Any change in registration must be made by the student in the first week of the
term.

Approval of changes later in the term can be granted by the Dean only to meet

circumstances beyond the control of the student.
After the registration period, students not attending a class will receive a grade of
F except under one of the following conditions:
The student confers with the faculty member and both agree that work will be
completed in the following semester; the student is grante d an Incomplete (I)
for the current course.
The student is unable to att end th e class and th e instructor has no basis for
ev alua tion of the stud ent's work; the stude nt is granted a Nonatt enda nc e (X) for
the current course.

Grading System
The purposes of the grading system are to inform the student of his accomplishment
in work effort and to inform the School and potential employer of the skill levels attained by
the student in each of the academic disciplines. Grades are reported as follows:
A

-

indicates consistently excellent work.

B

-

indicates work of the quality normally expected of a graduate student.

C

indicates work that is below the quality normally expected of a graduate
student.

F

-

I

indicates work that is unacceptabte in graduate study.
Incomplete:

granted for a course when the student and instructor have

agreed to complete course requirements in the following semester.

An

Incomplete must be removed by midterm of the following semester or it
automatically is converted to an F.
W -

Withdrawal:

granted for a course when the student formally withdraws

during the appropriate time period.
X

-

Nonattendance:

granted for a course when the student has not formally

withdrawn during the registration period but the instructor has no basis for
evaluating the student's work.
N -

Audit:

granted for a course when the student desires to fulfill the course

requirements but does not desire a grade on his transcript.
Cr, NCR

-

Credit,

No Credit Received:

granted only for specifically designated

courses.

Probation and Dismissal
Degree candidates are required to complete all course requirements with a minimum
cumulative grade point average of 3.0. Any student whose average drops below 3.0 will be
placed on academic probation. If the average drops below 2.5 the student is automatically
terminated.

Appeals By Student

Students may petition the Committee on Academic Standards to request an
exception to an academic regulation by obtaining an official form from the Off ice of the
Dean.

Student Governance

Students are expected to abide by rules common to all Rollins students as
established by the Board of Trustee in the "Bill of Students' Rights, Responsibilities and
Conduct".

Within the Crummer School, student governance is determined by the MBA

Association. The President of the MBA Association can attend all faculty meetings but has
no vote .

All academic program policies will be listed in the current course description
catalog.

Awards

STUDENT POLICIES

Financial Aid
All students applying for financial aid must complete the Graduate and Professional
School Financial Aid Service (GAP SF AS) statement as early as possible. Financial aid may
take the form of student loans, scholarships or graduate assistantships; scholarships and
graduate assistantships are awarded on the basis of merit.
Graduate assistants must fulfill the dual role of student and employee of the
College. Each student is expected to work ten (10) hours each week during the regular 9-5,
Monday-Friday per iod; responsibilities are defined in a job description submitted by the
Dean or faculty member .

Discipline
The conditions for academic discipline are established in the section "Probation and
Dismissal".

Students may also be placed on probation for malicious misuse of Rollins

property, classroom misconduct, drug abuse, or other conduct detrimental to the Crummer
School or Rollins College.

Upon finding by the Disciplinary Committee consisting of two

faculty members and a student, the student may be placed on probation. Repeat offenders
will be dismissed.
Academic dishonesty is a discredit to the student as an individual and to the School
and College. A student accused of academic dishonesty shall confer with the Disciplinary
Committee. This Com mittee shall determine the extent of dishonesty and suggest a course
of consequent action. Possible courses of action include:

Absolving th e student of the charge of academic dishon esty.
Academic prob a tion .
One semester probation from School.
Dismissal.
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